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EXCERPT OSAHSLATIOH OF DOOUl'^ EIiTT lI0.m^5S2
CCi^IiJUED
(page S of original)
8 DECE®ER 3.932,
Doep depression is prevalent in the Organisation# Financial worries
prevent any constructive v/ork.
It is rumored that STRASSER is planning a place revolution, I have
not yet "boen ahle to ascertain any details#
Our mental distress is so great that we desire nothing more ardently
than to escape from all this commoti'^n for a fev; weeks#
The homh-sholl hurst at nooni STRASSER wrote the Fuehrer a letter,
informing him that ho is resigning from all his Party Offices, The
reasons ho gives for this moyo ?ro entirely unconvincing and not worthy
of discussion, Ee claims that the Party has to he led to the State,
that the time has come for a change of pr^iicy, tha.t the Movement is
exhausting itself in unpr-^fitahlc oppogitir^n, that he can no longer
sanction such a course and refuses to he re^onsihl© for it.
Of course, none of these reasons are sound# They prove nothing,
except possibly that STEASSER*s desire to hecome a Minister is stronger
than his loyalty to Fuohrer and Party,
It is not difficult to recognise SOHLEICIIER' s train of thought
behind all this argumentation.
There was an assomhly of the Party Injectors at the Fuehrer's
house. They are all very much depressed. The resentment and indignation
of the entire Party loadorshlp is directed against STRASSER and his
adjutant, 1st Lt, S0HULT2,
In the evening, the Fuoiirer was at oixr house, W© could not got Into
the right spirit, V/e are all very much discouraged, particularly in the
fa.ce of the present danger that the entire Party may ooll?6pse and all
our v/opk he in vain,
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SjCCERpT: IRJUmATIOi^ OF DOCUMTT lT0,FI-^522
OOilTIITUED
\'Jg are nnw facing the decisive test. Every political movement that
aspires to power has to overcome this successfully. It usually comes
shortly "before decisive victory and is entirely a matter of nerves.
IVe must not give way now? v;e iifill manage to find ways and moans
of handling this de^erate situation. But it is essential that we should
remain true ourselves.
CERTIFICATE OF IERAi\^SLATIOi^
May 33, 1947
I, Monica IVELLWOOD, E 00535, hereby certify that I am thoroughly
conversant with the English and G-e-rman languages and that the
above is a- true and correct translation of the excerpt of doctiment
Ho. 111-6522.
Monica Wellwood.
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TRANSLATION OF ECCU'IENT No.Nl-7990
OFFICE OF CHIEF OF COUNSEL FOR I1-\R CRB-IES
AFFIDAVIT
I, Kurt Freiherr von SCHROEBER, having been duly advised that
I should render myself liable to punishment by making false state
ments, herewith depose the following on oath, voluntarily and
without coercion!
'^\'hen PAPEN was first appointed Chancellor of the Reich, he had
the confidence of HINDENBURG and, in a great measure, the support
of members of the Parties of the Right* At that time, he was
instrudted by HINDENBURG to form a Government, but the instruction
was given without the approval of the Reichstag* It was his
intention to exclude from his Government all Social Democrats
and Communists and all other members of the Parties of the Left,
In these circumstances, the NSDAP declared its preparedness to
support PAPEN. PAPEN's Government had, then, in the beginning, the
support of all Parties of the Right, including the Nazis, with
the latter, however, differences of opinion arose after a short
time. V-Jhen political murders, committed, for the mott part, by
Communists, began to increase to unmanageable proportions, PAEEN
made a law in accordance with which political murder was punish
able by the death penalty. Up to this time, the death penalty
had been non-existent in Germany. Shortly after this, a communist
was attacked by two Nazis in his house in a small town in
Silesia, and trampled to death. Both culprits v/ere indicted, con
victed by the court and sentenced to death, and thus the law
made by PAPEN, which, in fact, was originally aimed at the
Communists, was first applied to two Nazis. As a result, a
storm of indignation arose in Nazi circles. HITLER and GOERING
sent telegrams to the two murderers who had been condemned to
death, dubbing them brothers in arms and, to all intents and
purposes, 'identifying themselves with them.
(page 2 of original)
At the same time, HITLER sent a telegram of protest to PAPEN,
in v/hich he warned PAPEN that he would himself be guilty of
murder if the two condemned men were executed. Von PAPEN re
plied that he was powerless to take any action against the judgnent
which had been pronounced in accordance with the law. PA.PEW
had planned to suggest to HII^R)E^JBURG that he pardon the two
murderers, but had not informed HITLER of this. PAPEN was there
upon strongly attacked by all the speakers at a meeting of the
NSDAP, which took place a short time later. This was the first
of the incidents which led to a breakdown in the collaboration
betv;een HITLER and PAiPEN.
The second incident occured in August 1932, after, the NSDAP had
won a lafge number of seats in the election. HINDENBUR,G, who was
staying on his estate in East Prussia at the time, had stated
that he was prepared to discuss with HITLER and PARSfT the situation
produced by the results of the election. It seems possible that
— 1 —
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CONTINUED
(page 2 of original cont'd)
Pxr.PEM and HITLER were of the opinion that the time had come for
HITLER to be made Chancellor of the Reich, and HITLER had apparently
received from PAPM, the impression that HINDENBURG would suggest '
this, or at least that he wished to discuss the possibility of
making HITLER Chancellor of the Reich. I assume that General von
SCHLEICHEH. had spoken to HINDENBURG, in the meantime and had per
suaded him that it was absolutely impossible to make HITLER Chancellor.
When HITLER and PLPEM came to visit HI.NDENBURG, therefore, the
latter was prepared to discuss the situation, but prefaced his re
marks with the statement that he was not in any way in favor of
HITLER'S being made Chancellor. This enraged HITLlil, for hw assumed
that P^PEN had deliberately deceived him and intended to bring about
his political downfall.
Because of these two incidents and because he was of the opinion.
(page 3 of original)
that P/;PEN had not kept the promises which he had made when hw
was first appointed Chancellor, HITLER consistently levelled attacks
at P/.PEN during political gatherings from this time onwards, thus
causing relations between HITLER and P/;PEN to become more and more
strained. During this time, SCHLEICHER was secretly working against
PAPEN, although ostensibly he was supporting him. Then, one day,
a vote of no-confidence was passed against PAPEN in the Reichstag.
This vote of no-confidence was skilfully manoeuvred by GOERING, in
such a v/ay that PAPEN was unable to produce the HINDENBURG decree for
the dissolution of the Reichstag, which he h^d kept in readiness for
such an eventuality. Thus PAPEN had to resign from the Chancellor
ship of the Reich and shortly aftervrards, SCHLEIDHER was appointed
Chancellor of the Reich by HINDMBURG. After all these incidents, .
relations between PAEEN and HITLER became so strained that there was
no longer any possibility of collaboration.
Although many supporters of the Conservative and Nationalist Parties
stood behind PAP^, and, like a large number of Conservati '^e Nationalist
Socialists, believed it essential for HITLHR and PAPM to work to
gether if the foundation of a strong nationalist Government was to
be laid, it was impossible to bring PAPEN and HITLER together within
the first few months after the former's fall from office as
Chancellor. As SCHLEICKER was not acouitting himself with distinction
in the office of Chancellor, however, HITLER and PIPEI^ both realized
that the enmity between them was serving no particularly good or use
ful purpose. I assume that HITLER gradually realized that P;-PEN had
not betrayed him and that a great part of the nd.strust existing bet- •
ween them was SCHLKTCH'T '^s work, l^iien, in the latter months of 19^2,
the situation in Germany under SCHLEICHER deteriorated still more,
HITLER AND E^.PEN realized
- 2
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CONTINUED
(page 4 of original)
that the most advisable course of action would perhaps be for them,
to work in collaboration with each other if possible, Vfhen I saw
P4PEN in December, he said to me, "I believe that it would per
haps be possible now to bring about^ a meeting, in order to settle
the points of dispute, must find some way of rendering possible
collaboration between the Parties of the Right' ", This is the
history of the meeting between HITLER and PAPEN in my house.
On 4 January 1933, HITLER, von PAPEN, HESS, }^mam and KEPPLER
came to my house in Cologne, HITLER, von ?AP!® and I proceeded
to my study, where a discussion, lasting two hours, took place.
HESS, Hlf^TXSR and KEPPLER did not take part in the discussion, but
remained in the adjoining room. KEPPLER, who hed helped to
arrange this meeting, came from Berlin; von PAPEN came alone from
his house in the Saar district; and HITLER brought HBCXER and
HESS; with him, as they had attended an election meeting at iippe
on tne way. The discussion took place exclusively between HITL.IR
and P!^PEN. I took no part in it. The discussion began at approx.
1103 hours, and the first point to be raised was the question of why
it had been necessary to punish thw two Nazis who had killed the
' Communist in Silesia, Von PAPEN stated that it had been necessary
to punish these two Nazis - they had not been put to death - be
cause the law did exist, and infringements of the law, no matter by
whom committed, had to be expiated. He stated in addition that it
would perhaps be possible to obtain a pardon for the two men from
HINDMBURG. PAPH^ then stated that he had, in fact, urged HINDENBURG
to make HITLER Chancellor of the Reich, at the time when he, PAPEN,
had visited HINDENBURG with HITLER, and that HINDEIffiURG seemed
entirely willing to dicuss the matter with HITLER. He said that he
had been exceedingly
(page 5 of original)
surprised and upset when HINDENBURG refused to do this, and that
it v?as his opinion that someone else, probably von SCHLEICHER, was
respensible for the change in HINDE!'TBURG's attitude, PAPEN e^fplgined,
in addition, that he considered it best to form a Government in which ^
the Conservative and Nationalist elements which had supported him,
shou].d be represented together with the Nazis, He suggested that
this new Government should, if possible, be headed by HITLER and
PAPEN togethf-r. HXTLEF. thereupon delivered a lengthy speech, in
which he said thit if he were appointed Chancellor, FtPW^s
supporters could become Ministers in his (Hitler's) Government, pro
vided they were willing to support his policy'' which aimed at many
changes in existing conditions. He sketched these changes, includ
ing the removal from leading positions in Germany of all Social
Democrats, Communists and Jews and the restoration of order in public
life. Von P/.PEW and KTTLEP vrere aiming at a basic unity as a result
of which many of the points which had given rise to the conflict could
be settled and the possibility of collaboration introduced. It was
agreed that further details were still to be worked out and that this
could be done in Berlin or in some other suitable place. This happened,
as I learnt later, during a meeting with RIBBENTROP, The conference
at my house ended at approximately 1330 hours. We three then sat
down to table with HBSS, HIMJX^ER and KEPPLER, and there the conversation
turned to general matters. At about 1600 hours, all the guests left
my house.
j' ' .
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CONTIIMUSD
(page 6 of original)
This meeting between HITIER and Pi\PEN on 4 January 1933 in my house
in Cologne Was arranged by me after PAFEN- had requested ne to make
the arrangements on about 10 December 1932. Before I took this step,
I discussed the matter with a number of industrialists and gained a
general impression of the attitude of industry towards collaboraticn
between the two. Tte general aim of the industrialists was to see a
strong leader come to power in Germanj'*, a leader w^ho i-rould form a
Government xvhich ^^uld long remain in power. Vlien, on 6 November
1932, tte NSDAP suffered its first set-back pnd had thus passed its
peak point, the support of German Industry became a matter of parti
cular urgency. One interest common to tte whole of industry was
the fear of Bolshevism and the hope that tte National Socialists,
once in power, would establish Germany on a firm political and eco-
nor^c foundation, A further point of common interest was the desire
to implement HITIiER's industrial program. In this, one essential
point was that industry itse3l must direct its efforts to the solu
tion of the problems set by matters political. For the practical exer-
cution of this program, it was expected - and,- in fact the expecta
tion was later fulfilled - that industry as a vjhole \TOuld be reorga
nized and established on a new foundation, unions being formed, which,
in contrast to the unions existing at that time, it would be obligator
ry for all industrial undertakings to join, and the administration
of which would be the work of industrialists and business men, whose
responsibility it ivould b& to ensure equal distribution of production,
so that, if necessary, these new unions would be able to exert more
influence than had previously been the case. Furthermore, it was
expected that an industrial boom would be caused by the placing of
(page 7 of original)
fairly large State contracts. The following should be mentioned in
this connecticn! HITLER's project for an increase in the strength of
the Wehrmacht from 100,000 to 300,000 men, construction of Reich
Autobahns and the loans which would have to be forthcoming for public
purposes (provincial governments and municipal councils) for the
construction of new streets and the improvenEnt of those already in
existence, orders for the improvement of the transportation system,
especially the Reich Railroads and the promotion of industries such
as*the automobile and aircraft industries and others connected with
them.
It was generally knovm that one of the most important points of
HITLER'S program was ttB abolition of the Treaty of Versailles
the restoration of a strong Germany, strong frcm ths point of view
both of military and of economic strength". It was apparent that^in
a strong Germany, industry would flourish too, and furthermore, it
was clear that economic strength implied a state of affairs in which
Germany was no longer dependent on foreign countries. It may be that
for reasons not of idealism but of pure desire for profit, these^
efforts to make Germany self-sufficient were greeted by certain in
dustrial undertalcings as a possible method of increasing their own
- 4 -
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(page 7 of original, cont'd)
sphere of power. Such a possibility undoubtedly presented itself in
the field of synthetic oil and rubber production.
HITISR's Economic Program was known to industry as a whole and
was welcomed by it, Information on it was spread by HITISR and other
Nazi leader in speeches at Party maetings, through the Press etc.
i'n example of this is given by HITLtiR's speech made at THfSSSN's
request on 27 January
(page B of original)
1932 before a fairlj'" large group of Industrialists at the Industrial
ists Club at Duesseldorf. The contents of this speech were also known
to persons not talcing part in tliis conference of whom I myself was one.
This meeting was, moreover, a great success for HITLER. By the pre
sentation of his ideas on industry, he convinced the industrialists,
who had originally distrusted him, that collaboration with him was a
goal to be desired.
After hitler's seizure of power, the only meeting of the so-called
General Advisory Committee for Industry (Generalrat der h'irtschaft)
took place in July or August 1933 at the Reich ilinistry of Sconomics
in Victoriastrasse, Berlin. At the invitation of SCffiLCDT, the tlinister
of Economics in office at the time, approximately 40 to 50 men from
all circles of industry participated in this conference. Among those
whom I personally remember to have been present were REINHART of the
Kommerzbank, URBIG of the Deutsche Bank and Carl BOSCH of I.G.
During this meeting, HITER again discussed his program in general and
in particular the essential point which was that tte Government was
to fix the goal and industry itself to undertake the execution of the
program leading to that goal.
The Economic Program of the NSDAP having already'' been embarked
upon and the Four Year Plan drawn up, HITIER and GOERING again ex
plained the trend and aims of Program. To this end, GOERIMG in
vited a large number of Reich officials and industrialists, among
them BOSCH, KR/.UCH and von SCHi\fITZIER of I.G. to Preussenhaus in Berlin
on 17 December 1936. On this occasion, GOERING and HITIER delivered
speeches in which they called upon industry, in terms of the utmost
emphasis, to give the fullest oossiblo support to the rearmament pro
gram, making the following statements, among others: "The struggle
which we face demands an enormous production capacitjr.
(page 9 of original)
It is imoossible to tell when rearmament will come to an end. Victoiy
or destructicn alone can decide. Should we conquer, victoiy vrill bring
compensation enough to industry." And, live at a time when the
ultimate struggles are announcing themselves. Mobilization and war-
are already upon as, but for the fact that no shot has been fired.
5 -
TRi'.NSIi.TIOH OF DCCULlikT No. NI-7990
CONTHjUED
(page 9 of original)
I have, road carefully the 9 (nine) pages of this affidavit and
have countersignod them mth my own hand, I have made the necessary
corrections in my own handwriting and ha.ve countersigned them ^d.th
my initials, and I horowith declare on oa.th that, to the best of ray
knowledge and belief, I hr.ve spoken the full truth in this affida.vit.
Signature; Kurt Frhr.v. Schrocder
Kurt Froiherr von SCHROEDER
•" •tf..;,
•i
' i"
Sworn to and signed before rae this 21st day of July l?i,7 at Nuremberg
by Kurt Freiherrn von SC'-;R0EDER, knovm to me to be thj person making
-P-P-i _the above affidavit. , •
• ,
4 . •
•Sirn.iture: Arthur T. Cocner
Arthur T. Cooper
Civilir-Ji AGO r.omh?r D A3A534
r-''l p j.Tcgato.£ . 'C.'Tic. e of Chief
cf CO'Unsel for Y'ar Cr:*:.es
L'.S. far DGoartmont.
CERTIFICATE OF TR/vNSLATION
6 August 19A7
T Bervl C. HESflCX, No. D427459, hereby certify that. I aa thorouEhly
conversant with the English and German languages and thy the above
is a true and correct translation of the document No. NI-7990.
Beryl C. HESl'^ ICK
Mo. D A27459 -
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TFLiNSLrtTION OF DOGUi^^NT No.NI-5243
OFFICE OF CHIEF OF GOHNSEL
FOR Tv^xH CRIIyiES.
Statement
I, Friedrioh Flick, etats and,declare under eath:
Concerning the meeting of 20,2-1933:
I received a telegram from Coering saying just ahoutS
Invitation to the palace of the President of the Roiohs—
tag(Parlienent) Coering for a conference vdthout aj:iy
indioa-tion of the subjects
T felt obli ged to go and I found there aJbout 40 to
50 representatives of econony and Industry. I still
renonber that the following persons were presents
Gustav Krupp vrn. Bchlen and 7albn,oh
Albert Voegler
Ernst Tengelnann
Kerr von Loewenstein, manager of the Bergbauvoroin
(Mining Association)in Essen
Herr von Schnltzler from I,G«Farben
Herr Springerun from Hoesch and I think
Generaddirektrr Dr. Buehren from Brn.unkohlen and
Briket AG.
Goering welcomed us and soon afterwards Hitler
entered and made an address. I recall that among other
things we spoke of the problem of the right of suoceeit*
on. I remember his having said about literadly
•" Vvhatever one has acquiared one should be allow
to leave to his descendants." Then he daoe to.
spealc of the coning election, of 5. March 1933.
After the speech he took leave. Then Goering said in
a certain agreement and connection with SohachtJ
1 ^
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CONT'D
"Now to the Go.s^ It was also said that there were sone
olcT dehts which should be paid,
The one and only industrialist who spohe w-as Herr
G-ustav Krupp von Bohlen xvho saids " The Ruhr contributes
so £?Jid so nuch 1 Million or even noreo"
Concerning the Ruhr I v;as then in a hind of vacuun sin-ce
•i
I had sold the majority of the Vereinigte Stahlwerhe
shares in 1932 and v;as not jet a member of the Auflshts^
rat of Warpen,
Sone time later I was o.gain involved in this na.tter when
Herr Albert "Koe^-ler ca-lled me up and told me that the
Q-emo.n Natonals had not been given their adequate sha^re
in the distribution of these donations. He caused me to
nahe onother paynent to the Gemoji Na.tionals» In this
connection we ailso discussed the question cf a contribution
to the NSDiiP and we cone to the result that we would have
to contribute an amount to then tooo V/e paid about
RM loo 000,—. to the G-eman Na.tlonal and about RIvI 100 000,^
to the NSDiiP but as far as I can remember we did not pay this
amount in one linip sur.i but in several instalments* It
could be that these payments wore not_ma.de to the party
itself but to formations of the party, I suppose tha,t the
SS has received half of it that is RtA 50 OOOo— Upon
request of the industrialists the Cerroon People*s Party was
also given a share in the distribution.
I have made this statenment voluntarily without any
promise of reward and I have not been subiected to any
pressure or threat'.
I have read carefully each of the g pages of this
statement an^ signed then by my oi^m hand and I have
" 2 -
translation of DOGUIvSNT No, NI-32<I-3
OONT'D
nr.clG "the necossery correotions "by ny ovm hand and
have countersigned the with my initials -^nd I hereby
state under eeth that all the facts given in this state
ment are fully true according to my best knowledge and
belief vdth the usual reservation of errors a.nd omissions.
Nuernberg, 14 J-nuary 1947 Signaturei Friedrich Flick
I Glarisse Kohn, U.S. Civilian, X-046337, herby certify that
I an thoroughly conversant with the English -nd G-eman
lajigu-.ges end that the foregoing is a true and correct
translation of dicioment NI- 3243.
0. KOHN.
A CIRTIFISD TRUE COPY
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COPY OF-D"OCUi-.ENT -N0.-^EC.439 '
OFFICE OF U.S. CHIEF OF COuITSEL
V
/AFFIDAVIT OF G50HO VOIT SCEEilELEH
I,. G-eorg von Schnitzler, a member of tlie VoTStand of
I«G-« Farben, make t?ae following deposition under oath:
At the end of Fecraary 1953, 4 members of the Vor-
stand of I.G» Farben including Dr. Bosch, the head of the
Vorstnad, and myself were asked by the office of the
president of the Reichstag to attend a meotang in
his house. The purpose of which v/as not given. I do
not remember the two other colloagai.os of mine i7ho wore
also invited.. 1 believe the invitation roachod mo du
ring one of ny business trips- to Berlin. I wont to
the meeting which v/as attended b:' about 20 persons
who I beliovo v/oro mostly loading industrialists from
the Ruhr,
Amon;:: those orosent I romov.her:
Dr. Sch-=cht, *,7ho at that tfmo was not yet head
of the Reic]n..3bank again and not yet Eiinister of Econoviics.
Krupp von Bohuon, -.-/ho in the beginning of 1933
presided the Roichsvorband di^r Doutschen Industrie which
later on was cha'?.god in the semi-official organization
"Roichsgruppe Industrie".
Dr. Albert VoglGr, the lead:l.:ig man of the Verol-
nigto B-f-ahlv/orko.
Von Lowenfold from an industrial v/ork in Bsson.
Dr. Stoin, head of the Govrerkschaft Augusts Victoria,
a nine v/hich belongs to the I.C-. Dr. iStein "/as an active
mombor of the Doutscho Volksnartol.
i remember that Dr. Bch.^cht acted as a kind of host.
Tnilo I had o:cpoctod the ap'oeb-.-anco of Goring, riitio:
- J.-- J 7
onterod the room, shook hands with everybody and took
a seat at the top of tlio table. In a long speech ho
talked mainly abo-.:.t the dangmr of communism over which
ho pretended that ho just had won a decisi'vo victory.
Ho bhon talked about the "Bundnis" (allianco)
into w hich his party and the Doutsch - Rationale Volks-
pai^toi had onterod..^ latter part" in the meantimo
had boxa reorganized by Horr von Papon. On the end he
came to the point which scemou to me the purpose of the
mooting. Hitl'^r strosjod the imrortanco that the tvro
aforem.ontionod parties should gain the lajority in
the coming Reichstag oloctioje. Srupo von Bohlon thanked
Hitler for his speech. After Hitler had loft tho room,
Dr. Schacht nroposod to the mooting the raising of an
oloction fund of - as far as I remombor - KM 3.000.000.
The fund should bo distributed botv/oen th) two "Allies"
according to their relative, strength at tho time being.
Dr. Stein suy-'ostod that tho Deutsche Volksp-irtei should
bo included which suggestion -.iher. I rightly reeiorh .u''
•was aceowtod. The amounts which the individual firms
had to cor.trib^^to were not discussed.
- 1 -
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I did not takj iDart in tlio dlGcu:i5sion but roportod
th.0 riattor tho next day or tho ovorrioxt to Dr • Bosch
in Frankfurt who to^othor v;xth Goh. Hat 3ch:'.iitz had
rjsorvcd oxclusivoly for thonsolvos tho handling of
distribution of nionoy to political partios^ tho press
otco and had nado a special appoint of "Vortraulichheit"
(socrocy) in this rospoct.
Dr. Bosch dij, as far as I rononbor, not ndkc an^r
ronark to ny report, but shrugged his shoulders„
I never hoard again of the whole raattor but I bo-
liovo that cither tho buro of Boring or Schacht or tho
Roichsvorband dor deutschor: Industrie had -\5i:od the of
fice of Bosch or dchuitz for pawnont of I.G-.'s share
in tho election fund. As I did not to.ko the natter up
again I not even at that tfw.o 'nicw whether ar.d -.vlilch
anou2".t had boon paid by tho I.B. According to tho voluno
of tho I.Be I should ostinc.to I.B.^s share being sorio-
thing like lOy. of tho election, fund, but as far ?.3 I
knov; there is no evidence that I.B. Farbon participated
in tho pawiontSe
I understand tho Bngliah language.
G» von ochnitzior
Sworn to boforo no this 10th da'; of ilo-v-c:.ibor 1945 at
Frankfurt, Bor'-iang-•
Otto ?• Stroubol ?
2nd, Zt. Info
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iiiUi '^ji^Lii.TOii'd iiOTd): Roport of Speech by Hitlor to G^rcian IndUstrlaldsts
on 2o February 1933? -found in Krupp's "Frivate
correspondence 193?/'' • ' '^ -•lo-)..
'i/ith the ycoK 1918 an entire syr^. j-- eellapsod. That it had to
coiiio about r.*as often predicted, also by ec '^nomic leaders, especially
by Gcheimrat KliTORF. The rev-elution -/he year 1918 brought us was
onlj'" conditional. In any cfse-it did not bfabout the revolution
such as in Russia, but only a ne- school of thou£;ht which slowly initiad-
od the dissolution of the existing c-rdcr. Bismarclc's statement; "Libc-
rel-isui is the pacomalcor of Socia3.~D.-;caracy" is now scientifically
cstaiilished and proven for us. A gv^en e-'/hool of thought - thought di
rection - Can unsuspoctodly load tcwaids the dissolution of the foun
dation of the State, In our country also, a new direction of thought
had gained grou^id which s"} cwly led to internal disruption and became
the pacemnJrer of oelchevl.-iffi.
Private enterprise cannot bo maintained in the age of Democracy^
it is conceivable only if the people hav.- a sound idea of authority and
personality. Everything positive, good ..nd valuaolo, which has boon
aciiioved in the world in the fild of oconoiiiics and culture, is solely
attributable to p^rsonaJ.it.y. When, hov;ev.;r, the defence of the existing
order {dcs Geschaffenen), its political administration, is loft to a
raajority it will irretrievably go under. All the worldly goods wliich
wo possess, wo owe to the struggle of the chosen (Ausorlesenen).
(Page 2 of original)
Would we have had the present conditions in the hidle Ago, the founda
tions of our German Reich would never have been laid. The same mentality
that ••:as the basis for obtaining these values must be used to prcsorvo
tho-se valubs- All values which make up the heigh of our culture originat
ed from an entirely different mentality than that seized its administration
* - fs'
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siiace 19l8i The revolution is thd first conclusion of a decade—old
devoloi^ment of discord in our people, All over the vrorld we experience
this crisis of disunity. The people, hO'VaVwr, teaot differently towards
it, as for exanplo in Russia ?nd Italy, i ^"le other countries, Germany
included, this crisis, in its last posrdl ..ities and consequences, is
not yet being recognized. Our people has not yet sufficiently recogniz
ed that there are two souls struggling S'^ . • it. Our entire life is based
upon common agreements. The smallest exam^..'c of this is the family it
leads on up to the State. It is an impossibility that part of the people
recognize private ownership while another part denies it. Such a strugg
le splits the people. The struggle lasts until one side emerges victo
rious. iThen a man deserts his unit he can be j^unished. When however,
15% to 2o% disregard their oath of allegiance, the unit must fail as
a military instfioment. The same applies to a State, if 2.5% of the peop
le deny the State as a permanent recognised social order, no sound
system can be set for the general public.
(page 3 of original)
Therefore, it is impossible to maintain C'xLture, ^t, Religion and
Science, if a large percentage of the llation refuses to abide by the
thoughts wliich created such a Culture. Justice also can only be establ^sn
ished upon generally recognised theories. Therefore, it can also be
Bolchcvistic, if it has to protect the Bolchevist cause. Such a condi
tion of discord leads slowly but surely to agony, to the death of an
ideology. No two ideologies can continuously live alongside one another.
In such struggles the strength of a people eats itself completely up
internally and therefore cannot act externally. It doEs not rest. This
condition of attrition lasts imtilone party emerges victorious or the
State itself dissolves, whereby a people loses its place in history.
We live in such times now, when the die must be cast, and vdien we must
decide whether we want to adopt a from of life that supports the State
or to have Oommunisra. The latter is also thinkable. Tt is often
• inriil-iiiAMiil
•Pi*
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said that CommuniBm is tha lowest step of hu-iianity. I believe the v y
opivosxte; it is the orign of human development: It represents the most
primitive from 'of human' life. The deeper one delves into nature, the
more alike becomes its achievements, thev >. 'oee as in Communism more
and more homogeneous. The Communist pi:... be maintained. It is
not -by chance that one ^
(pa.^e 4 of origir.,;d '
person accomplishes more mnan the other. i.:.e ..rinciple of private o^nez^
ship which has slowly gone into the general conception of justice and .,
has become a complicated i.rocess of economic life, is rooted in tiris
fact. The course which -we have to take is clearly indicated. It is, hovi^
over, not enough to say: M'e do not -...wn'm ieom-unism in (our) Economy. If
we centime on our old po3i.txcal course, Uuen we shall perish. .7e have
f:JJ.y e:cperienoe in the past year-s that Economics and Politics cannot be
separated. The political conduct of th. struggle is the primary decisive
factor. Therei.er. poxitioar.-y clear conditions must be reached. As
T v.- Vt-q not iPadJ tlG Gorman Roich so did politics not makeEconomics alone nas not maav- w-v ^
Economics: But each one built steadily higher upon the other. As a hand^
in-hand working of Politic and Economiie:.- ought us to our height, so
meant the ^working against one another, as we exieerienced it after.the
revolution, continuouc downfall, as I lay in the hospital in 191S I
oxpsrioncod the revolution in Bavaria, From the beginning I saw it as
Vniq in the dovo^.cpmont of tho Gormen pooplo, as a period of trans-
Itxon. Life always,tuare up humanity. It is therefore the noblest task
of aLeader to find ideals that.are stronga than the factors that pull
the people apart. I recognized even while in the hospital that one had
to search for new ideas conducive to reconstruction I found them in
'Ha-cionalism, in the value of personality, in the danial of reconciliat
ion between nations, in the strength and power of
- . 3
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(page 5 ox" original)
individual personality. On this basis I tried to reach an understand-
. ing betwGon two soixls struggling ivith one another Wittiin the German
people. The struggle which I undertook w:.- r. pch harder Decause^it was
conducted during a time when the law fo ~ ...•.ctection of the weak and
decadent held true, a law under v/liich evej.y nc-"Cion is doomed to parish.
Of coursej nothing is being acccmplishud by .-'"..riple denial of eu-ch ways
of thought, one has to oiier new thoughts. 1i rejects pacifism, one
must a now idea in its placo immediately, Sve.-y-hing must oe pushed aside.
must be replaced by something better.
For 4o years wo are e3q"^eriencing a continuous growth oi*
\
Social Democracy, Bismarck said shortly b^iere he retired: "If this
kGex>s u]-); larx must remain victorious^'.
The creative and decomporing forc;;.s in a people always fight
agEinst one another. In trAs struggle one side alTTays gains ever greater
heights than the other, therefore I have been following the dovolop-
m^ht of Social-Democracy with steadily growing concern and said to myself,
wo must come to a decision. I hawe ropoatcJly taken the occa,sion to
\
out to rosponsible people what dangers was thi'oatening the German pcoiDlc.
Time and again it was argued amongst othcir, by von Soeckt, that at the
present this would mean civil ^^ar. And -*hen, a few years ago, the numbor
of Socialist seats went back a little, I was told triumphantly: "Look
hero, the danger is ajroady over". They eA-ays comforted themselves 'Ath
the hope that the Socialist
(page 6 of original)
movement would slow dovm by itself. The danger, however, cannot be over-
corn by such means. Human beings are nothing lass but equal, and if h^uman
being are not led, they drop back into tha most primitive ancient state.
It v/as tiAs perception that moved mo to found a new ilationalist niovemont,
which aft^r l4 years of struggle has become a leading force in the Gor-
/
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ivuii^ fiiiOlOh. v?e must not forg>jt that all tho bs^nafits of culture must be
introducc6.-niorc or less t;lth an iron fistj just as one upon a time' the
farmers vore forced to plant potatoes. For all this hoi"aver, couragO;
and iron-TJill and parseverance arc asser t-'r.
We stand today facing -che fol.1 - i-g situation: t/oimar imposed
upon us a certain constitutional order by rhich they put us on a demo-
cratic basis. By that v-o nere- hov:evov. nM ' j-ovided ^th an able govcrn-
montaJ. authority. On the ccntrary; as I cric: c-iecd Democracy beforej
Communism had to bore its pray constantly ..deeper into the German people.
The result tras an ever increasing: tension, by Vv^hich also - and that is al
most the TTorst — the courts did not remain uiiinfluonded. Trro fronts have
thus shaped themselves which put to'"us the choices - either liar^tism in
its purest from or the cthor side. One cannot assume the point of view
and says - the other side -.111 gradually break tlirough again. Such an
attitude means d.^'fcat. V/hen I wanted to act. I was advised
(page 7 of original) .
to wait a while. 3ut I did not agree to such toleration. With the very
same courage with which wo go to work to j-ialce u] for what had been sinned
during the last lA years, wo have withst'-.ed .^.11 attempts to move us off
the right way. V^e have tui-ned, do^-^n the b-jncvolenco of the Catholic Center
1
has onJ-y considerably slowed down our developments We must first gain
complete power if we want to crush the other side completoly. VThilc sti^J.
gaining power one she should not start the struggle against the opponent.
Only when one loiows tha.t one has reached the pinnacle of power, that
there is no further possible upward dayelopment, shall one strike. In
Irussia v/e must gain .another lo seats and in the Reich proper anothor
33, That it is not impossible if we throw in all our strength. Then only
begins second action against Communism,
- 5 -
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liou vie stand b-jforc tho last election. Regardless of the out-
coino there iTill be no retreat (Rueckfall), oven if the coning election
does not brifig about a decision. One way or mother^ if the election
does not decide the decision 2::ust be; brc'.ight about even by other means
(cben auf cinom andsren r/oge ,fa.L1-en) 1 I..- ^ . ..-^cervened in order to
give the peoples once more the chance to c.c.;cldo their fate by themselves.
This dotoriuination is a strong asset for \/l. ^tevor must possibly happen
later. Dogs tho election bring no result, v.e, j Germany ^11 not go to
^ruin. Today, as 'nevc.a- before, every one is lu^eer the obligation to pledge
himself to success. The necessity to make sacrifices has never been grea
ter than
(page 8 of original)
non. For Economy I have the one ;7ish that it fo parallel irith tho
internal structure to meet a calm futui-e. The question of restoration
of the V/ehrmacht iTill not be decided at Geneva, but in Geimiany, Trhen vie
have gained interral strength through internal peace) There ttIII, however,
be no internal peace until Llarxism is eliminated (erledigt). Here lies
tho decision which we must go to meet, hard as the struggle might be.
I put ay life into the struggle day aft^r cay as do all those x7ho join
ed mo in this.struggle. There are only t-;o poB.sibi-.ities, eitor to croud
back the opponent on constitutional grounds, and for; this purpose once
more this election, or a struggle r.i,lj. be conducted idth other weapons,
which may demand greater sacrifices. I vrould like to see them avoided.
I ^onc the Croruan meoplo thus recognise the greatn-^ss of the hour. It
shall dooldo over the next lo or probably loo years. It '"101 become a
toning point in German history, to Thich I pledgs EysolX "••ith glotog
energy.
QOERING - Ke counted on it that r.i.th politic.al appeasement.
domestic economy irill also qUlct dor®. iTo oxporiments '.rauld be made.
Horrevor, to attain tho goal, aU foreos must bo mustcrod on Uaixh 5tia>
'0... . — ... ........... .3
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Above ">•• it is injjortsjit to penetrato into tho circles that are still
disconcerted "ith ^viarxism and slumber uselessly in aggravation and bitter
ness. Idlest of the internal political obstacles have been removed after
(page 9 of orige^^il)
unity Tith the other groups of similar i^'oelogy ':7as achieved under one
"^lan. This present unity should be made deepor. Ho matter hov; the elect-
Ion comes out, the distribution of forces should remain the same. In the
coming Sjtruggle everyone must purform in hie o'.m field. The German
nationals (Deutschnationalen) -ill attack nhere successes can no longer
be achieved by the Hationsl—Socialists, On the other hand the national—.
Socialists nill be given a task "Tiiich has no prospects for the others.
vTithout any doubt are must do the most -/ork, for --re must penetrate Tith
our SA. men into the darkest quarters of the cities and operate there
from mouth to mouth and fight for every single soul.,
Goering considered to some extent the great dangers connect
ed vith this election battle. He th^n led over very cleverly to the
nGCOBSxty that other circles not taking part in this political battle
should at least maice the financial sacrifices so necessary at this
time. These ^vere so much more necessary oecause-not even one poimy of
the tax-payers money -rould be asked for. Government funds trould not be
usod. The sacrifices askod for purely would bo so much easier for in
dustry to boar if it realised that the election of Iviarch 5th vrill sure
ly be the last one for the next ton years, pro'pably even for tho next
hundred years.
(Trajislation checked by Jir. B.FAIjL)
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Ij SHjA E.UIBSRaLLp aGO I?o. D-l^ccV.*;, horoby certify that I am
thorouglf-y conversant iTith the English ans German languages 5 and that
tho aoovo is a true and correct translatio.i of Document Ko. D-2o3.
E, Ulg-brtaL-b
U.S. Civilian
AGO I'o. D--15oo96
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On th3 2oth of this nonth I expressed to Reich Chancellor HLTLER
tiie" >^i\''vtituao of approximately 25 industrialists present^ for having
given us such a clear picture of the conception of his ideas, I then
emphasized that it r-ould not be advisable t'. enter into a detailed
dascussion, but that I ^ould like to underline 3 ponts ~ith Tvhich all
present' rrould be in agreenant# -
1, That it is highest time to finally clarify the-questions pertain
ing to demostic politics in Germany.
2. Tlvit tro, just as he, consider, that the object of every regulation
is to benefit the interest cf the Geman people as a trholOn not
that of individual professions or classes.
3. "Tliat it is our cpinion that or7./ in ' olitiu lly st-'oug ai
independent State could econciny and business develop and flourish.,
22 February 1933
I^Vl. I -lifi
/''.•dy'S
01i;TIFI0.iTF OF tCriNSL^TION
OF DOOIUNT No. ;b-2o4
2o November 19^5
I, Leo LOIB, Civilian, hereby certify that I am thoroughly
conversant -ith the English and German languages5 and that the above
is a true and correct translation of Document Nr. D 2o4.
•'•f.dl 7;rp'-y:
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(page 1 of original)
1933 REICHSGESETZBLATT, PART" a,- RAGE 83
Decree of the Reich President for-the Protection of the
People and Stete of 28 February 1933
Vcrordnung des Reichspraesidenten zum Schutz von Volh und
Staat vom 28. Februa.r 1933
in virturo of Section 4!
the follo^dng is decreed as
Communist acts of violence,-
Article 1
i (2) of the German constitution,
a defensive measure ag-ainst
endangerinr: the state;'
Sections 114, 115, 117, 118, 123, 124, and 155 of the
Constitution of the German Reich are suspended until further
notice. Thus, restrictions on persona.l liberty, on the right
of free expression of opinion, including freedom of the
press, on the right of assembly and the right of associa
tion, ana violations of the privo.cy of postal, telegraphic,
and teiephonic communications, and v-o.rrants for houso-
soarches, orders for confiscations as Y^ell as restrictions
on property, rare also permissible beyond the legal limits
othor^-'ise prescribed.
Article 2
If in a state the measures necessary for the restoration
of public security a.nd order are not taken, the Reich Govern-
L i T J ^ _ __ _ . _*?! . .1^ ^
ncnt may temporarily take over the po^-'crs of the l^ighcst
_ ^ ^
state authority.
Article 3
According to orders decreed on the basis of Article 2,
by the Reich Government, the authorities of states and pro.'
vlnces (Gemeindeverbaende), if concerned, have to a"-'idc
thereby.
Article 4
t^oever provokes, or appeals for or incites to the dis
obedience of the orders given out by the supreme state aut
horities or the authoritlevS subject to them for the execution
of this decree, or the orders given by the Reich Government
according to Article 2, is punishable - insofar as the deed
is not covered by other decrees -Uth more severe punishments—
'.vith imprisonment of not less than one month, or •.'ith a
fine from 150 up to 25,000 Reichsmarks.
Whoever endangers human life by violating Article 1, is
to be punished by sentence to a penitentiary, under mitigat-
•in^ circumstances ^-'ith imprisonment of not lass than six
months and, "'hen violation causes the death of a.person,
v:lth death^ T^.er mitigating circumstances '"'ith a
penitentiary Sentence of not less than t '^o years. In^ addi
tion the sentence may include confiscation of property.
1 ^
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(page 1 of original-cont'd)
V/hoever provokes or inoites to -'-n e.ot oontrar:/ to public
'.7elfare is to be punished vith a penitentia.ry sentence,
under mitigating circumstances, '•'ith imprisonment of not
less th<an three months#
Article 5
The crimes ^'^hich under the Criminal Code arc punishable
v/ith penitentiary for life are to be punished v/ith death:
i.e., in Sections 81 (high treason), S29 (poisoning;),
506 (arson), 311 (properties), 321 (general poisoning).
Insofar as a more severe punishment has not been
previously provided for, the follo'."'ing are punishable vdth
death or rith life imprisonment or '"ith imprisonment not
to exceed .15 years;
(page 2 of original)
1. Anyone '-ho undertakes to kill the Reich President
or a member or a commissioner of the Reich Government or
of a stc?.te government, or provokes to such a killing, or
agrees to commit it, or accepts such an offer, or conspires
v.'ith another for such a murderj
2* Anyone '-ho under Section 115(2) of the Criminal Code(serious rioting) or of Section 125(2) of the Criminal Code(serious disturbande of thenpease) commits the act rdth
arms or cooperates consciously and intentionally vrith an
armed.person;
3. Anyone '-'ho commits a kidnapping un^er Section 239 of
the Criminal Code "dth the intention of making use of the
kidnapped person as a hostage in the political struggle.
Article 6
This decree enters in force on the day of its promul
gation#
Berlin, 28 February 1953.
The Reich President
von Hindenburg
The Reich Chancellor
Adolf Hitler
The Reich Minister of the Interior
Frick
H!he Reich Minister of Justice
Dr# Guertner
CERTIFICATE OF TRANSLATION
OF DOCUMENT NO 1590^PS
3 October 19d5
I, FRED NIEBERGALL, 2nd Lt Inf. 0-1355567, hereby
certify that I am thoroughly conversant "dth the English
and German languages; and that the above is a true and
correct translation of Document 1390-PS
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FRED NIEBERGALL
2nd Lt Inf 0-1335567
EiiU'SL-'-TlOii OF DOCUI^JHT lTo.i;I-9lO
OFFICE OF CHIEF OF COd'/SEL FOR •".iJ? CRIHSS
(hc.ndTvrittGii:) 2G10 (initir.l:) L (handwrittent) 56l/l3(stamp:) 2'4Harch 1933 (initial:) Hill
RE ICHSVEUin::Ij DEH DEUTSCHEN RtDUSTRIE (Ro ich FedefatiGn of Gcp^^n
Industries)
Eorlin HMO, Koonigin-Lugusta-Str .28
24 inrch 1953
(stamp:) S.-n£;.v.25 Ilc.rch
(hnndv/rittcn:) Letter of appreciation',
Dcar Herr Reich Char.cGllor,
v/c ihifom you that oi 23 Ft rch 1933 the Pracsidiun of the
Roich Fodcray of Gormen Irdustrios hc.d a mooting ccnvcnod "by
H'..rr Dr. Arupp von Bolilon und Iir.lbech. Lt this leooting the political
situation vrc-.s under discussion. The it*aosldiun unanimously i.doptcd
tho follormig pohit of viovrs
The 0lections providod tii? teMs _for c £tab_lo _g£vorn:nGnt. Diffi
culties 7.hich ercGc from coi-stmt political fluctuatIons~in the past
and wiiich obstructed cccncmic initiativ to a high dogroo hav boon
olininatod. For activ,> reconstruction, so badly needed, it is im
perative to^ cffoct tho £o-ordin£tj.cn and co-oporatian of all tha forces
Gcnnr.n industry consTdoV£ig' itsjTf r~vital" and~in-
disponsablc part of national reconstruction is ready for active co
operation in this taslc. The Roich Federation of Gorman Industries,
Ilbr r
Roich Chancellor II i t 1 o r
Berlin V;.0
-rr'T, —lilhe Instr ,78
(p-~gc 2 of original)
being politically^r.nd economically its rc pre scnta.tivo body, 7dll do
everything in their pov/er in order to assist the govornmcnt in its
difficult taslc.
Roich Fo'dsitsition--. of Gorman Industries
Tho I-anaging monbor of Tho docrotary:
tho Prf.csidiun: (signature:)
(signature:) illogiblo illcgiblo
IIL-jTOli-.TId"
3 Docombor 1947
I, George Goodman, 110.34709^ hi,roby certify that I on
thoroughly convorsant with tho English and Gormen languages,
and that the above is o true and correct translation of document
Ho.HI-910.
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George GOOtol?, No.34789.
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CFFICE OF CHIEF CF CCINSEL FCR W/Jl CRIrffiS
REICH LAW GAZETTE
Part I
la
1933 Issued at Berlin 2i+ i^Airch 193-3 Nc. 25
Subject; Law fcr the Relief cf Reich and Naticnal Emergency. 24 J'^ iarch 1931
P?gG 14^
Law fcr the Relief cf Reich and Mati:nal Energency.
dated 24 I^rch 1933
The Reichstag has enacted the fcllcwing law which is being prcclaimed
herewith with the approval cf the Reichstag, after it had been deter
mined that the requirements ccncerning ccnstituticnal changes cf
legislafeicn have been fulfilled.
Article 1
the
Reich l.av;s may be passed by the Reich Gcvernment as wdll as through
procedure laid da*;n in the Reich ccnstituticn. This also includes
laws named in the Reich ccnstituticn under article 85, paragraph
article 87•
2 and
Article 2
The laws p-assed by the Reich Gcvernment may deviate from the Reich
ccnstituticn provided that they dc net de-al with the institution cf the
Reichstag and the Reich Ccuncil. The rights cf the Reich President remain
unimpaired.
Article 3
The Reich laws as resolved by the Reich gcvernment are drrcwn
by the Reich Ohancellcr and published in the Reich Law Gazette, Unless
otherwise stated they come intc force,cn the day fcllcwing publicaticn.
/articles 68 to 77 cf the Reich ccnstituticn dc net apply tc Laws passed
by the Reich Government,
Article 4
Tre-^ties between the Reich and foreign countries which deal with
vrticles'''-f the Reich legislation need not have the approval cf the
oarties which participated in the legislation. The Reich Gcvernment
issu- '^s the directives necessary for implementing those treaties.
- 1 -
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(page 1 cf original ccntinuod)
Article 5
This law orxncs intc force cn the day cf its publication. It
becomes Invalid cn 1 April 19375 furthermore becomes invalid upon
replacement cf the present Reich Government by another.
Berlin, 24 March 1933
The Reich President
vcn Hindenburg
The Reich Chancellor
Adclf Hitler
The Reich J'linister of the Interior
Frick
The Reich Minister for Foreign .:'iffairs
Freiherr vcn Weurath
The Reich I'linister cf Fiminc(
Graf Schwerin vcn Krcsigk
The Reich Law Gazette is published in tw: separate parts
- part I and part II - .
•o I
,.a:
•Si
Current delivery only through the pest offices. Subscription per quarter
for part I - Rli 1,10; for p-jot II - m 1.50.
Delivery :f a ngle copies (also old ones) .'nl;/ through the Reichsver-
lagsamb^ Berlin WM 40, Scharnhorststr. 4. (Postal checking account:
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CERTIFICATE CF TR.iJSL..TIe'N
CF DCCUJfflNT NC.2001-PS
20 May 1947
I, ARTHUR G. itXNVJ'lRRA, 20191, herewith certify that I am thoroughly
conversant with the English and German languages; and that the above
is a true and correct translation cf the document no, 2G01-PS.
- a -
• •aa-.tvl
LHTHUR C. MixCN/liARA
20191
»;
l i
a^RAI-TSTATIO];' CP DOGUrrDITT 1T0,FIK-I25b
OI^ICP OP CIIIHIF •OF COUrSSL FOP V.^.R
Dear Dr. Moer-'/ald,
Prcsontly at Berlin '?I S5 1 April
Behrenstrasse 3
The Minastor for Foreign Affairs had asked mc to see
h-hn rioht"aftGr the conference with the Rcichs Chancollor
In'ordc^" to speak t;o rao ahout a particular^rr.atbcr.^ For •
that it was impossibie oo to p-es an:., -
T -Ufttro tn rlRht after the eonferonco, in cro
r^^ (•'^uross •"'oa my Giianns x O-
hog you to allow me to do this b;r that way and remain
•J!!.- u-'. '->—••
truly 3'-ours,
CDRTIPICATE OP TRAPS LA TIOF
I Bernard B. FALL, hereby certify that I an thoroughly
conversant with the English and Gfornan languages and that
the above is a true and correct translation of the Documc
Ko, FLEC- 10213.
Dato: 2 Docombor 19l|7
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END'
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BERNARD B. FALL
Allied Civilian
STO N0.I12I4.
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TRAiTSLATIOW OR DOCUMSDfT ITo/in-90^r
ORRICE .QR. OHIER OF COraSEI, P OR PAR CRIMES
3523
fraosidluni
of tho
Reioh Redoration of
G-orman Industrj^
The Chairman Bcrlinj P.10, <• April 1935
Eocnigin Aug^ta Str. 20
Tolcphono? Ku?:fuGrst 6707-6711
Telegramss RGiohsindustrio
(handwritten) ssee Rlii 3646
Dear Hcrr Reioh Chancellor,
I wish to express my gratitude to you for tho
audience you granted mo on Saturday although you
are so extremely husy. these days, I welcomed
this opportunity all the more bcnansc I am .aware of
now and important prohlems whiclOy as you wil l
understandj in my c^.paoity of Chairman of the
Reich Federation of German Industry I shall he able
to handle only if I am sure of the confidence "*
of the Reich G-rvcrnaiGnt and in particular of
your confidence in me.
At the conclusion of our interview I took the
liberty to broach the question who I should contact
as your deputy in all prcbloms pertaining to tho
Re-organisation of the Reich Federation of German
Industry, It may have come to your attention mean
while that at a.bout the hour of the interview you
were good cnoiigh to grant mc , negotiations took
place between
To tho
Reich Chancellor Adolf Hitler
Borlin_JI^ 8
RoTcH "&ancGllery
(page 2 of original)
Hcrr Pagner of tho Liaison Staff'lof the HSLAP
(national Socialist German Porkers Party) and the
business management of tho Reich Federation of
Gorman (Translatcr• s remarks Industry" loft out
original)•
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TRjVNSLATIOI'f Of DOClBIIjM? Hr^N.I'9''4-
• COirTINUSI)
(page 2 nf rriginal, cont'd)
In vipvj of the fact that I Biay have to piako
• far-reaching decisions 'already ir;ithin thc'next
fov^ days I should bo most grateful for the final
instructions, you Vvcro kind enough to jpi''cinisc.
I remain, Horr pLcichskanzler,Your most obedient servcj
(signaturo)3 Gustav krupp von
Bohlon und Halbach,
CBpLl'IklCATji; Of ORANSLA'IIOl^
2 BocombGr 1947
j., Gerra liAJYlTOVA, Ho, 20 151,'hereby certify
that I am thoroughly conversant with the Pnglish
and German languages and that the above is a true
and correct tronslation of the Bocximent Ho,,hI—904,
Gorta ICNHOYAy
No, 20 151,
- 2 -
(SHB)
/ •
itrahslatioit Of Docm^m efo,^11-909
OFfios Of Cfirsp OP couHosi poe v;ak chimes
(hand'.-ritton); 5646 362/17
I
Praosidium
ox tho
Hoioh Podcration of
German Industry
Berlin 10, 6 April 1933
Kocni^in. Augusta Str. 20
iolcphrnos ICurfucrst 6707-6711
Telegramss Hciohsindustric
The Chairman (handvvrittcn; Rcf, Rm 5523 M)
ITo, S,Ang V 10/4
Boar Herr Heiohskanzlcr (Reich Chancellor)
I should appreciate it greatly if you would
allovj me to give you a report about today's meeting
of the Pracsidium of the Eoich federation of
German Industry. If this is in accordance with
your wishes I would gladly be at your service any
time during the first half of, nekt week.
(handwritten
remarks
illegible)
I remain, Your obedient servant
(signature)! Gustav lirupp
von Bohlen und Halbach
To the
Heich Chancellor Adolf Hitler
B £ r 1 i n 8_
Heich Che.ncollery.
CBHTIPICATE OF THAITSMTIOH
2 December 1947
I, Gorta KAHHOVA, Ho. 20 151, hereby certify
that I am thrroughly cmversant v;iththe English
and Gorman languages and that the above is a true
and correct translation of the Document Ho. HI-909
Gorta HAHH07A,
Ho. 20 151.
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! ' TRANSLATION OF DOC. D 157.
OFFICE OF U.S. CHIEF OF COUNSEL
Enclosure No.l to the letter of Dr. Kruup von Bohlen and Halbach to Reichs-
chancellor Hitler, dated 25 April 1933.
On April 6 of this year the Presiding Council of RSICHS ASSOCIATION of
Germrn Industry empowered me unanimously, as its Chairman, to establish
contact '/Jith the REICHSCHANCELLOS,the Government of the REICH and its
officials, for'the purpose of determining vfhat measures shall be t-^ken to simpli
fy rnd remodel the trade -associations.
By this \inaninious resolution of the Presiding Council it is declared that:^
1) In view of the authority bestov/ed upon me to appoint representatives
to de-^l vdth various problons on hnnd, I am solely empowered by the
REICHS ASSOCIATION of German Industry to hold any neoossary conferences
with the Government of the REICH nnd its officials, and
2) under the seme authority as in para (1) I am solely responsible on
behalf of the REICHS ASSOCLvTIOM of German Industry for all organisation
al reforms, especially those concerning personnel; v^hich may result
within the structure of the REICHS ASSOCIATION of Gennan Industry.
By the resolution of the Presiding'council, the REICHS ASSOCIATION of
. German Industry has given me -full powers v;hich involve extraordinary
responsibilities.
The following consider tions led me to the accept•:'jice of this extraordinary
authority
The turn of political events is in line -with the wishes which I myself
and the Board of Directors have cherished for a long time. 1 am convinced that,
under the threat of the Impoverishment of our people, the machinery of government
must be simplified to the utmost. For the same reason I did not fail to
recognise a long time ago the necessity of rationalising our economic system.
I
Convinced th-at the opportunity of the hour must not be missed to obtain •
the best for our economic system I am employing the authority bestov/ed upon
me by the Presiding Council to carry out a double task:-
1) In the negotiations vdth the REICHGCH fICEJLOR and his representatives,
I shall make it my goal to co-ordinate, in the field of organisation
of industri-1 a-sociations, the economically re'.sonable with the
politically necessary,
2) In reorganising the REICHS A5S0CI:;TI0N of Gorm-n Industry I shall be
guided by the idea of bringing the nev; orgriiisation into agreement vdth
the political aims of the REICH Government and at the. some tijEe to make
it so rational and forceful that it cm be an effective instrviment jf
industrial enterprise, according to the relative iraportance of the
industry.
The task of re-organis tion of industrial groups would be on too narrow
a basis if in doing so I were to think solely of rebuilding the REICHS ASSOCI/i-
TIOM of German Industry. I knov^; from my ov/n experience how much individual
firms suffer from circumstances of historical development v/hich cause overlapping
of industrial groups, frequently resulting in a lack of co-ordination in their
formation.
This demands that we must alsa bring into the sphere of our coming tasks
the numerous questions pertaining to th' complex occup..tional formation of our
economic system. The foremost aim of our economic ^;ystem i'.nd especially of
industry, must therefore be to eliminate organisations v;hich are too complicated.
In order to preserve the valuable privileges of free industrial self-management,
- 1 -
the resulting -organisations must be made as simple as possible.
After the Presiding Council of the EEICHS A'':'30CI.\TI0N of German Industry
bestowed upon me the task of re-organisation in its resolution of April 6 of
this yei-r, it also stvated thrt the still existing groups forming the REICHS
ASSOCI TIOM of Germ'^n Industry v/ore to remo.in to some extent inactive until
the task of e-orgrnisation undertaken by me is accomplished.
I intend to use the period until reorgcnisation is complete by engaging
especially qualified gentlemen as exnert advisersfor the solution of specific
problems. Since the mrn.-gement of the RKICHS iSSOCI/.TION of German Industry
needs the guidance of enterprise itself, I intend further to form special
committees of experts to study specific questions, as for example, questions
of or^ranisation, question of the ethics in economic life, the examination of
occupational aspects of trade policy, exchange and credit problems, as well
as the- field of t-x tion, etc. ' The decision of the Presiding Council specifie.
that I "^m to preside over all these coramitteos that I m cr<.ating. As it is
impossible for mo to be present at all necessary meetings, I must have the
authority to appoint various gentlemen as deputy chairmen.
As soon as my negotiations vd.th the PjBICHS CE'l^CELLOT and his officials
are concluded, and as soon as the proposed committees and the management of
the mCHo A3S0CIITI0N of German Industry have drafted a plan for its re
organisation, I shall siUTimon the leading groups of the REICHS .iSoOCLiTION
of Gerrarn Industry to a special meeting. It vfiil be the task of the meeting
to lay the corner-stone for the nevi structure of the REICHS ASSOCIATION of
German Industry.
rts.
CERTTFICAT'S OF TRANSLATION
OF nOCU}AANT r--i5?
20 November 19A5
I, LEO LCEB, civilian, hereby certify that I am thoroughly conversant
vdth the English and -Oermnn languages; and that the above is a. true and
correct translation of Document D-i57.
LEO LOEB
^ 2 ^ £ 157 (oontd.)
COPI.
File No. XS3 v.B.
Dear Mr, Reichs Chancellor]
TPuilNSLA.TION OF DOClT-iENT D 157
OFFICE OF U.S. CHIEF OF COU^ISEL.
25 April 1933
Referring to the kind l^rtor of the 3o?ret-.r3J of State of the Reichs
Ch-Jicollory,-idated the lOSh this iaonth, Ref Ho". 36/;.6, I respectfully
enclose herewith a st"i-':r^rr.T. "xiich represKn'.r, 'iea's concerning the
reorganisation of the Fei?};s .'-cociation of ts;-:_ian j^ric^try and of the
trade associations as a whole., X an also adding a s'yr'ktcsis of statements
concerning the programme of ^^:e EEIGHS AoSOClATION of German Industry in
preai-cos ye-.rs.
The st-ndpolnt taktn ty the REICHS Ao.SOCI.lTION of Gc-rma.r. Induetrj'-
concerning the question of roorganisation of trade associations has been
characterised, on the one hanc', by the sim'lification and rationalisation of
all the industrial groups, fnis v^as aimed at in ths vvldest circles of the
^ICHS A£SOCL\TIOM and, last but not least, by myself. On the other hand,
it was chtor.icterised by the vfish to co—ordins-te, in the interest of the ivhole
nation, b^oth economic measures and political necessity, adopting the Fiihrer
conception of the now Germaji Mate, Industrial associai'Ions should be formed
ifdiich are .as sin'.plc. and "oww-rful as possible, clesesi to present conditions,
''Jid retaining tho palu-able privilege of free indu3t]''j.al. administration. For
me, this standpo/.nb is a pcliticrl .and economic necessity.
I feel convinced that this task of reorganisation can be realised
only, through on active economic self-administr-:.tion based upon the creative
energiesof e-'ch employer "Jid employee, .and recognising the princiole vrhich
combines the tlational Ide-. vdth National Responsibility. This should be done
by the ciosr-st cona .^ct between the Fcich C-ovcTnjiient nd its representatives
on one side -.nd the RRXCHS V'EOCIATiON on the other. In this respect I am,
convinced that the deciding factor leading to the- success of the reform is
not to be found in the outward form of the orgrnisation itself but in the
spirit, in vrhich union between political le'dership and economic necessity
is established for the benefit of the Ctate and people.
Tlie pre. siding council of tho RtlCHS A.'jfOCIlION of German Industry has
entrusted n;., as its chairmian, vrith the task of reorganisation in a resolution
passf-d at its exi.raordin.ary session held on the 6th ox this ronih. The
RFICKS ASSi„'CL ..TIuN of Gerni-n Jnausury, dear Llr, Enichs Chance.'..lor, puts itself
at your dis ^osal and at tnc die ;osal of the Reich C-overnment for all necessary
negotiations,. At the same time i. respectfully request the confidence and
assist.?nce of you and of the :i ich Government in the task of reorgonis.ation
which shall serve to rend-r t.e trade association a most useful instrument
towards the purpose of rebull.-lng a na.tional economy.
Assuring you, desr Mr, Reichs Ghxncellor, of my highest esteem, I
have the honour to be.
To: Reichs Chancellor
Hitler
Berlin.
Very respectfully yours,
KRUPP BOHLEM K.^MBAOH.
•'.y.'
' 'i
•• '-fWf-I •v.V:
03^ DOOUlSiTS 3J0, IJIK - Ufiol
Oi^ICB 0? CKIS? OF COUITSSI/ FOS "it^R Fl^BISS
(Page 1 of original)
a-bg. 13./IT. .Km.33.
Initial
illegilDle
xu the
Office of the Prich Ghancellor
3erchtesg£.den
Dr. Kess or 1st Lto Bnieckner,
I would like to offer my resjects to the Eeich Ghancellor in
B.rchtesgaden within the next few days, if it should cause no inconvenienc
in order to draw attention to a general important economrc question.
On the other hend, my vfife and myself would consider it a grea-t
(Page 2 of original)
pleasure, if the Heich O::ancellor would like to visit Bluehnhach during
one of his outings. It is a very picturesc place and c:n be reached
from Berchtesgaden in a-hout 1 hour and a qi^rter "by car. lelexon-
Ucrfen, Telegraphic address: 31./¥erfen 10.
(cignd! K B H )
" E E D
C2I1B5IFI0-TS OF 'TRhllSLt^-HOK OF D0acri'I2HT HO, KIK -
26H0V I9U7
I 0 B. U.S.Oivilieji, ^GO-# BZllkJO, hereby certify taat I ^
tioriughly conversant vrith the Bn:,llsh nnd &:rman lr.ng^s,ges rna_ tn.^.t the
above is a true and correct tri.nslation of the Document Hw. iaJi 409 .
O.B. LOiiSiT(L-ET
U.S-Civilian
j-GO-i-lTumoer B 217^3^
. •• ••
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Pirst Oarly Oditioii.
84th year of publication - Ho, 1051
'.'.'olffs Tele^raphieches j:uero
. • .(i7.T.3.) •
Pririted as manuscript, copyri. ht and all publishini^ riphtp
reserved, ho guarantee whatsoever.
Oerlin, Thursday 4 lay 1933
Declaration ox the ileich'Association of
on the reorganisation and simplification of the industriaJL
association system.
I'erman industry
Berlin 3 naj• The leich Association of German' Industrv
announces s
lollovving upon an intervie^v today granted by- the,
Reich C.ha.ncellor Hitler to the chairman of the :.'.eich
Association of German Industry, Dr. Srupp vo.P lohlen und
Halbach and after the appointment by the J.eich linister
Hugenberg of Dr. h.c. Ottoof hconomy - Ir.
Alfred lloellers member of the Reichstag as -ieich Commas,
sioners for the leich Association of German Industry and
for the remaining economy rlth the exception cf agriculture
and furthe-rruore after the nomination by Dr. lagencr of.
pr. von Lucke as his deputy for the sphere of the .eich
Association, the Heich Association for German Industry
publishes the following declaration;
i.agoner and
In conformity with the principles of the national
government and at the same time in the interests of a
uniform and rigorous carrying out - in future excluding
all individual action^- of the tasks •bef'Dre the Reich ' •
Association the irinciple of absolute leadership will
be realized in the following form for the entire or.cani-
zation of the industrial associationss
. w •
: •
I.n accordance v.'ith the r^esolution of the I'raesidium
on 6 April by which the chairman, Dr. Hrupp von lohlen
und Halbach was unanimously authorized to prepare a.nd car^iy
out the measures for th. simplification and reorga.niza-
+:t /Mn nf t.he industrisl 3 S S 0 Ciu t ions . Kprr vnn "-nhlfan 11'tion of
use the
h a asso
extrao-rdinary pow
.one,
conferred
He o -olile will'
on him to
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TRjii-^LATIOr "OP D0CUIi:3T - O. PIE:-59B2
COPTIiAJR.
(page 1 of original cont'd)
i/"n1. "bring tiie existing economic factors i'n the'field •
^f the organization of - industrial associations
2.
into line with "Dolitical necessity
bring the vnew organisation into agreement with
the political •aims of the Reich government and.
to mould it at the same time oh such rational
and vigorous lines that corresponding to the
importance of industry it can be an effective
instrument of industrial economy within the frame
work of national, social and economic reconstrucT-
tion in every field.
l.his - tv;o-f old task extends not only to the reorgani
sation of t.he :".Gich Association of German Industry .itsel.
(i.e. in particular the carrying out of all, mea-sures
concerning organisation and pcrsonhcl necessary for this
but it* embraces .also the Yi;hoie gamut of cxvA.estions of the
professional ,division of economy, '"he prior ain of
economy and industry must hereby be to eliminate every
superfluous organisation while adhering as closely
as possible to the existing' state of affairs and pre
serving the precious possession of free aelf-admini-.
stration, and mould the organisation in af simple and
effective a manner as possible. The impoverishment of ou.
nation compb-Ols us not only to simplify drastically
the state machine but also to eliminate all overlsppinge
in the association system which ha.ve arisc.v. more, or lose
by phance as a result of historical development end led
to a-complex inorganic division*
In carrying out-those tasks, which have already
been taken up'energetically \vith the co-opcration of
the Hoich CoiruTiissioners nominated bv tliO 7eich iinistc.f
of .•conomy, the chairman, of the ^eich association will
refo:^ to wishes and lines of thought already cherished
and expressed, by himself.
(page .2 of original)
Special advisory com
with individual c\ur
tees.p^ill be appoihtcd to '
&^eciclisod spheres e -S
the organiaation and p-tsfessional division, t.h
ethical basis also indispensable for economic life,
nolicy of currency and credit, tax policy etc. In^ .
recognition oi the';rincinlo of absolute leadership
Herr'voh ^.ohlen will himself take the chair at all
coanmittees with the proviso that he nominatoe dc-'Uties,
'and/assume responsibility for decisions,
will
Upon co.nolusipn of the further negotj.ations wi jn
thb Rpich GommfBSinners and upon completion ox the v
the
' 3-;
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THAi'oLATlOK Or-^»OCri.ry/;x no. i:I:C-3'')B2
• ' • • ' ' COl-'XIinJLD
(page 2 of original oont'd)
final plan for the reorganization,, of the industrial
association system the authoritative bodies ^;;ill be
called to a special meeting. The task of this meeting
will be to create a valid basis for the new organiza
tion of the Reich Association of G-erman Industry.
The Reich Association clearly realizes that the
whole work of reform must be carried out on the one
hand on the basis of the creative powers of.the
individual in the field of enterprise and labor and on
the other in recognition of the binding principle
of'the national idea and national responsibilityj and
that the decision for its success is not conditionQd
by the outer form of the organization, in itself, but
by the spirit in which the synthesis between political
leadership and economic necessity is found for the
ultimate good of the state and the. people. -•
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GrETIRICATL' OR TRAhdLATIOIT
'OF FOOUI.,'rhT ho. ITIIC-59.S2
16 May 1947
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I, luary, Flack PFRRY, No, E-00324j hereby certify
that I am thoroughly conversant with the English andGerman languages, and that the above is a true' and
^ Correct translation, of Document No, NIIC-59B2,
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OP I.OCmiENT PIlL 12612
OPPICS OP CPIISP OP COUPSPL POP PAP CRimS
EBH 2055
Association of Gernon Iron nnd Steel Industrio.lists
+++
Journal i\[p. 54-p6j Br. Ber:j.in P 9^ 25.June 1953
Telai^cnlACaroses Vprcloutoison ^SlwrlttL: ?'
Telephones 24. June 1933
Central Pc. B - Kurfuerst 9195
Bank Accounts Beuteche Bank uncl ^dsccnto-
Gcsollschaft, Pep.-Passe C.
Berlin V: 9, Potsclaaer Straese 127-28
Postal Check Acccunts Berlin 85446
^r. Roichert (for the,Association)
To;
Pirektor A. Honneckc
Mittoldeutsche Stahlvvorko A.G.,
wcbcv/crk division.
Branclcnbur
"Jo have received fron the pLcich Pcdoraticn (Rcichevairb^dl/
v.'hich copies arc enclosed,Gernian Industry the reports, of
rcpardinp tho nationa.1 socialist control of the availa.ble
scrap iron ra-'.^i natorial in Gcrnany. 'Jo should be very plea,sod
to receive your coanents on these natters,
Business nanaper cjid Qcaber of the aain Vorstand:
(las Gcschreftefuehronde Hauptvcrstandsaitplied;)
(signatures) Keichort
1 end#
(pape 2 of original)
Copy Br.
Industrial Group - Raw products Industry.
Borlin-Rcinickondcrf-'Jest,
\7achcldorstrasso 41
28. April 1933.
Subjects Baticnal Socialist Control of the availablo Scrap
Iron Raw Material in Gornany.
Users of Scrap;
Users of scrap ares
1) tho Rhonish Jostfalian foundries,
2) the Bast and Central Gornan fcundries#
A list of these works is included in tho onolosurc.
The avorapo scrap roquireaents of tho Goraan iron works
fTon 1926"to 1929 were abcut 8 nillicn tons. This anount
is divided bGt\>=eens
1) local waste,
2) purchased scrap
'.a.;.. •.
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(page 2 of original cont^d)
The scrap nsqd in the open hearth ";orhs aaounts to
about 50 io in Rhenish-',7estfaJ.ia, and to about 70 io in Eastern
and Central"Gernany. In the blast furnaces scrap is also
treated" ip. place of'ore.
Scrap Yields;
La.sica.lly, the scrap available and a.ccunulated in
Gernany is quite sufficient to cover the needs of the
Geraan works. Yet it is absolutely necessary that the
scrap be ccapl'otely utilized. Scoccs or waste points for
the additional purchase of scrap ares
1) the Rcichsbahn, ship-ya.rds, aunicipnl a.uthorities
(Rehoordon)
2) a,ll Qines,
3) a.ll iron-proccssing plants, fron the largest factory
to the snallest tradesman, saith, Icck-SQith, etc,
4) salvage frcn factories anil ether discontinued projects i
5) o-c^iculturc,
6)' private hcusehcld wa.ste in large cities.
(page 3 of origina.l)
\7ith the ExcoT)ticn of the Reichsbahn, the ccllecticn of
scr5?.p is carried out for the laost part ^yJuJaRers. The
scrap dealers accordingly perfcrr.i one of the Qost inportmt
econcaic functions in that they actual prepare the natcrial
for sacltingj
1. by collecting,
2. sorting,
3• appropriate pre cos sing.
Covering Roquircrcnts;
The Rhcnish-Vcstfalian works who are the main users
'Covered their roquirooionts froa purchased scrap bought on the
cpen aankct fron a few industrial and wholosalc firns,
jalv;a.ys in quantities and kinds needed tc fill their current
•roquirer-ients, The prices wen laid down by. the plants,- and
free transportation was furnished to the user plant* The
scrap dealer firns wore and still arc primarily Jewish firns
such acj, Adlor, jr., (Albert Rothschild), Frankfurt a/llain,
M, Stern, Essen, '
Kaufnann & Lippr.ia.nn, luosseldorf,
M. Cossr.iann, Essen,
Albert ottcnheizer, ICoeln,
N. Polzcr "Jwc. .(a branch of the Firna Otto Rolf in Koeln, proprietors
Otto Rolf and the Jew, Otnar Strauss),
Albert Scnnonborg, / . , ^ ^(works trading fira (.crkshandols firna) of tnc
Voroinigte Stahlworkc nanagcd by the Jew, Selig),
Klcecknor- (Eisonhandolsgoscllschaft) Ruisburg.
- 2 -
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• CONTINUED
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Thus the Jewish scrap firas in Rhenish-Uestfalia handle
alDcst 100^ of the scrap supply.
In Eastexr|. and Central Gernany, the covering of scrap
requircraents if provided for through the purchasing office of
the works, 'na.Dely,' the G-ornan Scrap'Assr ciation (icutschc
Schrott-Voroinigung) Berlin '• (:^ 8, LiolironstrassG
11/12.. This purchasing office servos all Eastern and Central
Gornan works and thus enjoys a aonopoly. The a^.ithoritativG
diroctox of this -cartel is Dircktor Norhcrt B i r a, w e r
(Jew). This cartel has concluded sub-contracts with a few
scrap dealer firns, which, as a result, as ccapa-rcd with all
ether trade,
(page of original)
a,lso enjoy a aonopoly sta.tus. They again consist of Jewish
firns such as:
y. Adlcr, Jr., Proprietor Albert Kothschr'ld, Brankfurt
a/Main, Loo pictrkcwski & Co., Berlin,
Ulrich & Co., Stettin,
The Jewish control of scrap prccurencnt and supply in
Bastorii and Central Gernany is likewise assured' tlirouf
person of the cartol and acnopcly director Birav;ei\
gh the
w
-process
plr.nts7 f37oa the largest plant to the snallost tradosnan,
and norcover all Gcrnan railways, aunicipa.1 authorities
(Echoorden), ship-yards, and all Gcrnan scrap dealer firns
nust deliver their scrap to the users and works via
Jewish firns. The dapendonco not only of the scrap
suppliers, but also of tho scrap collootors 'and suppliers
is so conploto, that_the_G£raan plants_are_pla^cd anGon-__
diticnally^u^ thF ncroj £f__J£'^ish firns and thoir-_a|.S£-
"ci"F.tc"s, "nd that all Judoa. is ip£0__factc_in a j20£i_^i£n_
"t o~0ut__of f__thc__vi t_a l_na t er ia_l___s up£ly; t o_c£r_tain_wp_r ,
Tn~-h7y'cort_the:-.u to bring th£ir Riantg_tc a standstillj,
thu£"~cnabling thonsclves indirectly to subjugate alU.
cV-^"plo^eSj7and7wcrk£r£'^o_t'hGlr_l£s"h,_sc_
F&'anrlG then as_they j2l£a£Gi This position of power is
"a 11 "the uoro dangorous because it not openly revealed.
On the one hand, net only dc tho Jews control the entire
Gornrn ircn-nroducing industry, but, on the other ha.nd,
the"entire Gcrnan iron-procoesing industry, as scrap
oir.rilicrs, is. forced, in turn, to hand ever their scrap
w--to through Jewish channels whereby tho Jews receive
;na.tcrial£,_inasnuch as all national Fnd Gornan iron-proc sin•u
Ahp -doflts 'vitliout hrvinc porfornod any Tjork. In exactly
aann.r, thi._applio.^to Ao
national and Gornr:n scrap txadc. The iaportmoe
-supply of Jraw rrateriale has been established.
the
TTiG "oconplishaent of this supply in opposition
to tho Jewish acncpoly position throughout Gornany, is
nnlv no°°iblc with the assistance cf the govcrnacnt. In
view of '^tbo incredible danger which exists, it is necessary
to introduce inncdiatcly a progran cf suppression. For
- 3 -
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its exeoatiorLj the following is suggesteds
All '£Gwis}:^e_crnp_whqle£alGrs_L ind_eed nnx
£crc!32. i2G_plci^ed under thG_ control
(page 5 cf original)
th£ nati_onal_s o.cinli£t_g_pvG_rnnGnt»
Gontrcl is possible if all iraportant Gornan scra.p
'using ivorks are required to obtain their scrap through
the
Schrp_tt-_Pin- und Vorh£ufs£oaGin£chaft_ehh^rubj^H^
Borlin_Nh
As raw aatoria,ls provide a control over industry
the Aufsichtsrah nust consist of National-SocrValists
a.nd, in consideration of its enornous inportance,
should consist, as far as possible, of cieabors of
the govornacnt.
Tho businoss aanagcciGnt auet consist of absolu-toly
reliable national socialists Y^ho have aastercd the
essential technical knowledge roquired by neans of
years of practical oxperionco.
All Gcraan scrap fir as, and especially all Jewish
firns, nust aako thoir entire scrap stocks available
to this conpany^ Every Gorrran scrap dealer nay bGCone
a ncubor, down to the nodiunsized and snail dca-ler.
It is desirahlo to strive for one vote for each firn,
so that aAl possible Gornan scrap firns nay join as ticnbc:
thus assuring their najcrity in the general aesonbly*
Vq are subni'tting enclosed for your perusal the
articles of the conpany which we arc proposing for
the rofornation of the scrap industry, nanely, the
Schrott"_Ein- and Verk£ufsgenxins^chaft_e^G_i,nj;.'nHji.
Berlin llXl _29 *
It goes Y/ithout saying that the statutes will
he mended where necessary in order to effect the
intended national-socialist control of the entire
Gernan scrap industry without friction. The^a^surcd^
li^r Gernan^w^rks^is. sp_
Gxtrorjnly; in^ortant,_that it^i'e in^erative^that it_
^e ta_ke_n c_onj2le,t£ly^ out, of JewiEh___hand_s
Since all Jewish scrap dealers have to soli
through tho conpany , they are
- 4 -
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1) foiiGed to place their capital in the service of the
nationa,l socialist econony, so that
2) the credits v;hich the Jewish firms have received fron
the hanks beccae superfluous, and na.y be rcclaiaed
and thus mde of use to the nationovl cconcny»
(sipned): Hoohn (?)
CPRTIPICATE OP TR/JJSIulTIOlT
4 December 1947
I, John POSSERRY, No. 20 179, hereby certify
that I an thcrouphly conversant with the English
and Gcrnan lanaa'apcs and that the .above is a true
and correct translation of the Docuaent lTc.NIE-1261 2.
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No. 20 179.
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Rcichsvcrbc'.nd dor Doutsciion Industrio
(Hcich Fodoration of Gcmm Industries)
Berlin 55, Foenigin nu£:ustr Strasso 28
19 Juno 1933 (initial:) i..
T 20
1) The ilcrr Roich Ghancollor reQeiption, on 23 Jvino IS^v.-
2) To files " • .
24 June 1933 (initial:) illesiole
Horr Hcich Chancollor,
The undorsi:;,nod Chr.irnon of the Roich Fcd^.rcticn cf Gorrian
Industrios and tho Union of German Employers' Associations bog to
report to you tho follc7/ing:
The Roich Fodoration of Gorr.ia.n Industries and tho bnicn of Gorman
Emnloyors' Associations have merged into tho Un_ion £f__G^_rman
Industry (Roiehsstand ^er_ Deuts_c|A''n *X ^ organisation
"of~thc~indu7strial Reich Union thus created and its incorporation in
the frpnicvjork of the entire professional organisation of G rman
economy vri11 take place according to the principles laid do^jr.^for
tho -^rofocsional structure in course of d^ vo lopim.nt. On txic linos
of the vicvrs repeatedly expressed by tho Rorr ::cich Chancoilor^
regard to the reorganization of Gcrr..an ocono:.-y v/hich i^.dorly tnis
sten taken by German In-dustry, th; v/ork of th. ncvf Roich Union of
liorr
Reich Chancollor Adolf Hit lor
C 0 r 1 i n T* 8
(pago 2 of origmal)
German Industry idll rest on tho fovmdation and recognition of the
ideal of positive and loyal collf.boration of all eng:.god in produc
tion .
Tho under sig?icd \rould grr to fully iv-elcoiie it if you would gi-J'e
thcr.1 an opportunity, if possible in th> course of this ".t ok, to ex-
ulrin this decision to you in pr/rson.
Rcichsverband der Bcutsch n Industrie 7er_ir.igmg dor Deutscnen
fPoich Fod.; raticai of Gomrn Industries) Are. itgabi. r~ rba. nde(Union of G-. nx.n Em-(signcd:) In'upp von Bohlon und Iklbach ployers' Associations)
- 1 -
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Printed as. manuscript. Nation-Vvide puhlication and
any other type of dissemination without agreement
prohibited, Without guarantee of any kind.
Berlin, Thursday, 15 July 1953 '
The Reichswirtschaftsminister (Reich Economy Minister)
on tasks set by political economy in the new State.
Berlin, 13 July, This noon Reich Economy Minister Br,
Schmitt before a group of invited leading personalities
of industry spoke about the tasks set by political
economy for the new state. Among other things,
Dr. Schmitt essentially said the following?
Our Puehrer and Reich Chancellor, Adolf Hitler,
has honored me with his confidence in that he called
me to head the Reich !Economy^' Ministry, There was thus
no need for me to prnder even for a moment. The
very fact that I was called decided the question
whether I am able to cope with a task of whose
magnitude and responsibility I am aware in the fullest
measure, I do my duty, and give of my best as long
as I enjoy the Fuehrer's confidence.
V;"ith this recognition which I consider the most
important element in my position I combine the opinion,x ox I' .i.iu j, i^c uxuc uj
and in this respect the Puehrer concurs with me,
that under no circumstances ca.n it be the responsibility
of the state and of t^he iiinistry of Economics -
or of any other official authority - to determine the
1 j. .-1- >\<=i T'OR rinn (Ti'hlo -Prxvt u ^ a ^ a
01 c' .j. uy — l u uyx xiit^ on
details and be resijonsible for developments in industry
and to r^ulate them. The tasks which have been
allotted^German industry can be c-rried oilit only by
i,ndustry itself, that is by the responsible leaders
which it has produced. The^state is to administer
and to guide industry by virtue of its political economy,
but it cannot perform industry's function^
-• 1 —
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The cardinal "prohlem is "the return of five
million people to the v^urking process. If the
government succeeds in solving this prohlemCand
I entertain no douht that this vvill le possxble )
all the others will thereby be solved also, v.ork
proiects artificially created are not sufficient to
eliminate unemployment. All it can do is uo dispose
bv dint of force of the tremendous depression.One simply cannot v;ait until nature porks out its
own way of recovery. In that respect I
favor of the government's taking all possible Sueps
order to eliminate depression. In that process,
however, it is necessary gradually to get a g^^sp^
on the entire industry, to animate it and to set it
o-oing in such manner that a natural upward trend and
a natural progress in recovery will be
nuence. This explains why - to the extent to which
work programs are government-sponsored - the Fuehrerproposes henceforth to handle them in such fashion
that not only programs are ^.aunched which are
serving public interests, surictly speaking, but
to relieve th-G burdens of productive industrj'" thereby
enabling it to give work in return.
(page 2 of original)
in
The crucial i)oint, however, is —and in my
opinion this constitutes the first task of the
Fconomics Minister - to create the prerequisites ^
which as quickly as possible will confirm the oelxcx
held by industry that the safety of commercial
.calculations has reached the maximu^ conceivable.
w'e realize that without legal security and deprived
of possibilities for economic calculations^the^
businessman is most seriously handicapped in
decisions. Industry, on the other hand, must in its
turn lend its support to the greet and difficult
tasks confronting the government. In terms which
nermit of no misunderstanding the Fuehrer has ropcai^oaxj
stated that one cannot get along v.ithout the brains
of industry and that human beings themselves will
foil any'attempt at socializing industry because
+hoT0 are no human beings who from the outset are
oronared to forego the element of chance in industric
roorations. It is the exploitation of individual
ability that has made us great, roro we to socialxao
vBould adopt the speed of the slowest work as the^^
vP)Td- tick for the speed of national work. Fever muso
we nermit subordination of high ability to aninferior ones. It is the responsibility of Fationa^
Socialism everywhere to allow superior ability "CO
become of decisive importance. Te know it 3.
thousand utterances that the true meaning of the
''m
' '-In
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(page 2 of originalj oont'd)
National Socialist concept of State and economy
is that each one Vv'ho is able to do somethingj and
everyone vjho holds a responsible position, has the
support of the State and is being helped in his
authority.
The foremost task of the Economics Minister, a.s
I sec it, does not lie in the elaboration of
economic schemes and plans but much rather in
the organization of the existing, real possibilities
now vested in industry. It is not the function
of the Economics Ministry to interfere in the
individual branches of industry and to. direct things.
On the other hand, the possibility of this has,
of course, to be reserved. The National Socialist State
must claim for itself that it does not permit
industry to have its way unimpeded and that it
does not permit everybody to do what he likes, lost
it happens that for reasons of competition someone
causes damage without qualms of conscience, the
of which, possibly, might affect an entire
of industry. The state, however, will hiake
this authority very wisely only, and it will
very hard thinking before it begins to put
offoot
branch
use of
dc some
things in order. The possibility to do so, it is
true, must be given and, I believe, everyone of
us knows of cases in the past where one would have
wished governments had had the power to interfere.
If it is saids the common weal comes before
personal well-being , this can mean nothing else
but that the natural business interest must not bo
so pronounced that the common weal, the staters
weal as well as common interests become subordinated
or even disturbed. The task of promoting undisturbed
work in industry wo believe to bo solving best in
searching outside for the direct personal contact
with industry. V.'e therefore propose initially to
extend the sphere of activity of the trustees of
work to general economic questions, and in the
offices directly under our control to use the former
as our contact men so as to have on the spot men
who have contacts in all directions and who can act
in an intermediary capacity should interference or
disturbance occur anywhere.
(page 3 of original)
I'Ve have refrained from calling op. other agencies
and, above all, from creating a new one, since I believe
that in this respect too much of a good thinShas
alrcacly been done.
- 3 -
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The professional organisation (staendiscner
Auflau), vvhich, of course, is bound to come in
our Reich. - and the absence of v;hich. is p^ticularly,
painful just now, - has been stopped for the
moment and shelved, not because it is not/come
but rather because the danger exists that quite
a number of unqualified elements attempted to
make experiments in this field and to disturb ....a.
economy", to create spheres of influence, to consolxaai^e
positions with a view to the realisation of all ^
kinds of schemes. It is therefore the Ruehrer s wish
that first of all a clear lino be drawn and that
vvG walk |long the road rf slow and v/holesemc
development.
The task proposed for the professional organization
is to take stops so that from top to bottom^the
public understands the State and its intentions, ana
that cur people arc initiated into the spirit of
Rational Socialism and, in the more remote future,
to educate and train all sections of the people in. ohe
thought; we are an entity, and we all desire the
same thing; w-e all depend one upon the other —
contrary to the State•concept which has been overcome -
thank dod, it has been overcome; lo all aro_agaxnso
one another; we arc worlonon and trade unionists;
we arc contractors or dealers or industrialists,
in any case interested parties. Just think of what,
still at this moment, - an undeniable heritage
of the old regime - is going on for_instance at
certain excosses of i milita.nt associations (Kampf—
buenden), where one has nothing else to do but to
put their ovvn interests before those of the people
as a whole. The undisturbed devolopmont of the forces
that have the eommon good at heart, is thereby being
hampered in an unhoard-of manner.
In stating this hero openly, I can merely toll
you that within the government there is absolutely
no difforoncG of opinion on this question.
Abiding by the Ruehror ideal we are net permii'tGd
to ask todays After all, who really is the chairman
rf an association? It would moan failure were wo
not in a position to pick the right men
came very close to sec these men nicked by others.
Tho second wish is the following; G-ehtlomen, please
understand what is at stake. Undoubtedly there arc
- 4 ^
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' -srr:'
many among you vjho throughout the years kept alorf
from affairs and Vvho,\^^rapped un in the performanno
of their industrial task,- just^lilce'a-helmsman" on
board ship pays attention to nothing elsoo Today,
hoY/Over, all those who arc qualified and who-
as the Fuehrer puts it - have it in their blord,
must oonoern themselves inwardly with these big problems|
not simply for reasons of business or political
cxpodiency. That is the most efficient way for
you to help free our economy from disturbances v^hioh
wo do not try to explain away but which wc shall
eradicate. Do not let it upset yru that in that
connection many a theory, has boon discussed. Taice
courage and have oonfidonco that in its Eeich
Chancollcr and in its Fuehi-er Gorman industry with
its proud record has a reprosontativc and a protector
who is bound to oonmiand the admira'uion of everyone
of you.
(page 4 of original)
^My last request is this; lend your aid in a
spirit tijat I'cndors the roviva,! of our economy a
certainty; I know one cannot bring about animation
' carry a.way with you the
conviction that the able man and ho who produces
have the most powerful protection in the German State
of today. I myself was not present when National
Socialism built itself up. That is why I can
point to how in all these years -these men - I have
in mind tho^Gau loaders and other leaders of the
grcab organisation —have fought for souls, soul by
u adherents to this spiritual movement,devoted themselves to the task, many
of them^to therr own personal detriment. Now, it
really is not asking tor much of us that - supported
as WG are by what rthcrs have created - we join the .
make^clear to those who hesitate that
because nowevcrjthxn^ IS au stake. Like this stupendous movement
has_prevailcd thanks tr a relentless propaganda so
It IS possible for us, also with the help ^untiring
propaganda, to create anew that which has been
lost, the pride in our German cconomv.
F'inally, a word on world ocrnomy and on our
attitu.de to ohe problem. You, gentlemen,
of course, know w^.t is the truth regarding the London
Conference, looked forward to with cSch great expec
tations. Hero,too, many theoretical schemes were
- 5 -
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attempted. Here, t-^c, we have-, tr be "biLGineseai^n
utterly sebor, aad invariably invesoigates ^
is rf the greatest enrnemio advantage tr uc?
h'' '•
It is quite clear that as a resailt rf the
wrrld crisis and the distress every np.tirn first
endeavrrs tr help itself. This very fact leaves
nr other choice than to follow this path with
all the energy which the riew Reich can command to
first of all establish crder in rur own house, to
"orovide worle for 60 million people and to \-.orh j>i
them.
WG
to
It
to
This docs not in any way imply, of course, th'
shall miss a single chance which ormos our way
improve our relations with foreign countries,
is a natural tas^ for the Rcioh liernomy^Ministry
do everything to foster and tO' promote ohc
orntacts with the world and with Vv'orld
the benefit rf our own nation, T.'o also wish that tne
world wore open to us once again, as in former timcs|
th^t ships soiled round the globe and that trade
returned to its full dovolcpmenf. As practical
pcliticians wo must begin by cocking an understancrng
and the resumption of trade relations v.-ith som^;
individual or"groups of countries^
OT.
(page 5 cf original)
Gontlomon, I liko tr oirsc oxprcssing the hope that
confidence ma,y grow ahd that you devote yoursi..^ *-s
wholeheartedly to the common good.
Fdlowin this speech which met with groat
applause, Hen- Krupp vrii Brhlon-Halba.rh, th°
of the Reich Pederation of German Incustries (Hei-ho
vorband der doutschcn Industrie) made the foliovv^.g
observationss Horr Reich Economy liinister,may 1
permitted to say tw^ words to you.. I believe
could not have undertaken anything tc. lend groarer
support to our confidence, to our f-ith than wnab
you have ^ivon us in your statements» I'o all have,
and wo all desire tr have faith r.nd
the mrvement, in rorrvery, but r.lsr inpossibilities . "Vo wish to preserve our faith
on our wish to do everything that may servoto. carry^thc faith into wider circles.
- 6 -
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If I be permitted tr single out me "thing from
your remarks, then one of the tTost reassuring_ f
is perhaps that the responsibility of the indi-^-'
is to be prescrvedi•Hcrr Eeioh Eernomy Minister,
believe that is the v.'ish and the aim of cvcryon'.;
U.S. If responsibility is left to us, \vo
individually and orlleotivoly, shall bo
v;ork for the ends ;vhioh the government,
- one might say oven today the entire
in mind.
all,
able to
the movement,
nation have
all
- •!
Please aeocpt our thaioks# Herr'Bcieh Eor nomy
Minister, for vvhat you have told us, to promise you
I trust I can do so for all of us - th~t each one
o.ontribute his share.
This afternoon Pr. Soiimitt, the Ecioh Economy ^
Minister, together eith his ncvv Under xjocretaries or
State, introduced himself to the press, on v,hich
oco.asion he outlined thoughts simila.r to those
expressed before the meeting of economy leaders.
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Berlin, Thursday, 21 Septemher 1955
The Speech of Reich Chancellor Adolf Hitler
"before the General Council (Generalrat) of
Industry•
Berlin, 20 September. At 1850 hours Reich
Chancellor Adolf Hitler appeared at the conference
of the General Council and immediately began a
detailed speech on the position and responsioilitievs
of industrv in the National Socialist State.Chancellor'Adolf Hitler began on/che premise that
the course of development in business should never
be separated from the political development. Power
has always paved the way for business. In the last
eight months a strong foundation has been laid
on which business enterprise may stand_end tne
framework has been provided for economic development.
Business may now pnter long-range undertakings,
because there is no danger that this government may
disappear tomorrow or the day after.^^-o million
persons have been returned to ^production. However,
1 ^
'Ittini 1 II
the Reich Government is convinced tnit such success
can only be -permanent if energetic measures against
unemployment'are unremittingly trkeng:vith^fanatic
perseverance. If the seasonal migration oi tne masses
of workers in the fall and winter is sucoessiully
held u"o, it will be possible to make a^new general
attack'^next spring which will end in victory. In
order to achieve such a result, new measures
scale will be necessary. Ror such a r8sn.lt
not only "ttie Reich Government, but business as well,
must carry out the educational work, on which -
depends. Above all we must fight the concept of
elimination of wants and of their systematic curta 1
ment in other words, the cult of primitive stcindards,
as inculcated by Communism, This Bolshevistic
of a gradual reduction of the wants of civilization
•'rT'
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(page 1 of original, cont'd.)
must inevitally lead to the ruin of "business and
of all spheres of life. Such an ideology is "based
on the fear of one's neighbor, on the dread of
stepping for;'/ard, and on a base attitude of ^^env;'"^- ..
phiiosoxDhy of a return to primitive standards v.ill
lead to a co\^jardly and fearful relaxation of effort
and should therefore be yiev^ed as a great
humanity. The goal should be, not for all
their wants, but for all to strive to get
and improve their lot, German industry can only survive
under conditions of a definite level of high consumption
and of a definite demand for a high cultural leVel
for the German people.
danger to
to limit
ahead
The Eeich Chancellor then went into details of
the measures contained in the economic plan which had
been discussed by the Feinh Minister for Economy,
(page 2 of original)
especially into the debt conversion for the municipa,!
governments, which, it is intezaded, should now be"
restored to normal financial conditions and a healthy
independence= further, he discussed the relief measures
to be provided for the farmer by tas: reductions, and
the extensive drive for house repairs, which will
achieve an extraordinarily great practical result
with relatively small funds and ensure new employment
opportunities for the winter on an extensive scale.
The gigantic highway project, also, will be gradually
developed. The Reich Chancellor energetically condemned
the professional critics, vvho practice criticism
for its ovvn sake and are unable to saj^ how a thing
could be done better. For sound and practical suggestions
the government vvould be grateful,, but it must reject
the type of criticism which subjects everything to
criticism except its own views, bhen the Government,
after thhroughiy studying a measureonce proclaims it,
everyone must support such a moasiu-G, The purpose
of the General Council of Industry is to osta"blish
contact between the Reich Government and the men in
practical industry. The Reich Govcrnjiient can, it is
true restore the sick economy to a wholesome si'tuation,
but the healthy state itself must be regained by
business by its own efforts. The Reich Chancellor con
cluded hie speech with an acknov/lodgomcnt of the ctcrn.?.!
qualities inherent in the German pcowle, Row facilities
v\ill continue to present new opportunities for the
recovery of German cconomy/too.
- 2 -
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The chairman of the Keich Dstafc for German
Industry, Dr. Exupp von Bohlen, thanl-zed the Heich
Chancellor in the name of the General Council
f for the confidence vihich he shov;od in the men
engaged in industry tlirough their appointment
the General Council, and made a solemn promise tc
support the RGich Government uno.onditionally and
without reservation in its exceedingly difficult
tasks by means of all the branches and organisations
of industry. The unshakable confidence of the
Eoioh Chancellor in the future of our people also
gave the men who represented business the courage
and strength to turn all their efforts to the
task- of rebuilding a healthy national economy in
a strong national state under National Socialist
leadership.
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Just nov;, at 6{30, Tr, von Bralcel notifies r.'S th:".t the conference
•.7itb the Chancellor should be hold Thursday at llsl^. Very likely
:r. von Bentelen -Jill try to sec you prior to that for a preliminary
coiifercnco. I v/ill try to postpone the conforcncc agreed upon vith
president Schacht to Thursday, 9;45i ci* 12:45 provided that is con
venient for you.
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(Translator's Note: Following
handv^rittcn items:
1-| (Crossed out)
18 October 1933
initials of G-ustav KRUP?)
Opening; .address
In oponlng the first meeting of the conmlttcG for Oe-ncral
Industrial :nd Social Policy (.-lusschuss fucr allgcmeine Nirtschcfts-
und Sozialpolitik) of the Rolch -issociation of G-crman Industry
(Reichsstand dcr Dcutschcn Industrie) I thank you, gentlemen, for
having follov^ed my request to ente-r this committee and for thus
showing your desire to put your advice and your experience at the
disposal of the entire G-c-rman industry and of myself in my v/ork
for this industrj^.
(Translator's Note: Handwritten note in loft margin: Fvery
hour rc-sponsible vrork.)
Continuing: V/elcoming of the Reichslaborminister, and the Reich
Minister of Iconomy and the President of the Rcichsbank, rcsp.
his repreaentativG, (Translctor's Note: Numbering above titles
shows that Reichs Minister of Tconomy was to be greeted before
.the Labor Minister.)
(Translator's Note: Illegible handwritten remark in left
margin.)
Nc have, at first, the honor and the duty to remember those
men v;hom death has torn from our working community.
Following: Obituary of the dead of lending corporations of the
Rcichsverband and the .•.ssociction. (Documentary material for this
matter will be handed over next Tuesday.)
Continuing: These men v/ore not permitted any more to work for
the v/elfarc of the Reich that he.d finally been reconstructed with
honor. (Translator's Note: In left margin following handwritten
remark: In this serious hour in which, wc all hope confidently,
a turn of fate to the better (Cchicksa Isv/cndc) is taking place
for our people and country.) In this hour v/e also remember with
reverence and gratitude those tv;o million G-crnon men
(page 2 of original)
who fell for the defense of the Reich in the struggle against
overwhelming odds, as well as of the fighters who gave their
lives for the n-ationa.l revolution. It is entirely' duo to their
merit that ^ were privileged to experience the reconstruction
of a united German Reich, the reawakening of a German n:'tion,
'.Vhat we- inherit from them is our duty to buttress the rc-v.^on
foundations of a united nation, to fortify and to expand them.
In faithful memory wc arc also bound to those who hrd to sacri
fice their lives as victims of their often dangerous labor. To
the.-m vre pledge ourselves to double our efforts to prevent
- 1 -
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accldonts and, where human strcn3th falls, ct least to relieve
the needs of their survivors .
You have risen in honor of the doad. . I thank you.
Our thoughts wander from the victims of war, of national
revolution, and of labor to those whom a- hard fate and. the lack
of judsement of the victors have robbed of the hi3hcst happiness
a. G-crman knows: To be a citizsn of the Heich, Just as the
vcnc-rablo supreme head of the Oerman state, G-cneral Flcldme rsha 1
von HINDE2'^ 3URG-, The Fuehrer of the G-eroan people^ Reich Chan
cellor -^dolf HITL'IR and all
(?a3e 3 of original)
those who arc worthy of the German name, arc only animated by
the wish to rebuild our Reich in peace, so arc we united in the
consciousness of the undeniable and timeless demands of our
people, whoso fulfillment the V/orld cannot deny us, because wc
do not demand anything which wc do not acknowledge to every other
people according to divine and human ri3ht»
'Vhen today a circle of leading men is ncctin3 at the Reich
^association of German Industry for the first conference after a
lon3 interruption, I like to consix!;er•"tlTrs'lnecYrilT^R^s a -kind,' of.'
new presidentla 1 advisory council (Pra csidi." Ibolra^t) till the
final formation of the Reich -asooch'^tion of Gc>nah "Industry, ' ht'
first I must thank Messrs. FIFTISGH and KOFTTGIN who were kind
cnou3h to bccomo my deputies. But toaa^rds all of you I consider
it;.my d.u.ty as\tho- present -.Chairman of th.c-.Rc ichsstand: der ; i v
0eutschehbIndustrie . to- describe the development v;hich has taken
place durins the last months^
On ^ipril 1st of this yccr the National Revolution pulled
also theleadin3 :or3anlzatlpn of Industry/into •-its orbit -which.
Gncompa-sse-s and reshapes/ the-entire p.oliticad and priyetc llfci:
(On -i'nri-l 6'thc-.-Di-rec'taratO' •- .
(pa00' 4 -of -orlgina-l-) •• *- , i
of tji;;®' Reich .-issooia.tion 3a,yc mc the nccsssary 'extraordinary "
powers. Corresponding with the desires and plans which I had
already cherished vrhcn I- took the-.-Office of President of the
Reich -association of "Gcrrjan Industry, 1' announced on May 3rd the
directives for thp transformation and simpl-ification of ^th.c .-In
dustrial ..^-ssoclatiohs., ' In th'-it ••cgnncctloh., I mad'c If-my. :^3o^.lhto
use- thc:powcrs given me in order to: , • ' ' .
• ' 1,) Dovetail the .existing ccbnoqlc. conditions, wl.th ..the
" ' nollf ically.. incccssaVy in th.e ficld^of -the -Indus-.
•trial ..ssocli tion (Industriolle Vcrband.sor3:'nisa.tidn) .
2) To bring tha nev/ or,3anization into full a3recnant
with the political goals of the Government of- the
R^ich'" hd" at- the sameg-timo 'to make i-t-.sp ratipnal"
: . : a-nd strong that,, corresponding to-thc- •irrportancc--.-of~"
• indiistry, -it can be an cffcctiv: tool .of •industrial
. ccono-iy within the f.ramcvrork. of riationa 1^ socia^l and
-economic -re-const^ruetion as 0. whole. .
This tv/ofold task had to Include not only the reconstruction
of th'- Rcichsvcrba-nd dcr Deutschcn Industrie itself, but". ..
"f;, " -2-
1 •
i> -i JiWiin inJii' r la .
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P&3e 5 of ori5inai)
it inclu.ded as well the lsr3e duoious sphere (Fra^enkrsis) of
the permanent structure of economy Itself. Todaj- one cannot
say as yet at what solutions one will arrive in this primarily
political (staatspolitisch) problem; no matter what the solution
will be, however, I had to, and I must, be^in all considera
tions of the final shaping of the economic representations by
remembering that the impoverishment of our people demands not only
an external sIraplii'ication of the machinery of the state, but
demands as well the removal in the Association (Verbandswesen) of
all duplications vfhich have appeared more or less haphazardly and
heve led often to an unorsanic structure.
In lceepin3 with the basic laws of the new 5tat-3 I also
believed to have to initiate taking over the leadersbip-nrinciple
(Fuehrerprinzlp) into the organization of industry. On the other
hand, I was conscious of the fa.ct, however, that the leadership-
principle of the State cannot be taken over into economy
'Schematically, and that, especially in economy the advice of the
men who are constantly workin3 in the field must be considered
as very iraportanta The -G-erman oconomy is manifold. Its wealth
is in its many-sidedness,
(pa^e 5 of original)
and nobody could survey or guide the thousandfold machinery of
our economy if he wanted to do without the direct contact of
those whose initiative gives life to the dead mechanism. There
fore, from the beginning, I have thought of the Fuehrerprinzlp
connected v/ith the employment of adT; isory boards c
when, on :iay 22 of this yesr, I requested the members of
the corporations of the Heich association of German Industry
(Reichsverband derDeutsclien Industrie) to put their offices
.(aemter) at my disposal, I had provided accordingly at the same
Ibime for the formation of new committees in the particular fields
of work. The problem of professional structure, which was then,
and is still today, often in the center of the common interest,
required the immediate creation of a committee on the professional
structure (staendische .-lufbau)
(Translator's Note: And of sentence added in left margin by
hand.)
which was founded by the leichsverband, together V7ith the
Association of German employers' confederations (Vereinlgung der
deutschsn arbeitgcbsrverbaenda). I want to thank especially Dr.
vdio was kind enough to take over at my request the
chairmanship of this important committee as my representative.
The pre-paratory work, done in many meetings v;ill undoubtedly be
considered sooner or later at the practical solution of the
problem. It soon was found necessary to discuss the creation of
employment, which is the most urgent problem
(page 7 of original)
of our economy, in a special combined committee whose chairman,
Mr, PIITZSOH, will be kind enough to report to us about the
detailed investigations of this sphere of activity, chairman
of the cartel-committee Mr. JUNG;u:yS is going to speak about
- 3
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cartGl-pollcy (Kartell-politik).
In connection X'^lth the first signs in June of a. permanent
structure throuTh the founding of the Motions 1 Istate of Oerman
Trade (Meichssta-nd des Handels), the National Mstate of Handi
craft (Rcichsstand des Handwerks) and the Labor Front (arbeits-
front) the old organizations of the National Association of
G-erman Industry (Helchsverband der Leutschen Industrie) and the
Union of German Imployers' Associations (Versinigung der
deutschen --irbeitgebcrverbaende) combined temporarily into the
National Corporation of German Industry (Reichsstand der
Deutschen Industric-yi At the same time this was also the
temporary end of our practical work in regard to corporative
structure. Because of the situation which was confused because
of some hasty measures'and was endangering practical v/ork, the
Reich Government decided on 7 July to temporarily stop work on
the corporative side of economy. Thus, for the tv/o old top
organizations of Industry vfaich arc combined
I 3 -^f original)
in the new National Corporation of German Industry (Rclchsstand
der Deutschen Industrie) the work of reorganizing became for the
time being a purely internal task of reshaping and simplifying.
AS I already mentioned, the work of reorganizing must under
these circumstances be of a temporary nature. The National
Corporation of German Industry (Rcichsstand der Deutschen
Industrie) can get its final form only \-7hen the Reich government
hcis given the basis for the fins.l shaping by giving directives ,
^^fter all we hevc heard so far from Government sources, v/c
may entertain the firm hope that the Reich Government will
approach the reconstruction in such a way that in the- new organ-
iza.tion of economy private Initiative vrill bo given its necessary
position and that national considerations (Staatgcsinnung) and
I practical experience will form the foundation for the proposed
construction.
Our wish must bo, not somehow to make a proving-ground of
thr groat economic field of Industry, but to place it^under a
permanent, healthy and clear organization which docs not depend
on theories but on the laws of life, to connect it with the
existing and approved order, sure of aim by avoiding shocks,
under the
(page 9 of original)
responsible leadership of a central office, of the Reich Govern-
organization vmich shall be ap^RiRted to bring together
£s closely as possible the pulse beat of creative lifo~"to those
offices of the Rclch Government in whose hands must reffia.in the
final decision concerning Politics and Fconomy.
Meanwhile 1 considered it my duty to secure in its full
measure the ability to v/ork of the National Corporation of
German Industry (Rcichsstand der Deutschen Industrie). This
duty I felt among other reasons because of the realisation that
It is of the utmost importc.nce that especially the sources of
strength inherent in the smaller and medium firms must maintain.
- 4 -
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on their part, constcait lively contact vrith the entire industry
For it is the small and medium firms, especially in the suffer
ing branches of the export industry, which especially require
organizational concentration. Large firms can perhaps do with
out assoc-iatlonal organization (Vcrbandma essigc Organisation).
But the small and medium firms would necessarily suffer without
organizational concentration (Organisatorischc Zusammonfassung),
No must help the small and medium firms as much as possible
already because the creative
(page 10 of original)
initiative of the producer may not become stagnant but must
rejuvenate itself constantly in as great a number as possible of
producers who arc independent and work on their ownn responsibility
If here and there the prejudice still exists that the top organ
ization of G-crman industry is a center of liberal-capitalistic
thinking, the events of the lest months - especially in regard to
myself - should show that special emphasis of the opposite is
here not ncccssarj''. I am convinced, and I know of all industrial
producers who stand behind mo, that thoy all not only speak
German but also act German: that they not only think social-
mindcdly, but also act socia1-mindcdly. The producer in German
industry is and must be aware of his high position, especially
also in the new State "Jo all feel Ycry closely connected to the
other professional associations (Bcrufsstacndc) and want to work
side by side in one line, pulling at one rope with all our
strength. Combined with the maintenance of the important in
terests of German nc-.tional economy that have been entrusted to us
stands the only goal: prod';ctive work for the Ps^oplc.
(page 11 of original)
If, hovrcver, the National corporation of German Industrie
Rcichsstand dcr Dcutschen Industrie) wants to work successfully
.for this high aim, the .active and eager cooperation of all
. spheres of industry is necessary. It is the strength of German
industry that it shows a tremendous multitude of individual
spheres. It is a difficult job to organize collective this
great variety, and only he can solve it who constantly remembers 'i
the necessity of giving sniritus1 content to the mechanical
organization by assuring active contact with all those who work ^
in industry.
During the time of transition, during the months of the
organizational change which I mentioned already, the actual
contact may seem lost to some of us. assured thc.t I subject
all my measures to the goal of establishing again as soon as
possible this personal connection which should be as close as
possible. The report of the administration which was given to
you shows that, in additional to thv. leading circle that is
established in this committee there either arc already x^xisting
or arc about to meet for the first time, committees for all
important divisions of v;ork. One or th^ other may hold the
opinion that
(page 12 of original)
one thing or another might have been done differently or bett.r
But I, gentlemen, am, and always was, led by the- one fervent
5 -
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dGsirc to so shape the orsanization of German industry that,
V7hatcver form It mey finally be 3ivcn, it can alT^ays be fitted
into the vrorlz of the Hcioh GovcrnTnent as a solid corncr~stonc
dcraonstratin.s willinsnoss and ability to perform.
May I be permitted to add a word about myself - I don't
like to do it, for not the individual but the cooperation of
all those v7ho work at one job is the decisive factor — and to
say that: Should it be possible to fasten this corner-stone
so securely that it will help in the noble- reconstruction of
our Hcich, I shall be aware and deeply grateful for the not
always easy task vrhich you had entrusted to mc, and I shall
voice only the request thet you select the one who is younger
in yr.ars and strength end more capable than I and vrho shall
become the leader of German industry v/hich v;e all respect,
support and v;ant to strengthen complete]y,
I am always aware that industry, even if it is as large
as our proud Gcrme^n industry, is only a part of the life of a
nation. «nd when I epca:e today in some detail about the poss
ible prospective
(iV-gc 13 of original)
form of representation cf this sector, I certainly do not over
look how much more important the snlrit of man will always
remain than any form.
To hav: united th. "purposes of an entire nation is the
great historicrel achievement of the n^i:i in whose strong hands
our President has placed the fate of oi\r peoplcj •.••>/hcn the
Reich Chancellor and Fuehrer ---dolf HIThFR called together the
Gen^^ral Council for Economy (Gcncralrat dor 'dirtschaft) for
the first time on September 20, I hr-d uhc honor to thank him
for th^ confidence v;hiGh ho had chowii in the men of the prac
tical business world by calling them to the General Council. I
^pledged to him unrestrained support of his government in its
exceedingly difficult task by all branches and organizations of
economy•
Let me repeat now v;hat I said then, "The unshakeable faith
of our Reich Chancellor end Fuehrer in the future of our people
gives also to the men of business the courage and the strength
to put everything into the reconstruction of a .healthy national
economy in s strong national state under National Socialist
leadership",
{ 1--, o' ori ;lv 1)
You too, gentlemen, if I am certain of your confidence, are
bound by this pledge. It holds for all of ua, the deeply felt
obJ.igation to be the ,guc rantors in all links and branches of
industry for the unconditiona. 1 execution of the Fuehrer's will.
Ila.y the spirit of devotionto duty which inspires us always
dominate this Committee's Conferences'.
I ask you, gentlemen, to rise end to join rac in the toast:
To the venerable president of the German Reich'General Field-
marshal von HINDENBURG. and the German people's Chancellor and
Fbw.-hrer .-idolf HITL.:R, "Sieg Hcil'.".
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Law t.or the preparation of the Organic Structure
of " the Ger.nan Econony of 27 February 1934
^ " u
"•''i
•rfGesetz zur Vorbereitung dee. orgcaischen hufbaues
'der deutschen UirtechiYft vom 2?. Februar 1934)
The Reich Governnaent has enacteo the following law which
is hereby prOiHulga ted:
Lrticle 1
The Reich L'inister of EcononiCwS is e.^powered for the
preparation of the organic structare of the Gsrnrn eoononiy.
1. To recognize econoiiic associrtions (V.'ii^tochrftsver-
baende) as sole representative of their economic branch;
2. To establish, to dissolve, or to merge economic
.ssociations; '
3 To emend-, to'aupplenent bys-laws and controcts (Gesell-
sch-ftsvertraege of economic associr.tions; p..rticularly to in
stitute the leadership principle (Fuehrergrundsrtz);
4. To appoint and to recall l^he leaders of economic
associa tions;
5. To affiiif^to (anzuschliessen) entrepreneurs end enter
prises with economic associations'-.
Economic associations are such assoor tions ?:nd federations
of associations, which are charged with ur.king care of economic
interests of entrepreneurs and enterprises.
hrticle 2
'i
The Reich minister of Economics am.y issue leg.; ! decreesfp-nhtcvorordnungen) and general adninistrj-tive orders (Ycrwal-
tuh^vorsclirifton) for tU6 exeoation of tLis lov. v.'iob t.ic const.
mn^Grhhiton) of .the Reich Uinister of the IntGrior; no cry1 Uhrorhrs (Vorschriften) of supplGce.ntri chrmotor ^Unlu) wlt^ hnscnt of the Rolchhrinistm of the Interior.
nt
hrticle 3
vmoevcr violates deliberately or negligently a
h'r.hVhr- Reich riniatcr of Econoamcs h- s issued on the hasis
If this Irw or executive orders thereto, is punish'.blc ^ithf.;n« nr. inn-rlsonment up to one year, The prosecution „
hhur") iTefftctea only upon r.ppiioc tion by the Reich Ilnist r
of honhios. The opplicrtion aoy be repcrloa.
, a I
I :
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article 4
No' compensation will be xoade for e d.'mc.ge wb.ich arise,
f5;oin tKe Vaec.scirs bn trie basis of this .
iirticle 5
iissooictions of members of the Reich Food Bstate with the
exception of members a.ccordin^ to Article 1, porcr.rephs 1 to 10,
sub b. of the 3rd Decree on the preliminory Structure of the
Heich Food Fsto:te of 16 February 1934 (Eeichsgosetsblntt I,
page 100) end associations of members of the Reich Chamber
of Culture co not come under this law.
Ins off r as cssociations of i:iembers of the'Reich Food
Sstote according- to ^.rticie 1, rarf.jh'phsl to 10, sub b,
•of the 3rd Decree on the Prcimninary Structure of the Reich
Food "fstote and ..ssocic tions of Trr.nsport tion are'concerned,
the Reich minister of Dconoaiics cxcercises the ; uthority
stated in hrticles 1 to 3 with the consent of the competent
Minister having jurisdiction (Fachminister); he can delegate
the authority to the coaipetent I.'inister having jurisdiction.
Berlin, 27 February 1934.
The'Reich Chancellor
hdclf Hitler
The Reich minister of Dconoxaics
^.t the srax time for
the Reich Minister of Fpod and
hgriculture
Dr. Sclniidt
The Reich Minister for the Interior
Frich
The Reich l;inister of Transport; tion
Baron von Eltz/
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translation of Document No. NX - 10.0.
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Fried, XHUPP A-G-, Es^en
Berlin Ecpresent-tire Office
TJ 8, Behrenstrasso 3/4
OaxlDnruCnp^: £or Frlv^ts. S.CfLrjS.t^p:i.a,t,
O.lTo, 1895 14 March 1934
( handwritten note: )sottlGd 39 March 54
(initials)s Gustav Krupp v.B.u.H,
Herr
Do-r Korr Dr. I.®EW.^DJ
Dr, M E E R WA L D
"by mail to Reich Chancery,
B ji X 1 1 a _K_8_
Wilhclnstras =50 78
After h-.^^ing spoken to Horr """on BCHLEiT in the mefrtlmo, I take the
liberty to confirm for the soR:e of regularity that I haj^e arranged jjith
you tliat Herr Reich Obo.nccllor HITLER is reo.rty to recei e Herr Dr. LR^F
--on und KALBACH on Thursday, the 29th of tMs month, at 11.15 hr?^
and that you expected the conference to la«t a"bnut three quarters of an-
hour.
Heil Hitler I
Yours "Spr truly,
signed: HJELOVT
^lariFICATE OFJlPAISlAT.Iil--l-
14 HoTTomher 1947
I, Victoria ORTOF, HTO Ho. 3^129. hereby certify, that ^ ^ ^
appointed trang?,ntor for the German and English langusges and t t
abo '^-e is a true and cor.:ect translation of the document Ho.
•jJrtakiAV
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(handwritten;)
For the . reference files of Herr vou BOHLSR
Biary i'fOs62^ Ton
Dear Herr ICjSSLHR ,
o322
In my letter to Graf (Count) Vod.GOLTZ of 14 Ray of this year
of which I sent yon a copy I pointed out - as I had also told you
repeatedly in person - that I -v/as \7orri0d about the insecurity and
unrest in industry''due to the or-janisationr 1 developments v/ithin
industrial associaticns , I emphasised ~ and this is decisive -
that this stato of affairs is hi/:hly detrii-iental to the economic
activities of industry, name ly within the firms themselves, and
thrti those disturbancos withir the industrial or{_;anisations must
ondrr^er the hi^;h aim of a hundred percent utilisation of industry.
Censidorinf; the present situation as it has d'jvoloped since this
letter was written, a clarifior tion of the industrial or{,.anisation
conditicnc soems to mc to "'^ e even more mparative in the interests
of maintaininr^ economy and preservin£_, the state; as it seems im-
possiblo to mo to deal successfully with the s rious problems of
ocoromic policy which v.dll arise v.dthin the next fowweelcs and
months with the present state of _pr^;e:^isation the solution of which
problem is a national question o-i)/pridrit3'',I cannot imr^ir. - and
I kno'w you siiaro :.;y views - that we
j^orr
ph. Kosslcr,
Head of Rconomy_.
_E £ r 1 in .".35
C erne llv.sstr . 3
(pace 2 of ori^jinrl)
could man£|;;o to deal with the industrial problems v/hich would hereby
a.risc' •i.;ithout rmiti:;^; induetry ir one luiiforn closely knit industrial
{^roup witliin the Reich. As the present situation, nsrticularly the
relation of the Reich union of German Induatrj'- to the or^^anisation
of the total trrde economy and to the individual 7 industrial i^.in
economy groups does not mo.:t these requirerionts for a j^arantood
uniform oollaboration of the entire German Industry to the extent
necessary, /. cpnsidor it ur^jently necessary that the roorganisation
of the RoichrSi '^^ i^. rrncn Industry on the linos of your docreo of
9 iR\y of thi^s year concornini;^ the roor^,anisr.tion of tho topoj,raphi-
cal industrial organisation should be sn;udod un
For this purpose I submit to you the; follo^;in;^ proposals
1) Accordiu.p to your docroj of 9 i'ja.y of this year the Roiohs-
stand d r Doutschen Industrie (R. j.ch Ibion of Goiman Industry) will
be reor;_;c.niGod to form the^Ro^ich _&roup industry of Gv.'rrna.n Sc_onomy^"^
F.nd as such ?/lll bo expressly reoocnizo'd by 'yours''orf"'and ttu Reich
llinister of Economy. The leader of tho Raich Group Industry will bo
aupramo loader and in this capacity it \dll bo his duty to c.armtoe
uniformity \;ithin tho Reich Grou ), For this purooso the spocirlisod
industrial rroups will be under his supervisicn. Tho topo^raohicr.l
organisations now oxieting of th. R ich Union of Gerinc.n Industry
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2 of ori£;incl cont*d)
vdll r •utoDrdioc.lly 1)000110 c.s district (groups su'b-ort;;r.nist',ticns
of the Reich (Jroup Ijidustry in line v/ith your dccroc of 9 It.y^
I need not refer r.fo.in in detail to the position nnd activities
of the 7 industrial T.ir.in groups in this connection after our re
peated discussions on thi.e point. I should lilK) to stross once noro
that on principle I rprlcone the .cstahlishnent of the irnin {jroups and
that I an only anxious to avoid cnythin^j; that nij^ht bo detrimental to
the unifomity of the industrial roprosontaticjn and the slnplification
and econonic ruuninfj of the orconisaticn• In co far as the industrial
rnr^in jjrou-;} loaders are entrusted vdth the charpc of .specialised
groups i.e. district croups the rights and responsibilities arc to
bo defined in detail by you as loader of the jconony in caijunction
vdth iho loader of the Reich Group Induetrj', particularly id bh
rof^ard to the objective conpotcncu of the leaders of spc-cialised
^r^^ups.
{'}c.QC 3 cf ojitinal)
For the rest, as far cs their collaboration vdth the Reich Group
Industry is concerned, this should bo ^".crantjcd practically and
technically by the secr^tr.riats vhich have teen cstr-blished by
the nr.in c^'oup load.^rs with the nancb'^njnt of the Roich Union of
Geman Ir.dustrj^ i.o. the R.dch Group Industrj''.
2), *lhon reorr^o.nisini; the fonnor Reich Association of C.n'rina.n
Industry to fern the Roich Union of Gorrian Ir.dustrj'- I deliberately
rofraanods because cf the dovolopinents undcr-nay, fron appointing
proper executives. In ordar to guavontoe the Reich Ihion of Geri.ian
Industry the connoctic-n d th industrial practico-nocessf ry'for
their v;oTk - ivc- vfcrc ccntent at first to crecao a loosely-lonit
"ccmitteo for goner-^l ecoucmic and social policy" fron the various
soccinlised groups and gocgraphical organisations. In view of Hie
dovoiopmont v.'hicli has ocojurrcd mnanivhile it is ny opinion-ihct this
no longer vn.-..ets the rcquireDonts nocossary for an adequate unity
end .above all for an rdoqunto connection vdth the conpotcnt govern
ment authorities nnd also v/lth Hie leader of ocoiiom^r and tho 7
marnn jcor-.omio groups. I am of tho opinion, thereforo, that in its
plo.oo Tje should iiinvediately proceed \dth the cstabliehmunt of a
"cnn.sult*r.g cor.imittc^ vdth tho ROjich Group Industry
to'ivTii'ch~'^"irs't"of all the leaders of tho 7 air.an economic groups
ivould be Icng as r.wmbei s. To tho "consulting comittoc of leaders"
should further belong 0 niarroor of Industrial districyl-r.ders whon
I should appoiv.t (aay 3 to 5 gjr.tlevi.in) In order that the regional
viewpoints reooiv] full nonsidoiation on this supreme board in
acccrdonce with the basic idea of your decree of 9 uay of this
year concerning the rt organization of the topographical organi
zation of industry.
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I^prosup:?oso here thr.t yfe'?;otr?t^ r,f this yccr r.nd its
"t- t!io rciionr-l divi-sionp of the RoichGroa?^-ndusti-y into^tho 13 croras in tho ir.diYiduol itrustoo
diQ.ric^s vp.xl roncin unohcnrod. For" cr.ch'of thdn Xindustr3^nl'
district i-roup loodor irould dhcn b:; appointed hy no in ocrocndnt v/ith
the oter r.iaus-Grac.1 inr.in ^-roup locd.^rs, Tf I in-y soy so thorc is o
^11 founded prospect fhot n corx-.^n bcsis for rcgicnol co-oporntion
^ Indust.^ r.nd cc^^rco rnd the rocicnal troupso tho^Roxon Uaion of Gcrrnn Industry Vnoni to found which it is
Concr.^.x.y thou^^..t iri.ll point to the ri{;ht vray for further dovoloomonts
in this .respect.
In so ca->siGor le nocos.scry to/-doGt the menljers c.r tlio "consultin.
coiiraittcG of icr.dors'' ta a nonner v/hich will ensure the closest
possible collr.Dorr.ticn vdth the Parby offices concerned. Fc: this
reason pruTici^ns^ should be node for the olootian of a few jnoro
Cont.Loiaen, I na -shinrinc of r. naxir.x-a of Z to 5. Further d-'teils
re oervod«
I consider it both csscntir.l -rd solf-'iTidont that you as tlic
leader of the occnomy are entitled to tal<o part at all tines in
the lecatniGP ^^r.d disousoicns of the "consulting connittcc of loaders''
S7J1CQ this IS a natural result of tho position of the leader of the
ccono-.y in relation to the Roich G-roup Industrj''.
The eonsultiiny ccinn.Lttee of 1-, odors should, i-heroforo, bo United'
to a naxin'in of. 12 to 35 persons and its oorw,DosXtion as prcporod by
mo would offor every go.rantoo of unity as vroll as tho nocossary '
connecticn with the groups r..nd authcritios which I have already
nnntionod scyrtral times abov?. In addition, however, after tho
inevitable dissolution of the present norinittuo for gonorcl ocononic
and sociax policy I ccnsidor it cssont.ial, to establish a largor centre 1
(pr.fpj 5 of ori.ginr.l)
board y;h,3oh vnill offer tho loaders of tho spocialisod groun.s rnd tho
lo reciuna. groups an opportunity for inati^al oxphonac of opinions
and vnich wi.ll give the lender of the Roich Gro.ro Industry'" i .o . his
consulting co-iulttoc a chnncn to control in thoir cntirotv in ono uni-
lorn orgaji3.satiaii the specialized ^rcups, the district groups of
the Roich Group Jndnstvy mth r.grrd to prob3oms of gcnorel industrial
importance' .•/hicji. 'ahorcfore, require
the total industrial economy.
united ntvitude on th prrt of
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3) If thj Ho ich Unicn of Gcrnen Industry is to "fcyj ro-or(;r.n.lsjd
in this ivny to form the Koinh Group Industry of the Gormr.n^ cponony,
end rooo^nizod, intcrno.llj the rolr.tion of its inrnc£;GmDnt to the
^i.'jxrr.I orf^r.nioC.tion vndoj' your lo'-dcrship i.e. your rErnry^cmcnt
remrin to b. clr.rified with rogt rd tc the hcndlini. of its current
probl-<ms. I r.rn reforrinr; b-:r-.- tc the diacuscior.s [ Irjcdy held with
you end Count •'•on d.cr GOLTZ c.nd the wishes you r.lso voiced on these
occasions as r..£;rrds the assiijnruent of'liaison officers by the ma.ns'.j^c-
ment of tho iX'ich Group Industry to your office which entirely cbdncidf:
-v.-ith.-Py. sU;;L,^£tions. In tho interest of an ohjoctivo approach
to thw problems \fith rdii^h those liaisen offices would have to dor.l
.1 consider it nccesG''.ry that those il^menwho i re to bo fssigrcd
for this purpose by the m nt ij.cra;nt of uhe' Reich union of Gerta'-n
Industry snould b: rule to contin-^c 'i. ch their activities in the
•nrriafiai'riont cf the Rc ich liriion of Gcmcja Ir.dustry in so far as
thijnr duties ii"..your office a II ow,sircc only in this wc-y can ono '
spo- ch of a real connoction in tho line of duty in tho objeotivo
intcrcdts of ooth orjans. In this connoctio:' I should also iika
to point particularly to tno social c-cono/iiy drpartmout of tho Reich
Union o^ Gorman Industrj^.
(pa.i^o 6 of orip;inf 1)
I am told in this cor.r.jctiQ:i tlu.t yo». alroadj/ anprosscd thr t at tho
s-^Tnc- time this do-:?f,rti-x;nt has the task of darling v;ith the common
tasks .vhich fail to the entire trrd; ocono;-.-;y in this field, from tho
point of viov/ of I'.ssuinf; directives, as has alrecdy been done in
isolated, cases, TI re too there is a well-,fou-dod prospect that by
t.akin^;, ov^r bhc present social economy doptrtr.\;nt ft thv. German Trf do
and Industry Association into tho social economy dcpartm'.;nt of tho
Hoioh Union of Gcrm-.n Indvistry, a corsidcrablc simpl i.f icati.on in the
swnso of ,a uniform co-crdira tion of theso probloms vrill be faciliteted
Thereby the dccieioi?. you. alretdy made on t.nis acouirat viill bo all
tho more justified.
.
•V;
• v'
At.y 1 aak you, dear Herr rlilS&lTR to svr.te your attitude to my
p2onosals as quickly as possible so tiif.t at loni^ last vto may got
out of this stc.tc of, confusion and may b.^ ablo to put at tho disposal
of tho state for tiie difficult problems of oconomio polity •v^ich r.ro
•bo be solved in th.) very uoa.r fu.terc organization which is
qualified and determined to i{;e£l:_objocUyely in thj int.erost of tho
whole. j.ay I omphasise onco .".gain in conclu.sTcu thr t my letter to you
v/as prompted b the s.jrious consid'ration that tho present utterly
con.fused conditior.i of orginj.s;-tion under •;.iiich th. ontiro trrdo
oconoiny suffers to the doiriment of the vdiol:. is :re ki]-g us lose
tho op^^rtunifcj' of iix.staring b ' consci jntious and purposefu! coj-
opcration the difficulties of economic policy on our doorswcp
Gc.rman greetings and H.il Hitlcrl
Yours Very sirooidLy,
(&tr.iip! ) fi i pncd iCRtryp BuHLFT! bi.LBiCM
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I, ICr.'lhlcou Erfmloj'", No»2v'96, hereby c;-rti.fy thr.t I cm
thorou;;;hly coiiv-.rsant vdth thu ^n{_li.ah rnd Gerni'n l'n~vijr;os,
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Ho. 131^
First decree for the execution of the lav; for the preparation of the
organic construction of G-erraan economy. Of 27 Hovemher 1934.,
On the "basis of paragraph 3 of the lav; for the preparation of the
organic construction of G-erman economy of 27 Fehrup.ry 1934 (heicn Legal
Gazette X, page 185) it is decreed:
Section I
Cons truetipn_of pr^fes£2 pnal_eGonom>"_
Par. lo
The conmorcial economy vrill he comhined and divided hy subject and
district.
The organization and the puhlic-rlegal representations of professional
economy vrill he organically corahinedo
Section .III
^pointment and compet^nce_of tlip leader^
pf_the_sect.ipn_
Par11
Every section of professional economy vrill receive a leader vrho
vrill vrork vrithout pay.
The leaders of the Reich-sections and the main sections of industry'-
will he appointed and dismissed hy the Reich Minister of Economics.
The leaders of the economic sections vrill he appointed hy the Reich
Minister of Economics at the suggestion of the leader
(Page 3 of original)
of the Reich Section (the principal section of the industry) and vrill
he dismissed after he has heen heard.. The leaders of the special groups
(Fachgri^pcn) srid special suh—groups (Fach untergruppen) will he
appointed oy the leader of the Reich Section (the principal section of
the industry) and will he dismissed after he has heen heard. The
leaders of the district section of a Reich-section and the branch offices
of such district sections will he appointed and dismissed hy the
leader of the Reich Section, and the lea-ders of the district groups vrill
he appointed and dismissed, hy the leader of the economic section in
cooperation with the leader of the economic chamher (Wirtschaftskaramer),
-1-
-2-
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Coiiti.d
The district sub-groups of a district organization v;hich axe
connected vrith the chambers'of industry and commerce, and "branch offices
of district groups are subordinated in regard to subject ma,tters to the.
leader of the district group and in regard to district matters to the
chairman'of the chambero
Fara 13
The leader decrees the by-lav;s of the section. The by-la-ws must
be in accordance with the regulations of this decree,.
iiii">i.||-rh fT'i'4fMy.A MiiiiM pi'i.
Par. 13.
With the approval of the leaders of the section oh the next higher
level the leader of a section appoints deputies and one or more managers,
as needed, vrho conduct current business according to his instructionsB
Certificate
I-i JOHH J. BOLL, U.S. Civilian, AOO NO. A-444413, hereby certify that
the above are true excerpts as indica-ted of the Heich Legal Gazette(Reichsgesetzblatt) 1934 edition, Part I, No. 131, of 1 December 1934
(Signature)
(Typed)
JOHN J. BOLTj
John J. Boll
U.S. Civilian
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I, JOHN J. BOLL, AGO NO. A-444412, hereby certify that I am thoroughly
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a true and correct translation of Document No. NI-10545,
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(Printed r.s inr.nusoript, Reorint and distribution of vjxy kind prohibited^
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1st yccr Berlin, No,
3^934 Monday^ 17 December 261S
Changes in the manasemont of Reich Group Industry,
Berlin^ 17 "December, President of the Reichsbank, Dr, SCttXHT^
charged with the business ruanagenient of the Reich ministry of Economics,
has addressed a letter to kr, KRUPP von BOHLEN und now re
signing from office, reading as follovvs:-
Deax iir, KRU?? von BOHIEN und
You have resigned from your post as president of the National
Estate of Gornirin Industry (Rcichsstand dor doutschon Industrie) and,
due to ovorwheLming pressure of wcrk, have repeatedly and once more
now requested me to refrain from appointing you chief of the Reich
Group Industry, and to release you from the directorate of i'-iain Group
I of Trade Ecommy (Hauptgruppc I der gevverblichcn Urtschaft), ,I have
therefore no choice but to comply with your request, to my sincere
regret, I wish to avail myself of this opportunity to th^.nk .ybu' sincere
ly. for your unselfish work =^nd exertion dn behalf of the National
Socialist State, and to express the hope that, in future, I may
continue to rely on your valuable cooperation,
Nith deutscher Gruss and Heil Hitler,
Yours very truly
(sgd.) Dr, Hja.Eaiar SCHACHT
It is further leant that Pieich Bank president Dr, SCHACHT has
requested the Chief of the Reich Chamber of Econondcs (Rcichsvdrt—
sehaftskammor) Rcgierungsrat aussor Dionst (retired Govera'ient
Councillor) Ewald HSCIvER, vdno is also President of the Chajiibor of
Industry and Commerce, Hanover, to take over the ma.na.ger.iont of the
Reich Group Industry, in addition to his post as Chief of the Reich
Chamber of Econoird.cs,
Certificate of Translation 4 June 1947
I, /tnnetto WaJ.lach, No, 20101, hereby certify that X am thoroughly
conversant with the English and German l.^ngua.gG and that the above
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('-J-i.---c)jji_TCl:DS x;CO?-i,: iic..id\7rittoii Dcto o:i top cf pa^o; This spGijoli v/as
planiiod to ho hold at the University of Borlin by Dr» lU-iinp von Brhlon.
i^id ^lalbach, but v/as not iiold»)
(Dandrrritton Note:)
1 Oop3' to Dc, Fuss
1 Copy t® Dr. '.Tinosciiuon
-I4 Tanuaiy I533
(siphod) hiraft
(pars 11 fi-oLi lino 7 an)
TriOuCHdS -^ObT|^ T:3 __:KDu3TRX.iL FH-lfFi-L-JISFH
(„iand;/rit i,^ii Doto: Original in norsonal
possossion ©f pir, li.B.H.)
TIiGroforc, I do not soo :fhy this thought still fluttors in many a head • •
oocasiona-i-ly - that tno production of v/ar naterials should be a sinistdr
tradot IIo: v/ar nxxtoris-l is lifesaving for one's a.vn pecolo and "hoover
jcr-.:s and perforv."^ ii: those spheres can bo proud cf it: hero enterprise, as
a './hole finds its ni^ncst justifncaticii of onistcnco. This justificatio'i
—I my inject tnis hero —crystallized especially diuring that tine of the
"Intorrepiruin' , betrraon I^IS and 1533, nhen'Gn-;l._i:y r;as lyin^^ do.vn disarued.;
I nave already often repeated orally as v/oll as in T-riting, and today I
also 'rant to re-state to this grwup that, according to the torrns of the
Dictate of VB.13jLn.i-.-FI3 (Dil^itat), j.-rupp had to destroy and doinolish
considoraolo (3_uautitiG3 of tne entire Gorman r/ar oconcny that it dit not
rei^iain idle duxing tncse bad years, even theunh its activity could not be "
brought to Ixgnt for obvious reasais, Thr^ugli yccjrs of soc'rot v.'crl:,
(Stinlor inrboit) scienLifnc and basic ground 'jorl: v;as laid, in order to
ready again to v/orh for" the Corman Armed Fcrcos at the appointed Imiu",
"vithout loss of time or emperionco. This recuirad man*'*
(rcgo 12 of origrnc.l")
a^.d vjJL lous tiiings, tnis do:.iw.iaoQ alsc Tne introduction of specific 'Dro—
ducts uL'.xfOCi o Eiamtam "cno sliills of ex'^ernenced e'"'gi"'eGrs a"^d "^ar "ror—
.i-ors —u.iis tro.nen.aous xinid of hnavlodge a"-"..d en:porio'nco; this required
xurtnex" oq_uippfng and nu.intonanoG of scientific laboratories a"nd research
establislmients, etc.
Just as once a 100»000 men hep^t up tlie tradition of the old glorious
hx-i.y so thoro also v/as - f igui'atively spoahing a 100,000 nan army of
ousincss i.;on (Dor Jirtsciiaft) .';io j.ept up tno tra.ditio'n of v.'rr i-idustry*
The circuxatancos caused by the military collc.pso -.vcro even more difficult
conaaderh'ig tno necessary cnangos in old "./ax" plants to ueacotime px'oductioni
•-vhicl. in itself caused untold difficulties in politit^ally confused tij.ios»
.-t v;as r.ecossary for i'nstance, to empand tiio llMJiy- into a structueuo
capable of SLorvxyal and ccff.ipetition, but, at tho samo moment they also had '
to be ready •:.s "./cr plants for future tiinos.
0-nly thx-ough this secret activity of G-errxm enterprise, together
"..''ith tho o;:cporienco gained mea^ivmilc tnrou,gli i^roducticn of •oeacitine
goods v;c.s it possible, c.ftor 1>33> fall into stop v.""!'!:!! t}iO ncn tasks
ax-rivod at restoring Oorsiio.ny's military pov;or, (only through all that)
co'-ila tho entirely '.-O'./ and varoixs proolomo, brougl.t ue by the Fuelirorfs
Four 'xoar Plan for Gerrocni
-r 1 ^
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qiitorpriso, bo inc.stox'Ccl .It './o.s nocossc.ry to o;:ploit iiov; ror;
uo'toriols, to cxploro c.::d 3:;porixio::t, to iuvoot capital ia
ordcir to j.ial:G GUil.d^ ocoiiony iadopondGnt aad strong, in short;
to nalro'it v;ar r/orthy (:GL''ic£S3tca''10. Cn tho bacis of various ro-
I'.iarhs of outGidors, v/ho oro able to ovorloolc the entire situati'^u
(?a£:e 13 of ori£3inc.l)
rrau a va:;ta£,e point, I my v;oli say that GHh.j'il'J oiitorpriSG
proved itself hero again, by tachling and solving the uct;; problons
'ditn that oncrgy, that - I r.iigiit says enthiiGisin, nith niiich it iias
alsvrays ax^proachod hictorical tashs (Gcschichtlicho Aufgabon),
In tnas connection I v;a-.-t to bring to attention sonothing else,
GOiiiGtaing vdiicu probably has hardly boon considorGd in other circles
30 far: That is t]io fact, that the x^rove:: succogs of the Four Year
rlan. tne creation of nev; ro\: naterials as cubctitutes for scarce ones, '
GOinctning v.iiicn at tiio beginning shared only the quiet and nodest degroe
of success uo had hoped to achieve, (brought about) that not only
TToro tho v/oll-Irna.Tn materials fully roiolccod in the customcjcy field
•f usage, but that the nGv; re::; mtorials go many times f-ar beyond
their oon<»option as substitutes for many uses - I cjn almost inclined
to say: can bo moulded fully as one ".-ishos, That aipplies to artificial
rubber, to synthetic gasoline and to various other similar things, and
opons iigt; vistas for tho "future v/hich cannot bo in visagod today.
After 1933j businessman did not undertcaro such historical
taslcs of greatest rango and scope only in organizatio"..al, teclnical
and go: ;-..m-cial rosx^ects- The ilationr.l Socialist devolution has liardly
over brougjit anothor profession
2 -
OF cf Dooo:.i;T
llOy >317 cc:?'s
faco to face v;itn, in rxo'" "Tcys nuoh nov;, noinotraoG fortnnatGly
snoclriualy ncn situations, as it has tho ontcrprisoir. Fon h
bocaiuo t'lG or his oi:iplcyoos (C-cfol^schoi't). It
no
(pr.£G 14 of ori£,iacJ-)
-.voulcl, 01 couxao, bo o;;ti-oi.-.oly imjuot to olcm thct ovon bo-
I oro li,33 t;-.o or.tGi-pi-isors aia not o.Igb Iio.to on nr.dorstr.ndiiig
fox t.ii3 sido of tlioir pi-ofossion landfig o.nd cai-ir.g for people
for boo oGuld thoy otbervjiao Iicto Go.incd ooonoviio ouoooso in
the long run? Particularly that is tiio prido of so many largo
cntorpi-Looo, that they con lort.: book to a rich and old social
political tradition, and yet, before I333, it nas lade - G.d
Irnoa-S - r.r.ny a tirio cuito difficult for tho ontor, riser to
act and shsv; ;iii.3clf as tno dooply responsibility-conscious
loader sf his bussinoss. This change since I933 khich occurred kith
alziost olenentcry suddenness, concerning the conooptia; about tho
spiritually founded p-rtnershin of interests bct;eon employer and
omployoe. I an again nnking uoc of this old formula intentionally
should be attributed to the singular genius of the FIEShiSi and to
has reyo_iuio..are moyomaeif, tno PUfPLifLt -.rh.o -..-on thi-ougji tho poaor of
his perso:ality and his doctrines the vrholo of tho Gaar.ii;; p-onle to
ilia cirjDuiiclod idGc-.c of iJatiour'i ao •?'.i,. • iije i50cj...iiai,rj laoology. it is cloar tact
throu£ia taoi- by cppoiatia^ tJio oatGrurisar- -o „ n . . . :
« g.G ^oadoi' ol ais 02;iplo2'"oos
bi Iqm j c. i.iuca ./'idoi'* a.'.d iiicoi*, iuopo 'jpni'n"v-- u* -j. x-
, jxoi.iioi..^ xiDla of activity taaa
boforo -jcji assieV-od to bia, full -.-/ith oncco"" ,n•hr^ • n
•JU'^ coow ooyccially coiicoming
tho h^an aspect - and I tnink I may state here, that tho Gid.Xii
ontorprisors foll.ued the nov; nays enthusiastically, that they nmdo the g
£p:aat latoatioas of the taoii' ov;i:
•' -3 -
ir' I I
T-L'j:3LLi.viay' clp of lcc{1.j}.jt r;o, b-^i?
caii^'D
'oy fair compotitiou a:id coascious ^^atitudo aad boorrio lais faithful
follov;ors.
(pa^io 15 of ori^iaal until liao o)
rlcf.; olso could the tr.slcc bchvocu 1933 1933 ^.-^d ospocially thoao
after 1933 have boon ovorccLio?: ijct by fcrco, but r-nly trough i,ood '•••'il.
noro GO; ally tb.rour^i dovotioii and onthusiasia could and can tashs of
Guc.i '.vorld iiiotorical scopo cucccod.
20 of original until lino 18)
Into tlio future, I thin?;, and. tliic you probably f jlt too, duo to uy
pro'vious stataneiitG, tlio" ontori'risor ("LTntcrnoIuiicr) ncy Icoh vrith
full confidonco* IIo .:ill bo oven ncro nocoGsary in tho political,
ocoiia.ii.c and social structuro of our GrliVTIl^
Glhddii' rSICil aftor tiio './ar (h'ach do::i Irioso). I don't fool eallod upon
to act ao a prophot, but yot the Gh'nud vision of a i-jZh" XOPO.-!! floats
nappily boforo uy oyos, and in this Groat cpaco, vrhicli v.lil thon
ovorflcr.7 vrith nov; economic, technical, transportation, cov.inorcial and
financial problems of all hinds- in tliis iJZJ JbllOxZ one v:ill not only need
•farmers, fronticr-G"'-^~-rd-poasants and tradesmen, stato-* and private
officials, but in c.l couv.tries and provinces as v/oll, daring enter
prisers x'oc.dy for decision, hnd a£ai:i people •.•ill say as before, dur
ing j:y time in hZI.IiiG in I90O; >'aihi:..^h,3 to tlio Prcnt!." The GZ^Thl-;
enterpriser •..•ill have to bo tho •model for the nov; typo of Surepoan
rntorpriser - just as the GhldfiT •.;orl:er mill determine the future type
of tho Siiropean skilled -.vorhcr,
n h^")i*nv -»"i"n / i.i-p t.t"? ' 'TTri* **Uxh-vJ.-u; UjJ J.4.UJ..O—J-Va-
Ii Z-dli':. Z. "JIBhhl;U.L, -XtO ilo. D-15CC96, hor^jby certify that I am
thoroughly co::versc.n.t \;it:i thn Znilisii e.^nd Gernan lanGuaGosj and
tiiat th.o above is a true and correct tre.nslation of EociU-ient
ITo- >-317,
- 4 -
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OFFICE OF CHIEF OF COUNSEL FOR vJAR CRBIES
- • • ' • — • y. , • . I, •
Reich Association
of
German Industiy
Berlin ir 35
Koenigin-Augusta-Strasse 2S
Berlin Y7 35, 29 I&y 1933
To the
Pi-esident of the Reich s Bank^ Dr. Schacht
"Berlin W 56.
Dear Dr. SchachtI
The in.iuinerous collections by K3DAP organizations and the
Stahlhelm (iar Veteran s Organization) ^/ithin German industry have
taken on an unorganic and uncontrollable character that is in
sone'cases especially serious and in other cases hardly objection
able, This, however, is not in the interest of either the leader
ship of the NSDAP or Industry,
Cn the occasion of a conference with the Reich Chancellor and
Fuehrer of the NSDiiP I have su;,;gested to concentrate all cellections
taken up'by his party in one great collection which will hit, if
possible, all firms in German Industry including agriculture and
banking, evenly and in proportion to their number of employees.
Herr Hitler agreed with me and asked me to malte the necessary
arrangements for such a collection. Accordingly, I have entered
negotiations with the leaders of the various branches of industry.
It was ddcided to call the colledtion "Hitler Spende" (Hitler
donation) and TvO appoint a trusteeship to carry out the necessary
actions. Inspired by the will to give my full cooperation to
this project which is to represent a token of gratitude to the
leader of the nation, I accepted the Chairmanship of the Trustee
ship upon unanimous request of the leading associations(2nd page of original)
I am therefore also addressing ny request to you to lend your
valuable support to the "Hitler-Spende," I should like to discuss
the further details with you. Should you agree to ny request, I
shall get in touch with you regarding a discussion,
.•Lth the expression of my highest esteem.
I am.
Very truly yours.
-1-.
rI ••
Handwritten remark:
2nd copy with IZr. Herle
Personal,
-2"
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(3rd page of original)
30 Nay 1933.
dear :.ir. President,
handwritten remark: Dr, Schacht,
Pursuant to the short information which I together with Dr.
Koettgen had an opportunity of giving you yesterday, it is intended
to launch a drive, embracing the entire Oerman economy including
agriculture and banking business, vdth the aim of placing the collected
money, to be called "Hitler Donation" at the disposal of the Fuehrer
of the KSD..P. It is to replace the collections often made individually
•by the various organizations of the N3DAP and the "Steel Helmet", It
I'ias agreed to appoint a board to take care of this concentrated collect-
tion. At the unanimous request of the peak organizations I have accept
ed the chairmanship of the board, actuated by the vdsh to devete
(4th page of ori'dhrl)
11^ •yjhole strength to this drive which is "intended to represent a
thanksgiving to the leader of the nation.
You -"..ero 3cing enough to promise me that you would-get Nessrs.
Dr. Otto Christian Fischer of the Reichskreditgesellschaft, • Berlin,'
and Dr, Nosier of the Deutsche'Banlc und Diskontgesellschaft, Berlin,
to supply you with all details, in particular to what extent banks of
legally authorized public standing can participate in this drive, Dr,
Fischer will get in touch i^vith you one of these days.
Assuring you of ny sincere and high esteem.
Stamp:
-2-
I am,
yours faithfully
signed OUPP - BOHLM -
H..LBACH
rl' .fiini VliilmTi - -if. i«- >—
-t3z •
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(5th page of original)
ADOLF HITLER CONTRIBUTION OF GEPJ-AN SCONOIPT
Trustee Coramittee
Berlin IJ 62, Burggrafenstrasse 11
Ledger Nr. VIIa/l5150
Berlin 2 September 1933.
Complaints of firms have come to the Trustee Committee of
the 'tidolf HITLER Contribution by German Econony" to the effect
that while the ban on collections decreed by the Fuehrer's
Deputy Rudolf HESS is complied ^.'ith by the local offices of the
NSDx^P, The organizations hoYjever, are, in many cases, evading
this collection ban by arranging collections of their own, in
some cases even in the form, of a tax. Evasion of the collection
b?n in that manner is - also in the view of the Supreme Party
Directorate- b^- no means permissible. In so far as collections
through organizations cannot be avoided completely the firms must
at least not be deprived of their privilege to refuse participation
on the basis of their contribution certificate. Since the firms
in many cases are not fully infomed in this matter, appropriate
instructions are necessary,
I'any firms also complain of the fact that, in spite of their'
participation in the "..clolf HITLER Contribution by German Economy",
they are asked to subscribe to numerous other contributions and
also to join the "Opferring", "Schutzring" and other similar
org.?nizations. It is clearly evident from the collection ban of
the Fuehrer's Deputy that it is prohibited to collect funds for
partj^ purposes from all enterprises and associations of German
Economy which are participating in the 'h.dolf HITLER Contribution"
and can present their contribution certificate and receipts. The
collecting offices, hovjever, cannot know from the outset which
persons belong to this group of contributors, so that it is un
avoidable that collectors appear again ahd again. It is necessary
for those firm.s "".jho do not consider themselves to be in a position
to ma.ke additional contributions to rely more then ever upon this
contribution certificate,
I urgently request tho organizations to refrain from every
thing that could have a harmful effect on participation in the
"Adolf HITL'vR Contribution by Gorman Economy" and furthermore to
continue the collection drive with most intensive canvassing
measures,
The Chairman of the Trustee Coramittee
Signature: Dr. KRUPP von BOHLEN
und H/LBACH,
-3-
-4-
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( Centtd) .
(6th page of original)
August 1933
The "Adolf Hitler ' Donation of the German Economy" is based
on an agreement bet-wecn the Central'.administration of the NSDAP
and delegates of the German economy.
Purpose of the donation is :
on the one hand to fumish the Central Administration with the
m.eans required for the centralised execution of these tasks which
are for the benefit of the Bk, SB, Staffs, Hitler Younth, the
political organizations etc.
on the other hand to give the enterprises contributing to the
donation the assurance, that their work for the reconstruction
of the German economy vail not be disturbed by unauthorized and
unpredictable collections,
I forbid all members, offices and institutions of the
Party to collect money from any enterprises and associations of
the economy who are participating in the "Adolf Hitler-Donation
of the German Economy." The donors will identify themselves with
a certificate bearing my signature and the party stamp. The
certificate shows the total amount subscribed by the donor for
the period betvjeen 1 June 1933 and 31 Hay 1934. The certificate
is valid only in conjunction with the receipts covering the actual
payments which are due quarterly, viz. on 20 June, 20 Septeanber,
20 December 1933 and 20 March 1934.
All individual arrangemenbs, local and districtual, of the
party offices and institutions, with the enterprises and associa
tions of the economy eligible for participating in the Donation
become nil and void. New ..arrangements which might cause the
firms and associations of the economy to refrain from a partici
pation in the Donation are forbidden. Likewise, interference and
measures in connection with the implementation of the donation are
forbidden.
All sub-divisions which in pursurnce of iiy decree of 2 June
1933 have reported themselves as receivers of a regular donation
from the German ecaiomy will be refunded for the full amounts
involved from the "Adolf Hitler Donation of the German Economy,"
Subsequent registration under the de-^ree of 2 June 1933 cannot
under any circumstances be considered, as they could not be
included"when the total of the Adolf Hitler-Donation was being
computed,
signed RUDOLF HESS.
-4-
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Berlin, 1 June*1933
.DOL? HITLER CONTRIBUTION OF
GERtL;.N ECONOLT,
I.
In order to cut out the numerous individual collections of the
various offices and formations of the National Socialist Party,
a central collection for all branches of German Economy under
the name 'h.dolf HITLER Contribution by German Economy" has been
established, A trustee committee -which is composed of represent
atives of the participating economic branches, is in charge of
this collection. Dr. IGiUPP von BOHLEN and HxvLEiCH has assumed
directorship of this Trustee Committee.
The economic branches have pledged themselves to raise
••.vithin one year, that is from 1 June 1933 till 31 Eay 1934, a
fixed amount in a marmer appropriate for them, in each case, and
to hr?vnd over the collected funds to the Trustee Committee. The
Reich Association of German Industry and the Union of C-erman
Employ*ers' Organizations -will urge the attached associations and
firms to support this collections -with all the means at their
disposal. :;e expect thv^ energetic cooperation of all our
organizations and enterprises and the personal effort of their
leaders. It is imperative to take quick and generous action,
to perform this task in a simple'and economic manner and to
avoid all bureaucratic obstacles.
Special agreements already in force are to be included in
the general collection.
II.
For the purpose of carrying out this collection in industry an
industrial coniidttee under the directorship of Dr. KOETTINGSN has
been formed by the Reich Association of German Industry and the
Union of Gorman Employers'Organizations. The management is taken
over jointly by the Reich Association of German Industry and the
Union of German •Jnploj'-ers'Organizations. The joint office is located
in Berlin If 62, Burggrafenstrasse 11 (Tel: Barbarossa B5, 9211,
after 6PII B 5^5926).
The folloving rules -will apply to the execution of the program:
lo rill affiliated formations ivill immediately inform their members,
if necessary by means of this circular, of•this contribution and
•will urge their participation emphatically, by explaining to them
the purpose of the contribution. Special attention is, however,
to be given to the fact that such enterprises -which do not belong
to associations should also be included in the campaign and
participate in the contribution.
2o Ihe amount of contribution by the individual enterprises is
calculated as follows:
The general annual contribution amounts to 0,05 ^ of* 't-he
ajinual viage- and salary total of the year 1932, but not less
than 6 Reichsmark. This minimum scale also applies to
enterprises v;h:'-ch do not have employees, PUgher scales will
-5-
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be imposed on isolated industrial groups v;here particularly
low wages prevail in order to balance higher turnovers. The
individual firms will receive special information in regard
to this mctter through the circular of the trade associations
quoted in par.4«
(8th page of original)
It is requested that the payments be made in quarterly
instnLaents, that"is by 15 June^ 15 September, 15 December 1933,
and 15 larch 1934- In the interests of simplification of" the
adi'mnistration the immediate payment of the entire amount,
especially in the case of smaller amounts, is urgently requested,
4„ The industrial trades-associations concerned have, at our :
request -for which we are grateful- placed themselves at our
disposal for the technical execution of the"collection in
ordv^r to conduct it simply and economically. The trades
associations, for their part, -..dll distribute special circulars
to their members which will give all the necessary particulars
of the technical procedure, h^e request that the procedure laid
do"..'n by the trades associations should be adhered to in order
to effect the execution as smoothly as possible and to lighten
the task taken over by the trades associations.
5. d.ftcr receipt of the first payment the trades associations will
issue -a certificate vhich bears the name of the contributor
and quotes the pledged aniiual amount of contribution. This
certificate hoviever, "iill onlj- be handed out if the amount of
the payment conforms -.'ith the regulations stated in Par. 2 and 3-
It is, together with the payment receipts, the official certifi
cate of participation in the Contribution,
6. The Party Directorate of the KSD:.P will at the coimnencement
of the collection, prohibit all individual collections of party
organizations and formations of all kinds (National Socialist
Factory Cell OrganiEation, HITL3R Youth, Si^, SS, NS Student •
LeaAaae, Firhting Or;anisations etc.) from all contributors,pledged under par.5/to the "jidolf HITLdR Contribution by
C-erraan Ebonomj?-",
7- -"d.l inquiries and comraunications are to be directed to the
administration of the industry collection. Copies of this
circular are available in any cuantity upon request.
For the Reich .-.ssociation
of Ck-Tiiirn Industry
Signed:
lOlUPP von and H.XB..CH
-6-
For the Union of German
Employers' Organizations
Signed:
KOETTGEIE
w-7-
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Stamp: Private Secretary Office
In: 25 April 1934
ADOLF HI1T.-ER CONTRIBUTIOH ECOWOL:!
Trustee Committee,
Berlin H'35, Tirpitzufer 44
Tel: B 1, Kurfuerst 3Sl4, 3^15.
iUTJECT: Ba.n on collections
Berlin 20 April 1934
Tho TruE.tee Gorrimittee of the "Adolf HITLER Contribution
by German Economy" gathers from numerous enquiries that there is
still a great deal of confusion \'ith regard to the ban on
collections imposed in connection vjith the participation in the
"Adolf HITLER Subscription by German Economy",
I should like, therefore, to call your attention to the
decree attached to this letter relating to the ban on collections
issued by the Fuehrer's Deputy Rudolf HESS. This..decree expresses
the intention of the Supreme Party Directorate to raise the funds
necessary for the tasks of the National Socialist Party, its
offices, institutions, sxii formations through centralized collec
tion,. As a matter of principle the subscriptions to the "Adolf
HITIjxGR Contribution by German Economy" are to be given priority over
local collections, liembers, offices and institutions of the
National Socialist Party are forbidden to make collections from all
contributors vho are in possession of a certificate issued by the
"Adolf HITLER Contribution by German Economy", The contributors
will present this certificate as proof to collectors calling on
them. In addition all local offices are forbidden to make agreements
which could prevent the firms from participating in the "Adolf
HITLER Contribution by German Econoiry".
aiciosure.
The Chairman of the Trustee Committee
Signed: Dr. KRUPP von BOHLEN und
HALBACH.
CERTIFIC;.TE OF TfL'LNSLVflON
"l, JOHN J, BOLL, AGO No. A-444412, hereby certify that I am thoroughly
conversant with the English and German languages; and that the above
is a true and correct translation of Document D-151 .
END JOHN J. BOLL,-
U.S.Civ ilian;
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OFFICE OF GRIEF OF COUNSEL FOR Vm
CHIMES
16 June' 1933
Re»: AA^lf Hitler Fund (Adolf Hitler Suende)*
1.) Meetimr at the Trade Association of the Chenlcal Industry (Berufgenossen** _ j,
schaft der chenischen Industrie).
In the R-hsence of tke Mana^ir^ 15irector» Di** I1ARTIU3, Hert TEEUSS was
spoken to. To the question on what the increase of the Adolf Hitler Fund
(Adolf Hitler Spends) to 10^ for the chemical industry was ha.sed, it "vra-s
explained that even the Trade Association itself had encountered very mar^
difficulties on account of this» as a larf.^e number of firms in the chemical
industry had submitted protests.
In view of the fact that Herr THEUSS was not acquainted with any further
details, it was only arranf^ed with him that he shpuld comply with our request
thpt a sin-^le original receipt be issued for the total amount of the receipts
to be mo.de out for our individual plants, which are to be repiardad as
certlf ico-tes in dealing with local party ori^anizations, and ^hat the number of
authenticated receipt copies required by us be mo.de out#
2#) Preliminary discussion v/ith Dr. UIVGSWITTER.
Dr. UHGEVmTEK as. vrell as Oberref^ierur^'^srat Lr* KIKCHIOIH of the Employers*
Association (i>rbeit6f:eber-.Verband) v^ho was consulted by telephone, were both
surprised about the rulirv^ rer-iardincT the increa^ of the Adolf Hitler Fund
imposed on the chemical industry# They had not been approo^hed in this
matter in any way# Only the I>Iana^irig Director of the Trade Association, Lr#
M/iRTIUS, once a long
(Paf^e 2 of orl-Tinal)
time 0^0, gave a hint to Dr. UIlUEl'flTTSH, that the chemical industry should pay
a. higher rate particularly in respect of those groups whose vrage proportion
vf».B very low# It was not Intimatrjd to Dr# UNCEVITTER on which basis a
differentia,tion betv;een high and lovr wage proportions should be made; nor did.
he ascertain any further details upon enquiry at the Helchsverband (Reich
Association) until the new circular letter had been sent out#
^^eeting at the Heichs-Verband der Bt^utcohen Ipduatrie (Leigh AssQc^ation
nf &erman Industry.
Present; Dr. TRTGSnflTTSR
Dr. C, DUISaS-iiC
(Union of Smnloyors* Association.) Veroinigung der
Arbeit'-^eber-Verbaonde
Dr# ACHENBAOE
Oberleutnejid von der LIITIiF
(Union of Employers* Associations)
SCHAUKS (Part of the tine)
Dr# ACEIKBACH was asked for the reasons which lead to the fixing of the
different rates# In this connection it was pointed out to him, - and this
was also repeated many times in the course of the discussion that the I#G#
was act^oa.lly immediately prepared to subscribe to the Adolf Hitler Fund witlv-
in the framework of the first circular letter of the Reich Association of
G-erman Industry and that they, on accoxmt of their absolutely positive
attitude to the whole matter, were naturally prepared to support this
collection# It was only throu-^h the fixing of the new Increased rete at 10^
which had now ensued that there, was a certain eorprise in I.U» regarding
whot could be the basis for such a varied rate fixing and it would certainly
be against the spirit and the p-orpoue of this contribution if the free
^ . )
. ...
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attitude in this matter were to he rendered more difficult "by such
differentiations# In the course of the conversation, the following was
ascertained*
l) The rates were fixed without consultation of the participating Associar-
tions as, in view of the necessity to act quickly, no progress would otherwise
have been made. This excuse we expressed as unjustified. The
(Page 3 of original)
Industrie Ausschuss (industrial Conmiittee) of which Ar. KOETTOEN became
president in agreement with the two Head Associations, did not meet in full
but the natter was essentially deliberated between Dr# KOETTCELT, EEAU^-rSILM,
Dr. ACHEKDAOH, HOEMAFN as liaison man to the NSDAP, and Oberleutnant (Trans
lator's Note: Word crossed out in original) von der LINDB. The Industrial
Comnittee consisted of the following gentlemr-n!
Dr*v KOBTTG-EIT, Chairman
Engineer PIBTZSCH Chemical Ind\:atry
Dr. Iron, Steel and Goal )
Geh.Dergrat HILPER )
Geh.2omm.Hat KITTSI5TEN.-.SCHEID Textiles •
2) The difference in the rate v/as due to the fact that a number of
industrial groups with exceptionally high wage proportions could only be
induced to consent mder the condition that these industrial groups whose wag©
•oroportion c-ame to only 3 to 5^ were made to participate p-t double the ra.te.
To the question as t-j v/hlch industrial'groups had such a low wage proportion,
it was explained that apart from the cigarette industry, this applies amorgst
others also th the chemical industry.
pointed out at this point thp.t according to the investigp.tlon
report, the chemical Industry had, quite roughly estimp-ted, a.345^wage proportion,
that, however, as soon as one examines the conditions more closely, taking-into
consideration the total \rage proportion in calculating the cost of the
finished product from the first stage of production, coal, there is for dye-
stuffs alone a wage proportion of 85^ (proof of this is in possession of Dr.
SCEWAXtZ, Ludwigshafon). Hovrever, even if one did not go so far, the wage
proportion, as already mentioned in the investi/^ation r^ort, exceeds 2O/3.
The entlemen replied that they had acted from entirely different
conoiderations and that they were already convinced of the necessity for a new
scale of rates owing to the numerous protests received from firms in the
chemical industry.
It was then considered to maintain a rate of 10^^ in respect of those
groups of the chemical Industry o** • ^
(Page 4 of original)
whose w-age proportion amounts to less than 15^ of the pro-^uctlon cost and to
n-p 4r» Y»e.anflat of all others.flxa rate of 5^ in respect of all others.
Eor I.G., it was stated that they vrould accordingly also pay a rate of
5^ as ohelr vrage proportion exceeds 15^; of course, I.G. was always prepared t'
pay immediately.
O 3) The gentlemen eiqjreseed their willingness - after the discussion vrlth the
gentlemen of the Industrial Committee to have a discussion based on this
dlfferentlaticn, with Dr. ^:AaTIUG, of the Trade Association (Deruf3geno3S6n^-
achaft) together with Dr. TTNGEvaTTEU on Monday. In this connection, they
—3—
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pointed out particularly that they would, of course, not mention the name of
our firm but v/anted to arrar^e for an altere-tion of the rates in the suggested
manner, in general, in Tiew of the protests received by the groups of the
Ohemical Industry.
IJhe gentlemen then tried to persuade us to.pay at lea-st the first
installment at a rate of 10^ vrhich could subsequently be placed to our credit
in respect of future payments. 1 declined to do so and declared that they
should first bring the final rulii^ into effect on the basis of the proposal
made by them and that they should inform the firms through the Trade iissociation,
Y/e would then pay immediately.
4) The gentlemen pointed out tha.t of course, certain documentary proof would
have to be submitted regarding the wage proportion. However, it vms then
pointed out that after all 9ne could by no means use a voluntaj^y donation for
divulging cost calculations or even turnover figures. The statement by our
firm in this connection would have to suffice. It v/as then suggested that the
Trade Association could reserve the right to ask for such documente^ry proof In
doubtful cases.
5) The paragraph contained in the circular letter according to which current
arrangements have to be included in the new regulation is to
(Pat~9 5 of original)
be interpreted that any payment obligations still liable for several months,
are settled by this big contribution. Amounts already paid are not taken into
consideration.
6) The object of the contribution is the support of the SA, in which to a
certain extent the Gtahlhelm will also pa,rticipate. The ways and means for
carrying this out were to be specially discussed between Herr SSLDT3 and the
Reich Chancellor. ISorthermore a certain amount is to be set.aside for training
purposes. The SA consists at present of 000,000 members, 500,000 of vrhom are
unemployed. The main ptirpose of this contribution is to alleviate social
distress in these circles. In this sense too we consider the contribution to
be perfectly justified and absolutely necessary.
7) The urgency of the matter arises from the fact that by next Tuesday, the
banks want to make a first installment of 3 million RI4 available, which sum
would then be handed to the Reich Chancellor. In order to guarantee this 3
million BM, the Industrial Committee has approached the larger firms, among
others, also us, with the request to execute indemnity bonds for the arnount of
the 2nd, 3rd and 4th installments, Inasmuch as these installments, on the
originally fixed dates, v;ere not to be ppild to the Trade Assoclatian but to the
Deutsche 3paik und DlGconto-fJesellBchaft who shall be authorized to grant a credit
to the Industrial Committee for the amount of the 2nd, 3rd and 4tb installments.
I'CT US, it is therefore only a question of pledging ourselves once aga-in to pay
the 2nd, 3rd and 4th installments to the Industrial Committee. It is only the
place of payment which is changed. The amount of the guaranteed contribution and
the payment dates remain the same.
The form will be submitted in the course of the day and may be completed
after permiBSioa has been received from Cehelmrat SCHMITZ.
(Signature) C« DUISBEBC
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CEiiTIEIGATE OF TEAN^TION
I, DOHOTHSA L. G-ALEWSKI, M.P, no. 34079, here'by certify that I phi thorou^;hly
conversant vrith the ErKj;llsh and Gennan lan^ua^es; and that the ahove is a
true and correct translation! of Docninent No» NI-3799.
DOROTHEA L. GADEWSia
M.r. NO. 34079
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Confjronco v/ith tho Fuehrer's Doei^ty, FljIcIi lllnistor Rudolf IIcss,
on 27 ilc.rch lv34.
Pro Sv,nt:
Reich ilinistor Rudolf Hcss
Chiof of Str.ff (Ste.bsloit .-r) Lorixuin
Dr. IxTupp von Bohlon urd Iir.lbr.ch
Dr. licrlo
Dr. Rchcnbr.ch
• ♦• • •
First, Ilorr vai Bohlcn bronchod the question of tho s^ocir 1
local procoduro in tho Ruhr District, with rofcr.-.noc to the c.sscn
of Hcrr Hcss givon to !Rrr ?.hyss:jn, to rnr.hc pr.rt of tho total sun
collected in the Ruhr District for the "Rdolf-Iiitlor-Fund of Gcmrn
Industry''b.vailr.blo to that district for local use, Hcrr von bcni.n
roquostod that this specie 1 procedure bo carried out in such a way
thrt nov/ as bofo?o/ sures bo collootod and doliv.rod centrally,f.nd
thrt under tho authority of Horr Hcss, a proportion of the su^\ *" .
about 30,0 W.S envisaged - '>^ras put r.t tho disposal of the nuhr Distric .
Tho entire contribution of the Ruhr District w.s osti:-.-ir.tod
3 nillicn Certain gor.tloncn of the Industry in this Disrric
in r.grooncnt with iho a-.Tpropriato local authorities (T.Tboven), are
to administer its use in the Ruhr District.
1) This figure proves to be fairly close, according to subs-.quor.t
calculations. (Rchonbach).
2) Herr von Bohlon had in mind tvfo or throe gentleman, perhaps
Brandi, Fccnsgen and Springorura (Rohonbach),
(page 2 of original)
iiorr Hcss Tjcloomod this suggestion and will contact Herr Terho-ron
rca-rdin'^ it. It r/r.s resolved to ma.intain the strictest secrecy :m
ordor to^prcvcnt this apecial r.rrr.ngomont froaa giving rise to siai
ro quo st s .
How as before, tho principle of central adr.iinistrr.tion cf the
"Adolf-Hitler-Fund'' itself is to bemaintaincd.
1. By rcasai of many inquiries rccoivod by hii^, Hcrr vcn ^Bohl-n
nskod vjhat use vdll be r.ia.do of tho money contributed.
tTr. +V(p infomrtion that tho contributicns v^ero to be uoCd loCsf S^tho Hitler Youth (in vi.ieh oc.so there w>,s c. pr.piou.
wlv ureont Rod for oxtre r.llowr.noo for tho Youth Londcre)
crid for orEoiiizntions abrond. - Herr vcn Eohlon took this oji'ortfintion tbot ho had rccoivod the request to have a socoial ooUeo-
tion ;-ir.da for use in Austria, but that, unfortunately, nc wr.s no
1 -
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(page 2 of origiiio.l cont'd)
in c position to i;iaot this request. It v/as rcsolvod that these
firns T^/hich vdshad to :.irdco contributions tc be used for the struggle
in iiustria should turn thom in to the; - dolf hitler lund oj. ruio.n
Industry, vdiich i/ill then add thom to the pro\-rcus collections, .lorr
Dr. Hcrle xic.s c.sicod to handle further negotia.tiens in this r';s- ct(together mth Horr Riogle). The t chniccl admiiiistrrtion is th.n uo
bn arranged in. detail.
2. '.7it!i rsga.rd to the question of securing a tax doduction, ncrr
Hoss r.greod to bring the i7ia.tterJ^or discussion in the Cabinet r.gr.in
It ws omphasizod that the contribution to "Rdolf-Hitler-Iund of
Gcrnan . ^ Industry" was equivalent to a. tax in the ..larnor
of its collection and by reason of the rioral connulsion to partici
pate, and tliat the fimis wer-- ccnplaining of having to pay so to
sucak taxes on taxes.
(page 3 of original)
3, Vith regard to the quostion of prrticipc.tion in^the c^ontributions
by public enterprises, Hjss gave the requnstod clarification with
regard to tho coining Donation year and said that public ertorprisos
woro to contribute to the ^.dolf Hitler Fund of Garav.n Industry just
lila. private ontorprises.
4. Horr lioss also agreed to get r. clarification on participation
in the contribution to the. fund by agricultural co-operatives (Gc-
nossonsclir.fton) (priiiarily credit co-operativ-s) and industrirl en
terprises which coric under the organization of agriculture (dairies,
distillorios, starch meal factories, •nd the like).
5. Re ichsfuohrer IliiVilcr had alrerdy conforrod r/ith dorr -less
several days ago concerning the contributions collected from the
food branch retail trade. Herr Huss contoupla.tcs an rrrangcu-nt
Vi^er'-by half of the anount contributo^d is to go to the SS and tno
other hr.lf to the hSDi-? in tho usur 1 wa.y. Tho ontirc amount is to be
chr.rgcd against the Adolf Hitler Fund.
6, Conferoncos are still to be hold en the limitation of othor
donations -"./nich are not subject to the prohibition of C-o lectims.
In this coni-.oction tho Lavf to r.ainta.in furohasing ^lower (.G^sotz
r Erhaltung dor Raufkraft) v/ill have to be appli'^ '^ *zu
7, Horr Bormr.nn agreed to thko the necossary mcasur. s to suspend
the Organization of the SAGT.
Further decisions aro to bo' rif do by Chief of Staff Bornrnn,
Dr. Horlo and Dr« Achonbach cn the quoations referred to in paragraphs
3-6.
Dr .Ah/Ho . (Dr.Achonbach/llcrkj?)
- 2-
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3 DocGiibor li-1-7
I, Gorta Sar.nova, No.20151, hereby cGrbifj?" thr.t I r.n
•fchoroughly ccnvcrsant with tho English and Gornr.n ir.ngur.g. s,
and that tho abovo is a true rnd corroot translation of
docuinont No.ITI-750.
Go rta TJl N OVA, 11 o, 20151.
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(Handwitten; )
Ae'. Hitler ContrlTDuticvB
Confidential?
Hecord
of the coi:ference held rt the Seich Oro-ap Industry* Berlin, on lO
April 1935.
Chair!r.an the meeting vras Br. Krupp von fohlen und Halhach,
Present v.'sre:
Dr. Braiidi (Economic Croup hining, District Croup .uuhr),
Dr. —eichert, representing Dr. Hrnst Poensgen, as xvell as
Dr. Achenhech, of the •hansge.ment of •-•eich Croup Industi^,''.
-irst -T. von Bohlen /^•'^ ve us r confidentirl report on the amounts
^^received. C/rking into accoimt the surplus at the end of the first
year of Contributions, amounting to 8.4 millions, the second year of
Contributions terminated on 5 April 1935, with receipts amounting
to approximately
As expenc^.itures •
vrsre recorded as having been transferred
to the Porrd of Trustees, -urther trans
fers up to the end of the ye-'-.r of
Contributions closing on 31 hey 1935,
amountltV; lo a-T^proximrtely
bring the total to
Thu^ there is a surplus from receipts to
date of
111 addition further receipts are expected
to omount to over
2 -
30 Mill.M.
13.5 " "
5.6 ti u
19.1 Kill.iuM.
0.9 "
0.5 "
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Of the e:<-2)ected total of 52 Iiill. the industries v;ere to contribute
62/0. Actually the industries contributed only
In the third year of Contributions, which is about to begin, v;e
shall proceed from a basis of 61?^. •Sy debiting of 3 per thousand-of
/
the annua.l vrages and salaries for 19^^4/35, the amount to be met by
the industrial organizations v/ill be 22,7 Millions. Since in the
second ye-r of "Contributions, industrial participation amounted only
to 75 to SO;®, the question arises whether the assessment should not
be incrcasod from 3 to,3 l/2 per thousand. Hr. Ton Bohlen proposes
to le^-ve this ouestion open until further developments in the trades,
etc., can be discerned, Mr. von Eohlen
(page S)
stated further that he has
asked i.inister Hess not to continue the hitler Contributions, since
they I'sre to be onls' a temporary taxation. However, in "View of ex—
istin-' cn-f itions, a third, r^ear of Contributions would x>robably have
to be e:qDected,
Brandi then asked Mr. vpn Bohlen to continue to head the
\
committee,
-•eichert repeated this recnaest, lor the rest (he said) a
reduction of the Contributions, in view of the manyfold responsi
bilities* of industry, seemed desirable. Above all, however, industry
would appreciate being -exempted from further collections,
Brandi sees the chief value of the Adolf Hitler Spends in fore
stalling, other and possibly much more extensive collection requests.
3 -
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I'r., von Bohlen ended the discussion v/ith the declaration that
he had decided to retire and that he did not wish to change this
decision, (initialO ^ (heichert)
(pp 4 and. 5 of original; Shorthand notes)
(Page 6)
he; Adclf Hitler Contrihutions of G-erman Bcnnomv.
Contrications "by individual enterprises are to he made as follows;
Bhe annual contrihution amounts in general to three per thousand
of the annual v/ages and salaries for 1933 (as compared with five per
thousand of the and. salary total for the year 1932 during the
last year of Contrihutions), hut at an;;' rate at least (as
coni;pc.red vrith durin;. the lest year of Contrihutions).
• ah.ose firms v^ho paid the full amount of their contrihution for
the •.••-?.cr ^••'ill have a cuarter of the first year's cont^rihution
credited to the second year.
Individual groups, for whom other contrihution percentages have
heen set (for example, industries vrith especially low vrage contrihutions,
vrill pay a larger percentage, namely five per thousand of the wage and
salary total.for the year 1933), will he informed directly hy "the
organization ahout their final contrihution rate.
Contrihutions are generally collected hy the industrial organizations,
An exception is the minin,;; industry, for example, for vrhich contri
hutions have heen levied end handed over hy the Mining Association
(Ber^.haulicher Verein), I heard hy chance that the participation of
the ."4ienish-'"''estphalian pit-coal minin^., industry during the current
year of Coiitrihutior-s may he estimated at approximately 1.5 to 1»C million.
- 4 -
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(Page 7)
1-ost firms of the mining aiid iron industries v;ill prohahly "be
credited ^'rith a quarter of last jj'ear's contribution, since they paid
the full amount during the first year of Contributions.
CSl'vlIPICATTOF 01 T.X-SLATIOx?
I, Louise Stubing, U. S. 'Civilian, AC-0 iNc. X-018162, hereby certify that
I am thoroughly conversant ^'ri.th the English and t-erman languages and
tlu.t the above is e true mid correct translation of Document Po. ^<1-046.
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RcT roHco RR* S955
Rlc. 518 15 Jrnur.ry 1956
(initir.l:} -..'ill
Enclosuro
9570
•T/',
Adolf iiitlor
privc-.io Office
Berlin 0
Ts'ilhelnistr. 55
Telephone l!o. A 2 Florc 7601
Rof. No .3695/l I^i
forlin, 15 Jp.iiur.ry 1956
SCO inr.tfcr of 3 r/
To the
Kcioh Chancellory
Berlin
I am duly forv/ardinj to yoursolvep, fcr furthcr^^att.-iition,
a letter dated 2 January 1936 from Krupp Bohl von Kr.lhrcn,
Esscn-Hu-.'A-'^ ^> iiu-..£cl
Forwarding notice has —has not - boon sen*.-.
Chief of the Private Office
by order:
(sigrr.ture:) illegible
(prgo 2 of original)
1.) The Fuehrer has been infornod.
2.) To the horr 'lloforent" '.vith request for conoult.aticaiChrTilwrittcnO Dealt v;ith on 28 January (initial)
Berlin, 24: January 1936 (initial;) L
2./ To
(page 3 of original)
the Deputy of the Fuohror
lierr'Reich ilinister He s s.
I>!r.r Herr Reich liinistor.
"M
By ordor of the Fuohror rnd Roioh Shr.noollor I r.n forwr.rding
to you the onolosQd letter from Horr ICrupp von Bohlon ^d
».lb°oh of 2Jonurry 1936 conoorning the .dolf-Jiyor-Frnd
of Gomrn Industry. I have aclcnowX^dg-.'d receipt of the 1- •-
'.-..e il Uitler!
Very sincerely yours( in the name of th.5 State Secretary)
3.) hotter to be copied for the files.
n.) To the files,(h-rd^vritt. n initials;) L (initial;)
^ • end 1. b.
- 1 ••
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Copy Rlc. 518/3^
ily Fuehrer,
Auf dcm Hucgol
Bsson - Huogol, 2 Jc.nur.ry 1936
'Jith reference to my Icttor of 1 Wcvcr.ibor of leet ycr,r,
my willingness to cantinuc to hoed the Borrd pf the Adolf-iii'-l r- ^
Fund of Gerraen. Industry rlso in it© fourth 3''co.r, in eGCord'".nce vdtn
the wish expressed in your letter of SI October of Ir.st yoer.
Ilr-y 1 be c.llovrad to tr.kc this opportunity, my Fuohror, to express
my most sincere vdshcs to you for th-. yer.rj^l933^, for the continued
prcpr.rntion of your fer-reeching pirns c.'id' cmfidence thr.t this
fourth yer.r of its doTrolopment vdll bring this first pert of your
progrr.m much ncc.rcr to fulfillm'.nt thr.n could be hoped or oxpected
three yours r.go. It rcmi-ins a deep setisfr.ctian to me to hr.ve boon
r.blo to servo you in o. mode st way during tnis time .
T o the
Fuohrcr and Hcioh^Chrncellor
Ifcrr Adolf lEtlor
Be r 1 ^ 11
"7iTho*lmstr. 78
'Jith Gorman greotii g,
your oboilont scrvrnt, ^
(signed:) ^rjliru^p^^^^bdiixn i^d
(?-6- 5 of original)
Copy
Berlir., 3 F-bruary 19SG
The State Secretary and Chief
of the Ucich Chancellory
Rk. 510
1.) To
Hcrr Dr* ICrupp von Bohi. n und Hr. Ibaoh
Essen - HU'-gel
Auf dem Hue gel
Boar Horr von Krupp,
The Fuehrer and Roich Chanoollor sincerely thanks you for
your kind lottor of 2 January 1956, in vdiich you
willingnosf, to continue to head the Board of the Adolf-Hitler'
Fund of Ger '^nii Industry in the fourth year of tho Donation-.
Hail Hitl-.rl
Very sincerely yours
(in the nraic of the State Secretary)
- 2 -
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I, Gartc. Knjinovr., Moi20l51, hereby certify, thnt I r.:.Tx
thoroughly cor-vcrsmt -with the English end Gormr.n Irngur.ges,
ejid thc.t tho c.bo-ro is r. tru-- end correct trcnslr.tion of
document iTc .i.'I-312.
Gortc. Jiiu.. OV!t, ll'!o»2015l»
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(iiiitic.l:) illegible
( starr); ) Private Secretariat.
Entered; 5 July 1938
Berlin, 1 June 1936
The folloT/ing agreeirisnt is concluded "vetv/een the Adolf ...itler iund
of German Industry and the Reich Sport Fuehrer;
1) The Reich Sport Fuehrer will receive directly from the funds cf "'.e
Adolf Hitler Fund of German Industry the amount of _(lhree__.'.ueo;
thousand Reich II.. ks) for the sixth year of the fund from 1 JunefOSC "^o
"31~Ila3^1939, >
which amount will bo paid in 12 monthly l-;5tdl..-.ents. The instalments
will be paid to the treasury of the Reich Sport Office.
2) The funds made available are to servo the ; eich Sport Fuehrer to
carry out his tasks. The amount of _^^1_5C,GC0. "0 _((^e_liuj^red and_f^^
thousand Reich Im.rl:s) -rill be used for the training of youth leaders of
the" Hitlor Youth.
3) V/bthor or not the pay.nnt of PF- 300^-0.60 v/ill be made in full
denonds on vdiethor the funds can be raised from the receipts of the sixtn
fund year. If the receipts of the Adolf Hitler Fund of Geman Ii-dustry
are far lov/or than envisaged and the Adolf Hitler lund of German Industry
is not in a position to fulfil . the total of its obligations,the.
the Reich Sport I'uehrcr will bear his proportionate chare of the deficit.
No claims exist fa'the payment of amounlB thus forfeited; thej'' can also
not be clair^d froio. receipts of any possible collection in subsequent years
of the fimd.
4) The Reich Sport Fuehrer will see to it that none of the organ izations
over v/hich he has Jurisdiction should in future coiitact the
(page 2 of original)
German Industry ivith collections of any kind. Ho will also see to it
that the organizations under his Jurisdiction do rot have collections
made for thc^ir purposes by othor offi-os cr -jstablishr.ionts of any kind
in connection with the Gc:r:.iDn industry.
Kuratorium of the Adolf-.Hi tier-
Fund of Germa.n Industry
The Ghair3-.ian:
(signed;) Dr.Ivrupp von -Bohlen und Halbach
- 1 -
The Roich Sport Fuehrer:
(signoij)
von Tschc'} uPor und Oston
TiiA." :SL^.TIC8:? OF DGCTIHi^fT Fc.:TI- 754
CCXITEIUSD
(pa29 3 of ori2inal)
(ia1:) il lo i"b Ic
rorlln, 1 June 1S3S
The fo 110173212 ci2roci:unt is concluded b:2-b;j-oGn the i.dolf-Hitl';-"-!•v-"
of Gorman In.duotri'* and the Roich Youth Loader ship:
1) Tho Reich Y'outh Leadership ivill receive directly from the firnie-
of the Adolf ~.ii t]0r-.rund of Gcirman Industr^r the amount of
(Throe Hundred Thousand Roich i arks) for th. smith f\md year - fron
T "Juno^lGSS to '31 liay 1939, - \7hich~anoiTnt -.Tiill "be paid in 12 monthly
instalnenta.
2)The ivmds mil lie used for co^istrrotr".on of hlitlor Youth Homes
in border areas a;.d in needy areas.
3) Tho paymnt of the full amount of Rll 500,000.00 depends cn
vAiothor tho funds oar. bo raised from the receipts of the sixth fund
yciar. If the noccipts" of tht? ^.dolf^-liitlor-l und of Gorman Industry
are . far looker than envisa^^'d ''"J^d prjv nt the Adolf-Hit lor-Fund--
of Gorman -Crdustry from mooting its total obligations, then tho R-jich
Youth L.u.dership v/ill b ar its proportionate share of the deficit.
Ho claims exist for the payment of amounts thus forfeited; they
can also not bo claimed from possible colloctior receipts of subse
quent years,
Kuratoriun of the Adolf-liitler-
Fund of the Cermnn ]hdustry -eich Youth Lead'-r:
ThcCha in.r.n
(signed:) Dr.Ilrupp von Bohlen und Halbach (signed:) Schiiach'
(pa.g'J of original)
i,initial:) illegible
Berlin, 1 Jure 1G5G
Tho folloT.dng agr-^e-mnt is concluded bj-b.nen the AdoIf-Hit l.-r-Fund
of German Iiedustry and the Roichsfuohror - SS:
l) The lceichsfuohrer-S& will rucoivo dir- ctly from the funds of th,
Adolf-Hitlor-d'un.d (opcndo) of the G -erman the amount of
RI.' 20QP00.00 ('Jh70 hundred thoiisai^ Roich i.n.rhs) for the sixth fund
year —from 1 June 19oo to el ieay i9o& —, ..'.m.ch '..ioi,Tr}.t "73.1 J. be paj-d
in 12 monthl3^ I'mstaLxints. A furthor amount of If. 50,000 .OC^''ifty
thouGa^d Heich aia.rks) will bo mrdo available after the end of the
sixth fund -p'oar \mdor thi condition th't a. corresponding:, surplus is
at hard.
- 2 -
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(pago 4 of originf.l cont'd)
2) Tho funds vail to r.ie.dc cvaileblc in lioiu of direct or indirect
or.yi'.ionts previously* rx.do froa the: Adolf-nitlor-i-und of G<.)r:-m j.}"-
dustry.
3) The -oc-^-nent of tho total anomit cf RII 2i 0,000,00 depends^ cr.
whotho r the funds ce.n bc' raised frovi the receipts of the sixtlr,
the Fund, If the receipts of the j.doif-Hitler-Fund of Gorvirn Industry
arc so for under tho anticipate d momt cs to p:-revent tho Adolf-
Hitlor'-Fund of Gcrr.mi Industry fron i-ieoting its total obligations,
then the RcichsfucIirof~SS will bear his proportionato shc.ro of the
doficit.
r.o claii-is exist for the 3;T.y:.iGnt of aaounts thus fcrf; it.d; they
can also not bo clai:;nd fror. p.?.ssiblo collection receipts of sub
sequent years.
huratoriun of the .. dolf-ij-itler-
Fund of Gcrr.ia.il Industry, _i.oichsfuohrer -S^ :
The Ghaiman: ( signe d i) liii"ila r
(signed;) Dr .Krupp von Bohlen "ond lialbach
( lagc 5 of original)
(initial:) ill:.gible
Dcrliii, 1 June 1938
Tho follov;in.e ar.'reone'nt is concluded jot-vToei. tho Adolf-Hitler-
Fund of Gcri.ic.n Industry and the ..nin Office lor i-v.Gplj'£ (ull; rj
(!ir upt t fuo r VoIksiioh1fahr t) :
1) Tho la.in Of.ficc for Fecplc's ;/elfc re r.-ill receive dir-ctly fron
tho funds of tho Adolf Aitl. r Fund of Geio.T.n Industry tho ar.iount ef
pa: 2C0,0C0.C0 (^ro 'R: ich If rks^
for the sixth ^nar of the Fund - fron 1 Jun.. 19C0 to 51 1ry 1959
which anount vail be paid in 12 nonthly -InstaInonts,
2) This ancunt is to bo used f'-^r the prccurvnent of free resor-
Nations (Frei' laetzc) ur dor tho .iithT Treo .Ac s:• rvaticus Fund (Froi-jlftz-Spondc) in R.-ot, Cure, and Brthinp Ectablishnonts in connection
with thrfrec cures nadc rvailablo by th. Roich Touriat Traffic Asso
ciation ,
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(pago 5 of origir-rl omt'd)
3) The •-cijaiont of the total amount of Pol 200,000.00 dopcnds_^n
whothor the fvmds can be raised froai the rocoipts of the sixtv/or the
fund. If the rocoints of the :-.dolf-IIitl.. r-Fun_d of Gcrr-rn h'iv-cxTj -•.ro
so far lo\rjT than anticipated end pr.v.:nt the Adolf-Hitlor-Pur.d -.f
Gcrr,ir.n Irdustry fron ncoting its total obligations, th.n th.' 1• r-
Offico for -coplo's ".fclfaro as v/cll as all oth'cr parties cone-; mod
will bcc.r a proportionate she ro of th;. deficit.
Ho clair^ exist for the pryncnt of naiounts thus forfait-'d; they can
also not bo clamed from possible collection receipts -f subs.-quont
yorrs.
Kurctoriuio- of the i.dolf-iiitler- l.aiii Office for F-oplj's
Fund of Ocrr.ir.n Industrie's ./olfaro:
The Chair:x.n: Ilain Office Dir-;ctors
(signud:! Dr.IIrupp vai Bohlcn und Kalba.ch (sigr.cd : )iiilganfcldt
(page 6 of original)
(initial;) illegible
Berlin, 1 June 1038
The folloT.dng agrocijjnt is ccncluded b-.t-w-oen the a.dolf-IIitlor-Fur.d
of Goman Industry and the ^'ational Socialist Avi: tion Corps (Fli.gor-
korps)t
l) The Hational Socialist /.virtion Corps t.t.11 receive directly from
the funds of the ^'.dolf-Hitler-Fund of Geraxn Industry the ai.iount of
K'' 1,200,CC'O.CO (Ono_ hundred thou^rnd^Zc ich_:ir-rhs2
sixth year of the fund ~ froi.i 1 J'uiie luo3 to 31 i'*r y 1S39 "• ,
which armmt v;ill bo paid in 12 monthly ihstali'xnts.
2) The -)a'^ '"-xnt of the total r.nount depends on whether the funds
cm bo raised from the tax rocv-'ipts of the si;-:th year of thc.^fund.
If the receipts of tho /idolf-Hitlor-Fund of Corrxn Industriylcwer
thon anticipated an.d prevent tho Adolf-Hitler-Find of Germnn Ir^dustri''
from r.Tootdng its total obligations, then the Hationt.l Socialist nvic.tion
Corns vdll bear its proporticnato shara of the deficit.
No claii".is exist J'oj: the pryrxnt of amounts thus f-erfcitv-'dj they can
also not bo clainod fron possible col£&cai roccipts of subsequent years.
3) Tho National Socialist Aviation Corps agroos not to mnlco collec-
tinns in any fern from Gorixn Industrj"- or to have collections nt^de
its purpoBOS by othor offices, and it also agrees Tjhile re creating
Donbors to observe tho "Collection Prohibition in favour of tho Ad^-lf-
Hitlcr-Fund of Gorrx.n Industry" vdiioh Prohibiti-^ wr.s issued by iliO
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("r.go 6 of originr.l^cont'd)
Fuohror's do;_u"ity end to obscrvo the oxocutivo provisions of tho stoff
dir-'.ct or (Stebsloitor) of the Fuohror's dcput3r recording this c-ll'C-
tion prohibition.
Kuretcriuu of the hdolf-Hitlor- Tlio hetioni-.l Sccic.llct
Fund of Gcrncn Industry iiviati^n Corps;
The Chr.irric.n:
(sirncd:) Dr.Inupp von Eohlcn und ii'-lbroh (signod;)Christi.'.r.s.,;'.
(prgc 7 of original)
(initir.li) illegible
Berlin, 1 Juno 1958
The follcnving r.grconcnt is c ncludod botvrocn tho hdolf-Hitlor-Fund
of Goman Industry end the Reich Association for tho lAidorsto.vfling
of tho I;nportnncc of the See. to the Gorr;x.n Bconony (iccichsbund Doutschor
SoogoItung):
1) Tile Reich Associe.ticn for tho bn^orstanding of the Inperte.ncc
of the See. to the C-on-ien Bconony (P.eichsbund Doutschor Soogoltung)
will receive directly fr-xi the funds of the Ado'lf-Hitlor-F^er.d of
Gcrnnn Indust]^^'' the r.nount of
Ri._20_0^0£0_^00 _^Tuc hmdr£d__th'msrji^ Reich i.ir.rks)
^
for tho/ycr.r of tho fund - fror.i 1 Juno 1938 to 51 ij-.y 1939 - , which
v/ill bo naid in 12 nonthly ir.str.Lx nts.
2) Tho payixnt of the total r.nount depends on vjhether tho funds
can bo raised fron the rrccipts of the sixth yor.r cf the fund. If tiic
roccipts of the /.dolf-eiitLer-Fund of Gorncj,! Industry r.ro'liorADi* than
anticipated aid prevent the Adolf-Hitlor-Pund of Gcmcn Industry frcn
ixoting its total obligations, then tho Reich a-ssociction for the
Ihdcrstandinc of tho Xnportanco of tho Sea to tho Gcn.Tf.n Sc-nony
(Rcichsbund Doutschor Soogoltung) will boar its proporticnr.to sRaro
cf tho deficit.
No clains exist for the pryricnt of r.nounts thus forfeited; they can
also not be clciirnd frori possible collecticLi roccipts of subsuqucnt y.ars
3) The Reich ^association for tho Uiderstandin^ cf tho Soa to the
Gcman Eccnonj'' (Roichsburid Doutschor Scogoltung) agrees not te
colloctions in any foi'r.i frou the Gonxn Industry or to have collections
nr.do for it.? purposes by other offices, end it also rgrcos v^llo re
cruiting nvi-ibcrs to observe tho "Collection Prohibition in frvcur of
the Adolf-Hitlcr-Rund of GorDan Industiy"-;Yhich -jrohibition v/as issued
by tho Fuehrer's deputy, and to obsorvo tho oxocutivo orc/isions of
the staff director of tho Fuehrer's deputy/ rogr.rding this colloction
prohibition •
Kuratorium of tho Adolf-Hitler- Reich Association for tlio
Fund of Gcri.ion Industry. IfcLdorstcndin.g of tho I.iportnnco
Tho Chcirr-ian: of th ; Sea to tho Gorinon
(Signods) Dr.ICrupp vcai Bohlf-n und Ilr.lbnch Econony (Rcichsbund Dc'ut-
sohor Googoltung)
Tho Chr.irr.ian:
(signuds) v'-n Trotha
^ 5 ••
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(page 8 of originQl)
(initial:) illcgitlo
Berlin, 1 Jime !•; 38
The follov.-ing agrooi-^Tont is conoludod bot;vcon tho' Adolf-r^itl.r-
Fund of Gori.nn Industry and/^oich Longuo for Air-raid ProtoctL'..-:
(Roichsluftschutzbund):
1) Tho Roich League for Air-raid Protection rdll rccci-vo directly
fron tho funds of the Adolf-Hitler-Fund of Gcrrian Industry the anount
of RU 700,000.00 (Sevan Hi-^hrc_d thousaiid__Re_ich Jlorks^
for tho siicth year of tho fund - from 1 June 1938 to 31 i-^oy 1939 - ,
•Ffiiich will bo paid in 12 nonthly instalments. A further amount of
Ri: 50,000,00 (Fifty thoU£ajid_?nichJ..£_rks)_
will bo r.ic.dc avodlnble after tho end of the sixth year of tho fisnd
under the condition that a sorresncaiding surplats is at hand.
2) The naymcnt of the total araount deponds cn v/hcthcr tho funds
GTon bo raised frG:a^ocoi:-)ts of the sixth y^ar of tho fund. If the
rJceints of tho Adolf-Hitlor-Fund of Gen.r.n Industry arc loader than
anticipated and .prevent the Adolf-Hitler-Fund of Gernan-Industry
fron r.iooting its total oblioations, then-the Roioh League for ^.ir-
raid Protection vdll bear a proporticnatc sharo of the deficit.
No claims exist for the payment of amcunts thus forfeited; thajr
can also not be claiixid fron possible coll^cti-n receipts of sub
sequent years.
3) The Reich League for Air-raid Protection agrees not to riTil^o
collections in any form fron the Go man •Indus try or to have oollcc-
ticns ix.do for its purposes by other offices, and^it also^apccs
v;hile recruiting nenbors to obsorve the "Colloction rrchibition in
favour of the J.dolf-Hitlcr-Fund of Gcrr.ian industry" v^hich prohibition
vjas issued by tho Fuehrer's deputy, and to observe the oxccutivo^^ro-
visions of the staff director of the Fuehrer's deputy re-garding this
coll; ction. prohibition.
Kuratoriuii of tho Adolf-Hitler- praosidiun of the
Fund of Gon:ian Industry Reich Loaguo for /ir-
, Tho Qhr.ir:Mr.n: raid irotootion:(signed:) Lrupp von Bohlen und Iii\lbach
(signed:) von Rv>ques
.. 6 -
TPJj;TSL/.TIC&' OF DCCU::i;];IT Ho.NT-754
CONTILIIED
CERTTFICi-Tii: OT 'El4,3L."-TICH
4 Dc-cc-.ibur ir.-'F?'
I, Gortc. Xanncvo., Ho. 20151, hcrcb- oortify thr.t I c.u ,
thonciighly convDrsant vdth the English and Gor.-'ir.n lari.uagos,
and that the abovo is a true and correct translation of
docv.i'xnt l'o.iri-754.
Go r ta iGh H0V/-, !•! c. 20151.
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TRAN3I/Ia?lO?I OFhDOCmi:.r'T No. NI-7^1
OFFIGB^ON CHIFF 0F_C0UNSEL_F0R_',r4R_CHIM,JS
Confidentialj_
Age_nda_
for the meeting of the board of trustees on Mondaj''
21 March 1939, 11^00 a.in.
1.
2.
5*
4*
Final report for the 5th contribution yea±'(l937/3'9)
Report on the current (5th) contribution year
1938/39
Continuation of the fund
Miscellaneous*
(page 2 of original)
Berlin 15 March 1939
Report on the meeting of the board of_tru£t_ee£ on
27 March 1939- ^
1 )^Pinal_rep£rt p^n_the_5th^'£ar £f_the_f;^^(1927Z58)_
The last interim report on the 5th year of the
fund (1937/38) was submitted at the meeting of the
board of trustees of the Adolf Hitler Fund of G-ernan
Industry on 30 March 1938. The final account of the
board of trustees of the Adolf Hitler Fund of German
Industry shows for the 5th year of the fund (1937/38)
the following figures?
Receipts_s_
Incoming subscriotions during the 5th year of the
fund (1937/38) Rli 45 690 294,92
Income from interest " 86 977.85
45 977 272.77
Ex£enditT^e;_
Current payments for the Fuehrer EM
additional '* " " "
via the administration Obersalzberg"
Reichsfuehrer SS "
Reich Air-Sports leader "
Reich Youth leader n(building of Hitler Youth hostels
in border and depressed areas)
Reich association for air raid
XDrecautions.
Reich Sports Leader
Reich Association for German
Maritime Prestige
National Socialist Peoples T.'elfare
(to replace the Hitler-freeplace-
fund)
- 1 -
30 000 000.—
11 300 0 00.
200 0 00.
1 200 0 00.
300 O'OO.
750 OOO'
300 000.
180 0 00.—
•
TRAITSLATIOU of DOCUmiTT No;NI-761
COITTIITDED
(page 2 of original, cont*d)
Overhead expenses HM 163,166.54
Total EI4 44,593,186.54-
(page 5 of original
Balance
Balance on 1 JU^ne 1937 989,451«22
(start of the Sth year of the fund)
Increase during the 5th year of the fund 1,284,08^.23_
Balance on 31 May 1938
(End of the 5th year of thefbind) RM 2,273,537*45'
All transfers that took place, were made in
agreement v/ith the Fuehrer ^s deputy,
2.) Report on the current (6th) yea,r of
the fund -(1938/39).
Re£eipts£
Balance on 1 June 1938 RM 2,273,537.45
Placed in reserve for expenses from
the 5th year of the fund (1937/38),
Remainder. Rl^ 24,041.15
Income ffom subscriptions until
15 March 1939 38,113,189.35-
Income from interest ^ 095,93_
Total RJ.I 40,486, 863.-OB-
= == = = = = = = =
ExpenditurjQ s_
Up to 15 March 1939 incl^ the following were
transferred toi
f
the Fuehrer (constant fixed paynent,
total amount RM 30, 000,000*-)R]VI 22,500^ 000.-
the Fuehrer (additional payments) RM 8,700,000.-
Reich Beader-SS (Total payments RI/I .250p(3006nr mil 149f000r-
Reich Aif Sports . - •
Leader » " RI51,7200^..QOil-i RH 900,000.-
- 2 -
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CONTINUED
(page 3 of original, cont*d)
Reich Asaodaiiion
for air raid
precautions (Total
payments
RIvi 750,000.- EM 520,000.—
Reich Association
for German Maritime
Prestige RI4 200,000.- RH 149,000.—
National Socialist
Peoples Welfare u RM
1
200,0004- EM 149,000.—
Reich Sports Leader ti mi 300,000i- VM 225,000.-
Reich Youth Leader RM 300,oo0i- mi 225,000.—
German work abroad
Poundation tii RM l,500j000i- 1,170, 000* —
Ethnic German
Liaison Office It .. i 530 ,000i- E]\5 100,000.—
Carried forv/ardi M 34>767r000.—
(page 4 of original)
Brough-fc forward RI.I 34,767, 000.—
SS Association Lebensborn (single pay- 50,000.
^ nent)
Reich Governments
Assistance for Chile campain " " 30,000.—
III. International Congress of
Private Nursing Homes " " . 20,000.
Gauleitung Silesia (storm- . „
damages) " " 50,000.—
German Service for
foreigners 30,000.-'
German school in Mbxico ^
(Bus for the children of Germans " 14,350.—
Ovcrhon.d expenses
As opposed to the present balance of about 5,4 Mill.
Rll there"" are obligations for the current year of the
fund to the amo;mt_ of approximately 13 Mill^ Roi, which
arc still to be covered from the income still to be
expected by--the board of trustees and from additional
obli-^ations of the industrial oonmittcc.
CLl transfers are made with the concurrence of the
Puchrcr's deputy.
^he single payments wore broUf:ht about by the special
conritions'existing during the year 1936. They wer®,
throughout, payments from high level organizations, ^v/hich
re'rlaced planned collections from industry. The cha-irman
of the board of trustees opposes, on princix^le, this
method nf relieving industry of additional collections
b' payment to the boa-rer of the planned collection.
- 3. -
TR:jM3Lj;!tI0l'T OF"DOCIBiOHT No. NI^-7Fl*
L. - _ -.CONTINUED
(pacG 4 of oricinal cont^d)
The "basic method of settlement was laid down at the
tine by agreements with the Fuehrer. In the above
cases approval was given only because it concerned
relatively small amounts and bocau-se the
q.ucstion would, without those additional
ha.ve been in a very precarious position.
offices
grants,
in
Au£tria3_ The Austrian enterprises have already
been included in the Adolf Hitler Fund of German
Industry in the current year of thp fund (6th)o
+ about 415^ are personnel costs and
" 59^ other costs (printed matters, postage
rent etc.).
(page 5 of original)
The collection of the contributions was tahen over
by the Austrian associations. As a resiiLt of their
integration into the organizations of industrial
economy in the old Heidi which has meanwhile taken
place the work will be automatically taken over
for the next (seventh) year of the fund by the old
Hcich conxributors. Up to now Austrian enterprises
contributed about 2,1 Mill. RH.
Sudctenland
The Sudctcn-Gcrman plants will be included for
the first tine in the 7th year of the fund.
Controls
The books and monies of the management of the
boa,rd of trustocs of the Adolf Hitler Fund of Gorman
Industry arc a^ited every 2 months by the Deutscho
Hcvisions- und Trouhand iUctiongosollechaft, Berlin
y 8, Jaegorstrassc 10/11.
Reports arc available up to and including
February 1939- The Trouhandgesellschaft had'no
objections to offor.
The reports are being examined by General
director Dr. ICoottgcn.
4 -
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TRIITSLZTIOK Of DOCtft&T HI-T^l
COKTIN^IEB-
(paCiG 5 of original cont*d)
Mono^
As "before with, the Drcsdncr Banlc as a fixed dGpo.sj.t
accounts.
3) Continuat^i£n_^of t^h£ fnnd^.
At the wish of the Fuehrer the Adolf Hitler Fund
of G-erman Industry is to "bo contijiued.
The current fixed obligations of the board of
trustees of the Adolf Hitler Fund of Gormen Industry
for the contribution year 1939/4-0 will amount "^o
approximately 37 Ihll. Hi:, as compared to 36,2 I.m.ll».
RM in the contribution year 1938/^9* Ibc adoitional
payments made to the administration Obcrsalsberjj. for
the Fuehrer arc not considered herein as fixed current
obligations.
The chairman of the board of trustees, Herr Dr.,
Krupp von Bohlen und Halbach ha-s again been requested
to increase the additional payBicnts to the Fuehrer
over and above the
(page 6 of original)
amount already increased in the current year of the
fund. The necessity for the increase is due to^the well-
knovm events which have occurred since the beginning
of 1938. The requested additional loaynent is extra
ordinarily high. It exceeds the increase
which may be expected from the Adolf Hitler^^German
Industry owing to the continuing increase in
industrial activity in Germany and the e^jpansion
of the Reich torritory. The chair]m?.n of the board ox
trustees, Horr Br, ICrupp von Bohlen ixnd Kalbach has
agreed to an increase of payment to the Fuehrer,, up to
the limit of solvency of tho Adolf Hitler Fund of
German Industry. Tho chairman had to refuse a general
increase in tho contribution rates in consideration
of the other obligations of German Industry. Tho
-reater part of tho additional paymont will have to bo
borne - as in tho scoring - by industry. But it" is
also necessary that the other contributors should, in an
incrcasod measure, go over to rates of payment, which,
as a result of an incroasc in tho turnover or the
additional work within the plants, will cause a
corresponding rise in the income of the Adokf Hitl°^
Fund of German Industry.. The manager of the board of
trustees will again get into touch with individual
contributors in this respect.,
4) Ms cellan£OUSA
Opinions and wishes of tho contributors.
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TRi'JMSLATlON OI' DOOUI/IENT Ho,NI-76l
COFTlroED
CERTIFICATE OF TILUTSLATION
OF EOCUIIENT ITo» RI~76l
4 Eeoembcr 1947
• uQ, John FOSBERRY, No. 20 179, and George GOOai/JJ,
No. 34789; horohy certify that wo arc thoroughly
conversant with the English and Gernan languages
and that the above is a true and correct transla,tion
of Document No. NI^76l.
John FOSBERRY
No. 20 179. ^
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George GOODMAN
No. 34789 .J*
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TiUi^'SL^TIOi^ OP DOCUI''IPi{[T iTo Ii-158
OPPICS OP U.S. CHIPP OP COUxjSPL POS
WAH CaiiCOS •
KAJIOIULSQZIALJSTISOHB I^PUTSCHS AHBSITP^P^TBI
Heichsleitiing
M-unich, Briennerstrasse 45
Telephone 549Q1 & 58344
Bureau of Poreign Politics
of the JISBaP
Stan^:
i7«S f B tA*? 9
Postal check AccountJ
Munich '4 23319
(TRMSLATOH'S NOTE: Illegible
stan^ above date)
Berlin SW»68, 26 April 1933
Zinraerstr. 68
Krupp von Bohlen und Halbach,
Essen / Ruhr.
Auf derri Huegel.
Deaf Mr, von Bohlen:
Once more ray most cordial thanks for not havir^ shunned the
inconvenience of the Journey in order to participate at yesterday's intimate(kleinenH conference, I am glad to determine, on the basis of our discussion,
that you too welcome the organization of an active counteiv-action (Oegenarbeit.(TJUiNSIiATOR'S NOTE: literal translation of Oerraan word "Gegenarbeit",
possibly meaning "counter-respionage" or "economic penetration")
abroad, in the interest of State and Economy, and express to you the highe-«t
thanks for the support (Pbrderung), of a monetary kind as well, which you
have promised our work^
Very shortly a number of documents (Unterlagen) ^411 be sent to you
that are subsequently to be distributed throughout the whole world as part
of a far reaching plan (in einer gross angelegten Arbeit)*
With the highest esteem.
Very respectfully yours.
(signed) A» ROSBilBSSG
Chief of the Bureau of Poreign Politics
of the NSDAP,
'GBRTIPICAm OP THAxTSUTIOl^
Xt BHEA E, UIBEEaLL, AGO No I)-150096, hereby certify that I am thoroughly
conversant with the English and German languages* and that the above is a
true and correct translation of Document No D~158,
SRHA B. UIBEEALD
U#S» Civilian
AGO No, Dt-150096
'•\ \
1
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PERSOIUL.
TR^NSL-.TION OF DOCUI^'l '^iO. E-208
OFFICE OF U.S. CHIEF OF COUHSEL'
26 .-^pril 1933-
My dear Mr« SPRINOORUM^
As I told you by telephone, a conference v^as held yesterday
in Berlin at the invitation of Mr. Alfred ROSFHB^IRG, tho Chief
of the Bureau for Foreign Policy -enpolitisches Auit) of the
IISIX-^P, Reich Headquarters (Reichslel tur q), in the IC.--ISERHOF,
Berlin, during which the above-mentioned demonstrated how
absolutely necessary it is to counteract - through clarification
of factural conditions in G-ermany and the- aims of the National-
Socialist party - the extensive., also economic, danvage abroad
v^hich would bo created partly by misunderstandings, partly in
tentionally, by ill-meaning circles, .-it this conference it vras
underlined that the means for such counter-propaganda
(page 2 of original)
should be provided by the Government, tnat that, hovrevor, would
bo a ^slow process, so in order to become effective as soon as
possible, since it appears absolutely necessary, German Economy
should therefore be called upon to make such transition possible
by providing at once a definite amdunt - 1 million Harks" v/as the
sum mentioned. %
I pointed out that it would not be possible for certain
highly placed persons to tie themscl-\;'Gs dovm to a promise right
away, but that i would take the occasion to get in touch with
the loading gentlemen of tho RUH. iistrict in this matter.
I would be very grateful to you if you, as agreed by tele
phone, would write referring to me to Mr. .alfrod ROSENBERG whose
address is as f ollov/silfred ROSENBERG, Chief of the Bureau
for Foreign Policy (iiussenpolitischoe *-i.mt)
(page 3 of original)
of the NSn.p, Reich Headquarters, Berllo. S'.f 68, Zurancrstrasse
88, in order to inform him that as a rule such matters are
handled through you and that you would bring up the'whole
question on May 8th- Should you decide, hovjcvcr, on the basis
of your intended contact with pr, Ernst POENSGEN to'remit a sum
immediately, for ray part I would be only too glad to.wclcorae it,
bc-oausc one may also say in this case;-. helps quickly
hc3.ps doubly i"- • ^ '
I hope to take up evorything else or.ally soon.
'Vlth best greetings
Sincerely yours always,
(Stamp) KRUPP BOHESN H-^LBfiOH.
- 1 -
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Oont'd
CERTlFICriTZi; OF TR;-iN3L:-TI0N
I, E31U f:. UIBFRiLL, i-^G-0 No. D-150096, horebj certify th-^t I am
thoroughly conversnat with the Snglish and German imguages; and
that the above is a true and correct translation of Document No.
D-208-,
ERIia E, UI3ER.-.LL
U.S. Civilian
AGO No. D-150096.
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i'i--'b.• 'h' .i'A.-vF' .'hO v'l'^
Dr. Engineer SPRINGOHUI-i
To:
TRh.N5I^TI0N of COCUJ^ENT no. D-242
OFFICE OF U. S. CHIEF OF COUNSEL
Dortmund, 2 Kay I933
I-iax Sythstrassc- 4.
Dr. KRUFP von 30HLEN and Hri-LBAGH,
rtuf dcm Huegcl / Essen.
Dear Kr. von 30HLEM:
I thankfully confirm receipt of your two letters of
april 25th end Ksy lat of this yesr. I informed Mr.
ROSEUBERO on Saturday that, for the time heins, I could
put 20,000 Harks at his disposal, and furthermore, that
I v/ould bring up the question on the 8th of this month,
at a confidential (Engeren) meeting of Industrialists.
To clear myself (zu Moiner Entlastung), I am return
ing to you Mr. Rosenberg's letter, of vrtiich I have taken
cognisance.
Very truly yours,
(Signed) SPRINGORUM
Enclosure
CERTIFIC.-.TE OF TRaNSU.TION
I, ERIU E. UI3ERALL, -GO No. D-I5OO96, hereby certify that
I am thoroughly convcrsa.nt with the English and German
languages; and that the rObovc is a true and correct trans
lation of Document No. D-242.
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U. S. Civilian
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TO
Berlin "I 3, 25 ©ctober 1535
3-9 '.Jirielnplatz
Tel: A 1 Ja3,r:er 7
793 v,n.
Herr "irte \7lth referenoe t'
telephone conversation,
27 October 33
I'.err ICrupn von Bohlen
Sssen
I nonld be nnatefnl to you If you v;ould put at ny
disposal an article to enlighten the Cer-ian peopls-
importance of the decision v;hicb has-been put before thenI/O..'.I-'J- i/J i--/ ...vy ^ -I n ^
and which would affirm the policy of the people's chance^lo
The irroendinf^ plebiscite is of decisible importance f»r the
future of Cer-ian polxcy and the-Cer;'.ian people. This articx
should be approximately 3 to h, typev/ritten paye s ^lony ana
I \7ould put it at the disnosal of the Press to y:.vo it a
v/ide publicity.
hour special interest and business field would be
the natural starting point for ST'Ch an articles as far as 3
the-'\e and contents are concerned. . I could ir.iayine that
the basic and 3uc_Gess_.ful ;measurG3_ undertajTen^by the_ Govern
ment~for"the'prevent icn__ of um^emnloye'ient^and revival of
business miyht form the m^i;a_jas^B£aye_of W-o article,. Ihe
individual form will be j of courses left up to you.
It is desired tha-t vou submit the article ashed for
as soon as possible.
leal;
The Reich Ihnist.er for
Public Rnli'^"'tenment and
Propayanda
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31.0cto-ber 19I13
dear Ministerial Ocrxmsellor,
In ans-v/er to your letter from the 26th inst, 1 --lave the honour
to put at your disposal the requested article dealing with the in^ortance
of the 12th of Sovemher. Although I generally maintain reserve as far as
publicity is concerned, Xconsider it, nevertheless, an honourable duty
also to do my part towards the greatest possible success of the plebiscite.
1 rm, Sir,
with Peutschem Gruss
Your obedient servant
signed Krupp Bohlen K Ibach.
2o the
B-cich I-Iinistry for Public enlistenment and Propaganda
c/0 Dr.Eaegert, Ministerial CounBellor,
Berlin tf 8
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v.3r, /HR.
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Demonstration ty the Industrial ScononQr
in the Exhibition Halls
Berlin 7 Hcvenher (l933) ~ German economy held a demonstration tonight
on the occasion of the coming elections, which drew an exceptionally large
crowd to the S^diihition Halls. In addition to approximately 13,000 repres
entatives of all the branches of industry in Berlin and the Eeich, there
were present as guests of honor ' among others: Reich Minister of Justice
Bra Guertner, Eeich Mini«>ter of Justice Dr. Guertner, Reich Minister of
Gom-.iunicaticns and Post Von Bltz—Ruebenach, State Secretaries Dr. Lammers,
Dr. Posse, Dro iCrohne, Professor Schlegelberzer, Loenigs, Dr. Landfried,
Dr. Claiissen, and Grauort, furthermore the Vurttemberg Sconomic Minister,
Professor Dr. Lenhich, the Saxonf.an Economics Minister, Lenk, the Senator
for Economics of the Free City of Bremen, Bernhard, the Mecklenburg State
Minister. Dr. Stichtenoth, numerous representatives of the Diplomatic Corps
with their economic attaches, the deputy president of the Reichsbank,
Mr. Dreyse, the director general of the Reichsbahn (German State Railroads),
Dr. Dorpcueller, the Reich Leaders of Athletic Von Tschammer and Osten, the
Chief of Police Von Levetzcw, the Lcrd Mayor of the City of Berlin, Dr. Sahm,
the President of the Prussian State BTk, State Secretary (retired) Dr.
Dr. Schrooder, as well as numerous r... .rs of the General Council of Economy.
The leader of the "Reichsstand" of German Industry, Dr. Krupp
von Bohlnn und Halbach, greeted the audience and stated among other things:
The Reich Chancellor in his foreign policy speech of October 14
said among other things: "The German people is going to prove to the world
how strongly it stands behind a government which has only one goal: to aid
in the reconstruction of a world which is still not very happy, by peaceful
labor and moral culture." All of us who have come together here from all
pa-.ts of the industrial economy, from the offices of our business houses,
fre.^uently wcrld-wide in their scope, from the workshops of o\ir old skilled
trades, which have justly been called honorable, from the factories of our
industries which are infinitely manifold and v/hich embrace the whole great
field of present-day technics. It may well be for the first time in the
history of our people that we, the craftsmen, the industrialists and the
jiierchfints, inspired by one force, form one united front recognizable as such
to everyone. By tha.t we testify that in our day that which was fought for
during decades ani centuries has becomo a reality: the feeling of an
indissoluble commiunxty of the people rooted deeply in the hearts of the
individual. If cur people have been often, unfortunately only too often,
torn asunder by inner conflicts, one thing unites and w'elds inseparably
together all those who are worth of the nejne of German: the feeling and
consciousness of the responsibility for the honor of our people.
\/e men of practical industry know how much f-e world needs peace.
However, we also know that there is only one secure basis for peace: the
recognition of the equality of the rights of nations which mutually respect
each other. The Gorman people desire rm. more than it is willing to grant
any othor^pecple in the world on the L.,sis of divine and human rights.
However, if the German people does not wish to surrender its moral and economie
existence, it caii no longer tolerate its being placed under an exceptional
law which is no law but injustice.
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kfc all wish peace, and we practical working men who are I'esponsi'ble
for cur plants offices and shops in which
(Page 2 of original)
millions find oriployment and in which we hope that all who a.re willing to
work will soon find employment — we all take this wish in deadly earnest*
As a G-orman industrialist^ allow me to say a candid word. In connection
with this demonstration the outside world will certainly think and sayJ
u-eman industry is clamoring for peace, and yet in reality it is only willing
to take orders for armament purposes. In front of you, in front of all the
v/orld, I vm.sh to state quite clearly; Without reservation and in full
con-uiCjion, (German industry agrees with the words of the Eeich Chancellor
and Fuehrer of the German people: that the last German machine gun could
and shoula he destroyed if at the same time and to the same extent other
nations ao tno same. It agrees with 'hat non only on the hasis of a deep
moral ccn'/iction oat also from the c-^earest economic considerations, German
industry nas proved, before and after the invasion of the Huhh, that there
is onougn^^room and work for industry even in disarmed nations. In addition
uo uhat, G-erman industry is convinced that an equal and simultaneous dis—
arm^ent jf all nations v;ould resuAt in a really safe peace and hence give
an impulse to their economic lives which could never he equalled hy orders
for armanent pu^oses. But German industry is equally convinced that it is
a state of^affairs intclerahle to the economy of all nations that a double
standard ci mora.ls should ho made the guiding principle in the lives cf
great, mutually dependent, peoples.
Buring the V7ar and through the consequences of a terribly disastrous
l?eace treaty, we have lost much. Because we are proud of, and may well hejiroud of vjhat ot^ people performed in peace and in war, because we know
that our^i-ride is also understood far beyond the borders of Germany and
that io is recognized there, we need not and we cannet be limited in the
full and conscientious employment of ;.ai means to protect our honor. We
have come together to demonstrate that we, every man and every woman, are
prepared to risk all, to the very last, for our honor. This we pledge to
the venerable protector of the German Reich, this we pledge to the leader
cf the German people.
, von Renteln, loader cf the Eeichsstand of German businessand oxilled Trades, President of the German Industrial and Business Council,
addressed the meeting and said among other things:
tiiis assembly today, 20,000 of the most competent representatxTes
of all classes, all branches, all gr,ups of employm.ent, and economic
assocxatxons, frora all parts of the rman Heich, have come together: The
Eexchsstand of Oeraan Industry, the Eeichsstand of Oerman Business, the
Eeichsstand of Skilled Trades, and the Oerman Industrial and Busings
co^.oil, as well as the approximately 3,000 head and national organizations
and chambers associated with them.
^ We all know that in our economy the most widely different aims and
aspirations overlay ana cross each other; but with the victory of national
Socialism, one overpowering insight has become the common property of all
branches of the eoonony, namely, that we all are banded together Lr better
or worse to perform these functions which serve to maintain the economic
. o uui. iei in i; fo
^
existence of the Serman people. There can never be a sound, free, and strong
economy wit.i a sound, free and strong people. The fate of German industry
is indissolubly bound up with the fate of the German people.
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All our calculations, plans and schemes have one peaceful aim*
to create work and "bread for the G-erman people. In unremitting,
constructive work on the basis of alleviating, regulating
(Page 3 of original)
and stabilizing of conditions, we are striving to contribute our bit so
that enterprise and creative impulse will be able to provide the great
and numerous G-erman people with t'no possibility of working and living,
in natural, peaceful development, •< the small, overpopulated area
remaining to it. We are men of peaceful labor. That is why the call for
psac^; which our Puehrer, Adolf Hitler, has sent out to all nations, has
found so mighty an echo, in us; that is why we as his loyal followers
pursue, with him, a. policy of upright peace in the world.
Bid v/c not stand for peace and constructive peaceful work during
a.11 the la.st 14 years? And what did wo have to go through in Germany?
Gorman oconomy had to bear unhoard of burdens and had to transfer its su
substance to foreign countries to an ever—increasing oztont. V/e have made
untold efforts to promote the peaceful work of industry, but in spite of
this it was bled white by the disproportion of the burden. And, ovdr the
distress and despair which raged through our country, over the sorrows of
fathers, the tears of mothers, the hunger of children — Bolshevism raised
its threatening head. V/hy were the fruits of the diligent lab^r of our
people only suffering, hunger and want?
We were for peace, we are for peace, and we shall continue to be
for it. But the world was full of discord. It was divided into victors
and vanq.uisned, into nations with superior and nations with inferior rights#
Through a thousand channels of commercial policy, of foreign exchange and
credit policy, through agreements and conferences, through stipulations
£uad treaties, the German people was deprived of its rights, and this
entered into the economy so that the economy was also deprived of its rights.
The German people never wanted the World War or caused it. But it
waged it honorably to the end. It was also clear that the outcome of the
war would cause us for a certain period of tine to bear certain consequences,
as is always the case with peace t:. ".ties in the history of nations. In
Wilson's fourteen Points the framework of those consequences, which did
not damage the honor and the good name of Germany, but rather acknowledged
them, was solemnly proclaimed to the world.
But the cause for our having boon deprived of our rights is based
on the fact that, by being finally compelled to sign, it was thotight that
we could be made to abp.ndcn cur honor, an hcnor which the German people
cannot and never will abandon'. Just as the prerequisite for an upright
peace in which the economy can florish is the politica.1 equalitv of Germany,
so the prerequisite for that equality is the recognition of the'fact that '
the German people is not without honor, but has a sense of honor Just as
much as any other people.
We thank our Fuehrer, Adolf Hitler, from the bottom of our hearts
for having publicly declared to all the world that an upright and lasting
peace can be based only on the foundation of equal rights and equal honor.
Hever before was anything so deeply desired by the entire Germ^ people as
this step of Adolf Hitler.
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Dr. von Eenteln concluded his address "by reading the following
HSISOLUTIOII OF TEE WTIKB OERiiAE UmJSTEIAL ECQHOMY
Twenty thousand G-eratin aen fron indi^stry, "business and the skilled
trades have united to ezjiress the voice of the industrial economy in
rSfC'C-rd to the political decisions of the Reich Cahinet, and proclaimed
their unanimous desire in the following declaration to the Fuehrer of the
Germpn people, Adolf Hitler:
The Gerinan people is filled with the desire to serve "by peacef\il
creative
(Page 4 of original)
labor its own welfare and thereby the welfare of a.11 nations. German
industry, which had to struggle ha-'i through the world war and the post-War
period, deeply feels that one cann;.': heal the terrible wounds of the past
through the horrors of a new war, but only through the peaceful cooperatlor;
of all nations of good will.
We men of tne industrial cconony know that the basis of all
successful work and a, lasting peace can be only honor and the equality
of rights which is indissolubly bound up with it. We solemnly .advance the
claim tnat the Gen-ia^i people should not be any longer deprived of that
equality. We stand in the midst of the national community of the German
people, inflexibly resolved to stand behing the Reich Government in true
luya.lty, and we thank our Fuehrer for the deed of liberation with which
he took his stand before all the world for a true peace on the basis of
honor and eq.uality«
On November 12, 1933, the fateful day for the German nation,
every German-man and every German woman has to answer clearly and
uninistakingly the question put by the Fuehrer of the German people before
all the world with "Yes"* The honor of each individual demands this; the
honor of the whole Gorman people demands this."
(signed) KRUPP von BtiHLFlT und HADBACH
(signdd) von Renteln
Dr. Otto Fischer, President of the Central Associalf-ion of German
Banking, Berlin, took the floor as the representative of the banking
business, Ke sta.ted among ether things:
If in this hour-German ba: express their Indissoluble ties
with their Government p^nd their Fuehrer, they do this all the nore
cheerfully and without reservation, because the German Governr-uent, like
no other govdrament in the world, has become the standard beare:.r of
io.ea. of peace*
^ German oaaiking had to experience in aii unprecedented manne.^
what It means to serve a people to whom full equal rights are denie»<i-
(^c;rman banks would never have felt the effects of the world crisis sio
seriously, tnereby injuring the economy of the entire world, if one
j-iuch accustomed to the idea of regarding and being allow©
to treat -Germany as an underprivileged ^people,
- 4 -
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The German "banks, standing firmly on the "basis of today's
proclamation, feel how completely inseparable their fate is from that of
the entire nation. The 12th of November will show the world that the
Puehrer has accomplished for the German people their century—long yearning
for ^mion and unity*
The President of the supervisory council of the Hapag, State
Councilor Smil Helfferich, declares:
Our overseas enterprises, our shipping, our commercial esta'blish-
ments, our plantations and other economic undertakings in the world are
closely connected v;ith the homeland.
But to Germans abroad their honor means much more than all material
things, V.'e are engaged in peaceful coii5)etition with the nations of the
earth, I', this, we have a more difficult position than all other nations,
for the homeland is poor and there is no square foot of territory in the
rest of the world which still nelongs to Germany. Nevertheless, we have
built up once again, we have asserted ourselves, we stand solidly together
in the disaster of tlio world econo:;." " crisis. But we would give everything
that we have created and acquired fcr the one, the highest possession, the
honor of our people. Eoncr and equal rights are the same thing. Peace and
h^^nor is the motto of the Puehrer; peace and honor is the motto of all good
(Page 5 of original)
Germans in the worldl In the face of the entire world, Gemana and German
economy abroad are united as one man behind the Puehrer, They pledge him
their faith toda.y and evermore.
As representative of the retail trades, the member of the board of
Directors of the main association of German retail trades, Eudolph Hertzog,
declared among other things:
The hundreds of thousands of German retail tradesmen have clearly
felt during the last months that for the first time in years, the destructioi
of purchasing power and the reluctance to buy have been stopped by resolute
statesmanship. The economic force of the German market at home is beginning
to grow stronger. The people and the economy in Germany desire nothing but
peace and security in order to be able to complete German reconstruction
under the new State leadership.
Hundreds of thousands of German retail dealers and merchants'
assistants are grateful to the German Fuehrer and Reich Chancellor, Adolf
Hitler, because he has now resolutely taken the path of securing peace and
equal rights for all nations.
The President of the Chamber of Com.merce and Industry in Munich,
Albert Pietzsch, joined in the proc .;ation in his capacity as represent
ative of the German Council of Cor-nerce and Industry with its 111 affil
iated Chambers of Co/iimerce and Industry of Germany, He emphasized further;
not a politically impotent, but a politically strong Germany, can effect
ively fulfill its mission of contributing to the new order and the
reconstruetion.
In his great political speech to the German nation, and at the
same time to all the nations of the world, our Puehrer has announced this
- 5 -
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now doctrine, We, who have restored nany "broken ties with other nations
"by our ecoaonic activity, can hear the wise and understanding men in all
nations draw a sigh of reXief "because a great statement has taken the
leadership of G-ermany into his hands. We, the Heichsstands of industry,
commerce,^and the skilled trades, pledge with our innermost conviction to
stand behind our chancellor, Adolf Hitler, the Fuehrer of the German people^
Doi—g aosclutelj' certciin of the success of his leadership for the wolfcire
Of our beloved Fatherland.
Lb President of the "Kaffee Hag Gesellschafti A.G." (Coffee
Association Incorporated), Bremen, Consul General, Dr. Ludwig Eoseliue,
e^roresses the following sentiments:
Per the first time in the existence of o\ir Reich, the opportunity
has been given to us Germans by the people's Chancellor, Adolf Hitler, to
become completely tnified in spirit and in deed, and this, indeed, will be
a permanent unity and not merely a brief intoxication such as we experienced
in 1914,
I represent a number of very diversified economic structures, among
which, however, tnore is note which dees not feel intimately cdnnected in
these decisive hours with the fate of the whole nation. I accept the
proclamation unconditionally.
Hew is the time to show the world that we are absolutely united^
Therefore, v/ith all the pcv/er of my heart, I also ask those who have not
yet familiarized^themselves with the Hational Socialist idea to set aside
all their misgivings and to put themselves, in this hour of our country's
direct need, behind the Fuehrer, Adolf Hitler, so that foreign countries
can see that united Gernrny has again become a powerful factor which cannot
be brcwbea-ceno
The^msmber of the Board of Directors of the I.G. FarbenA.Gc,
Dr. ?^chnitzler, emphasized aiong other things;
Our cherdcal industry is to u lar^e degree an export industry.
This charges it with a douhle resp •ihility, to maintain and to strengthen
its high standards hy high technioaj aohievenent
(Page fi of original)
and a sales orgaiiisation developed down to the finest detail. Especially
hecausc of its world-vide importance, it knows the great value of peace;
we wan„ peace hut^with honor; the chemical industry desires the pLcoful
exchongo of ideas in tne world and the exch:mge of goods between Ltions,
and for this purpose it cheerfully offers its services at home and ahroab
In the name of Germany's chemical industry, I aay ask the Gernan
people from this spot ro pledge their faith unanlncusly and warnly to the
people's Chancellor -before tne entire xvorld 4,hat Gervanv intends to walk
the way of peace, work, liberty and hnncr, which haq h™ i 4^ oi ^ v -+
Gcvernjeent. The unified link which must held ua tc^PfVi • 4 ^ ^ ®
.xd weeks shall be our love for the German tTiol.
The -member of the Beard of Directors of +h^ .5 v t
rtoohr arid Company, A-G., Leipzig, George Ktoehr ^ .u-
^ ^ '•T>oenr, declared among other things
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Of all industries in our Fatherland, none is do intinately
connectod with the people as is our textile industry. One and one—half
million male and female workers and employees obtain their daily bread in
our textile industry, v;hich is the second largest industry of Ca-ermany,
Peace and well-being are the prerequisites for its continued existence,
We thank our G-overnment for creating peace at home, and because
its measures serve for the maintenance of the peace abroad which can be
established only upon the basis of -jQual rights for all European nations.
We feel an intimate association existing between our Fuehrer and his
government and we pledge ourselves to faithful obedience and active coop
eration.
The Director General of the United Steel Mills (Vereinigten
Si^ahlworke) I Albert Voegler, en^hasized among other things:
u-erman economj'- in all its branches wants to show the world and
proclaim on the 13th of ITovember that it stands together behind Adolf
Hitler and his Government. This is vt rhetorical language. It is an
ijinshakeable fact.
After the disappointments and failures of the past years, industry
w-5^ reserved attitude towards the new governnont. Adolfor in his accustomed way quickly and thoroughly swept the party state
away^ Thus the first cornerstone for reconstruction had been laid.
The false Marxist doctrine began to embrace all classes the
pcisca also polluted the economic body more and more, Clearlj;^ and without
reservation Adolf Hitler identifies himself with private enterprise,
however, as the foundation of his economic policy.
How mucn has been said, and written about the unemployment problem!
Adolf Hitler, however, took it in hand, "With this readiness to make
decisions, Adolf Eitler won all hearts,
Germany is arming differently than the world believes. The machines
are at last beginning to turn again, forges are beginning to smoke, new
land is being broken by the ploughj no gun barrels are being cast for powder
and lead, but pipes for water and gas.
GermoJiy has awcikened and has but one desire: to accomplish its
reconstruction work peacefully as a people of equal rights among eqiials. The
disaster which hum.an shortsightedness inflicted upon the world for two
decades can only bo cvorcome by common effort.
Je do not cherish any illusions. We know that the hardest battles
are yet to be^won. But we know also that in other countries and certainly
in economic circles, more and more - -'ces are being raised which confront
the political will to power, driving, -heir country from one crisis into
another, with economic reasoning.
(Page 7 of original)
But one thing we have fihead of the other countries: The German people sticks
closely together and stands fast behind its Fuehrer.
As representative of the skilled trades, Vice—President Zeleny said
the following:
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The German skilled trades consider themselves ahsolutely united
and .allied with the IHiehrer of the German people and with holy seriousness
they feel the weight of the decision which the ^Fuehrer has taken, assuming
thereby a responsibility "befr^re world history for the existence of the
entire people* The German skilled trades thank the fuehrer and Chancellor of
the people, Adolf Hitler, for having taken the way that leads to honor and
freedom and equal rights for the entir© German nation, and maintaining it in
the face -^f foreign countries, and for having turned away from insincere
methods for expediency. In this worj --historic fight for honor, liberty and
the equality of rights of the German nation, the united front of the Geraan
skilled trades stands behind the Puehrerj and there is ne German craftsman,
no German craftswoman, no sons and daughters of artisans, no apprentices with
their family members, who would not cast their votd on 12 November in favor
of the policy of our THiehrer, out of their innermost conviction, out of their
inner national strength, oub of the national consciousness which lies securely
in their bloods The skilled trades, unified in their thoughts and feelings
with their Puehrer, will vote "yes" on 12 November.
The representative of the German transport business. Director
General Dr, jur. Srich Luebbort, president of the Heich Association of German
Traffic Administrations, stated ai/iong other things;
The German transportation business, v;hich provides bread and work
for more than 600,000 v/crking people, represented by its leading organizations-
Reich Association of German Traffic Administrations, Association of German
Shippers, Reich Association of the Gorman Shipping Trade, Reich Commission
for German River Shipping, the representative body for the German automotive
traffic business and Reich Association of the Carrier and Automotive Trade
of Germany, jo-^ully and gratefully, in these fateful days, pledges its faith
to the restorer of the Reich, to our Ruehrer and People's Chancellor, Adolf
Hitler and his government. The German transport business maintains a never
changing loyalty to the measures of the Reich government and its Fuehrer,
which are to give the German people peace, work, hc«?:ror, and equal rights. We
pledge our faithful obedience, in the conviction that only that road which
the Fuehrer has pointed out to the German nation can lead to a true peace
throughout the world.
In his concluding words, th.-. President of the Reich Group of German
Industry, Krupp von Bohlen und Halbach, stated among other things:
The Reich GovGrnment has submitted to the German pejple the question
of whether or not it approves of its policy. The Reich Chancellor, in his
latest Berlin speech, has expressed in deeply moving words that fAr the first
time he had a favor to ask of his fellow Germans, the favor that they cast
their "yes" for Germany, I would even go a step further. The "yes" in question
is the problem of the basis for the existence of every German. Fvery German-i
wherever ho may bo, is therefore confronted with the question occupying his
mind and heart: " Do you identify yourself with your people, or do yeu want
to stand apart for any personal motives, whatever they may be, in this vital
question?" Whether the individual belonged to one political camp or another,
to one denomination or another
(Page 8 of crigiual)
in this fatefta question of the German people there is only a purely objective
alternative: either "yes" for Germany, emanating from sbjective reasoning,
or the no which could only be dictated by personal considerations. Everyone
must realize clearly the full import of this decision. And everyone who has
~ 8 «
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seriously asked himself this question - vhich is certainly the case with
all assemhled here — will know that "-.v^ silence of the individual is
equivalent to a negative reply. Therefore, I request of you all in parting -
to use the few remaining days which separate us from 13 Hovember to
enlighten unequivocally all those with when you will come in contact in your
circles about the significance of the entire question, not 'Only for our
people as a whole, but alsc for the conscience of the individual to whom this
question is put. let us do what our innermcst souls dictate, and let us sum
up What binds us for all time in the cry -to the venerable protector of the
German Reich, C-oneral S'ield i-Jarslial von Hindenburg, to the Chancellor of the
German Reich and the Fuehrer Adolf Hitler, Sieg Heill
The President of the Reichsstand of German Industry concluded the'
meeting of the German economy with the following words! ,
The first great demonstration of the Reichsstands of industry,
of commorce and of the skilled trades, which testified to the unanimous
will of German economy to anszer the question raised by the Reich government
in the affirmative, to safeguard peace, honor, and equal rights, is
terminated. I close the meeting.
After the final v;ords, the powerful strains of the national anthem
and the Horst V/essol Seng rang out.
Ihxring the dencnstration the following telegram from the President
of the Roichsbaic, Dr. Schacht, was read:
"I regret deeply that urgent official business prevents my
participating in todajr's mighty demcnstration of the German trade economy,
as I shf5uld have liked to dc, Therr^.'ore, let me express in this way to the
ro-nresentatiros of industry, the s:. .iled trades and commerce, congregated
in the exposition buildings en the Kaiserdamm that in thxs demonstration
the Reichsbmk stands behind all of ycu without reservatien In your pledge
cf faith to the policy of the Fuehrer. Ho one knows better than German
industry, which experienced the terrible events of the post-war period, that
all measures of the economy are in vain if sound political prerequisites are
lacking. The world.can no longer close its eyes to the most fundaiuental
demand that the production and exchange of commodities within the boundariet
of a countrjr and beyond bhem cannot live and thrive without a secure
foundation of peace. This can last only, however, if it is based upon equal
rights, mutual confidence and esteem. Therefore, we appeal to the economic
and political reason- of the world. For this reason the German people as one
man takes a stand behind the Fuehrer whom they have elected themselves,
with the unanimous €ind sincere a-cknovledgement: "For a peaceful development
in confii-oncc and honor. To mastery of the v/orld economic crisis and to a
return of well-T^ci^g iri all civilised countries. With holl Hitler,
Dr. Hjalnar Gchacht".
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I, :-:enry xi. ./ar Do'o'^ .r^:;wnf; Civilian, Offico of CMdf of
C imsel for "ar Crl .os, aff.or havin; been vje.rned I v;ill "be
liable, "ho •Dimis>,wnf, for :Tiakin'': o< false 3-hateinent, sta-ho l-jerewi-^h
nnder J
"^he foldor on^^i-hled "Pros3usti"r.iGn znr.i 70. Oebvrt sta-'; von !. errn
von lohlen 1311.6. I'Silbach a;-;. 7,. .iif.wst 1 '^40 (j-'ev/spo.pors arfciclas
at t'le Gcco.sion of 70th birthday of .'viriip-n von ^ohlun imd Falba.ch
on 7th -In-.nst l94o) " v/aa bron-'h.t to hiror.ibere: by conjtosy of the
Oritis.h '.nt'iorities fron th© -ritish dociiivient Center V/entw^rt h ' arracks
Forford ir July 1^47 and contains inter alia the following nev/snaner
cli-D->ir-*:s or oxcor-ots thereof:
1,) i.-' .Z. iiT-l''iSt_l£40. __
vor I_ohliin_imd_Kalbach_70 y^ar^ old«„
-erlin, 7..iii-;ust.
On 7.An..tist Ir, .histav hrnp-^ von .JolxLon nnd Halbach v;ill c>jlebrato
'--is 70th birthday. He looks back upon a nost nnnsual life, rich in
s^'iccess and- reco'nition but also fnll of vz-rk and. responisbility, "''he
cha-n''X)s w'-ich the -iXitpp enterpriose vzas ".ade to nnder^'p within the
last 35 years are widely Icnov/n, .-orld Jar I, vrith its troriondoiis dei.V3.nd3
neceaaiated t-b-O first cop.plete cb.anf-e over of the fir:;., "^he
"un.fortimato 'ntcor.ie ji t-'at vzn.r br'n.('iit with it, a soccnd. ch.an<TQj
this tine a conplete c3»ejig0-over to p..ace tij.'.e -Drodnction*
•^Kere vjuro otb^er blows: "'.he occupation of t'ie xii.hr, the battle of
th^ Knhr, inflation, a s.hort booi, :'ialad.nnigt.ration of the post-war
^ 1 -
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(p'-''-'::-3 1 of ori':;inal., con^^d)
•^overnncntis and finally f,he econonic crisis, on^u-i'h difficiilti<3s to
sSaky even f•-ujidations of a fir.-i li]a> iOruppe
Di^rin : t-"'osc years lir-op von llolilon provud hi;isolf to "be an
cntornrenoiir of "ix)st tradition and standin-v.
(•oa JC 2 of ori.-dnal)
'-vi dovotod his wl^ol- res -iirces, oner-y and v/ork imrescrvodJ.y to
his ono hi.": ai:.i: to save the factor''*. Apart froy.i thu econo. lie
const met ion and e:cpansion of the enterprise !Cr, Txijp-'- von Tohlen
imc' haltn,ch dovotod his work and attention ahove all to the social
vfolfore of the oo^ployees. I-'e filled with r:nroat pride when on 1
1.ay of this year t-io don-iity of ti'^ -e J'liehror honorod hin personally
"by "bestowin": i.Toon the ^e:npp works the title "'.'ational Gocialist
. odel factory".
2.) J'-ar^iff^ L-Qrlin)_8^A;ii--nst. 1940_
li'"rkJPi.oneerjt_ Oonferrin.": of title at t^e snsV-pstion of Lr. Ley.
-^asen, 7-vn „nst.
On Vadnusday, lanptarAtsleiter i-iarenbo.ch-, cn heho-lf of x-eichs-
leitsr Lr. Ley, vrho, owinc to his dv.t?'' trip to *:iastern Ibxer Silesia
cv-iiild not "be present hlisolf, presented to th.e hjo,d of the lirt^p works,
Horr Krupp V'^ n I-^ohAen-r-al'bac^^, on the occasion of his 7Cth "birthday^
a certificate si'ned hy the S'lie'-rer -personally, conferrin.": upon
hru'pT^ vfin Lolilen—i:a,l'oo.ch the title "'•vork Pioneer",
Golden had."p of >"onor was host owed ixp n herr 'xuop von hohlen-
Kaltnch at th^-^ sane ti';3 as the certifico.to,
^he certifico.te roods a fellows:
".'Vccordin.x to ny decree 29 -i-u-hist 1936 "pertainin--; to the conforrir.!^
cf the title "F^tional So.cl'^list ^ odel .jntoiprisa" I have conferred
2 -
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(pf5.£^o 2 of ori'dnal, cont'd)
the title "!'-"ational Socialist Hodol Enterprise" on the firm Fried,
SntDp -X.ij;, Essen, on 1 hay 1940 in recognition of their outstanding
achievements in war and "Deaca,
''he works'iop loador, Eerr licudp von EoIUen und I-ialhach, upon whor.v,
as the first f'^ri.van v/orkshop loader, I "bcsstow today th^ title
Work Pioneer,
tOrTpther vrith t-'^e .:;olden "bad.^c of honor to that effect) proposed
"by the heich Loader of the German La'bor Front,
(pa.-e 3 of ori-'lnal)
deswrves the Teo-tost shmro ir t'"is distinction owinA' to the services
he rendered personally,
Earlin, 7 hunust 194C.
si-'-?iod; Adolf Hitler,
3.) Ji-'^rliner _ioer3.en-3oitupA"-J'"9.-_
Z!r"-e Fnphrer wilL-"'-_ji'i^EP_Xon_l^hl^on-^al_"bach
Ppe,s^nt.^t.^on_of t.he ^J:d^n_Parfy„-^dje_of Honor - Jb^.^tov/al^
o.f_tleJiia-'io_^s_Shiold iAdler^clildX of3^o_i.oich_and_the_War_
5.^03^ 1st. clas^,_
Geri.^an Press Agency (P. .^)H3ser.., 7 Au^st.
On '''odnesday norninc the Eiiqhrer visited Lr, ICnipp von Bohlen und
Halby'.ch at Villa Hueoxsl in Esson in order to convey his i^jood wishes
personally to the .-.Teatest German armorer, on the occasion of his 7Cth
birthday.
In rocornition of his services to the nation and the Aoich the
Piio.hror nrosented I3r, .XTipp von Bolilen und Halbach, with the Gc'ldon
•••Sli-Vp party Had-'P of H-onor,
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(pa^ 3 of ori iiiial, con4:'d.)
-"^oichsr.-.inis+.Gr PvjiJc conveyed to ?Ierr 'CrttpT) von B-hlon nnd I-Ial^bach
the o^overnMorLt' s 'preotinj^a and nx3od wishes and on hel^alf cf the
Jne^Tor •o^'^sented hi:\ with the .iiD,.-de^s Shield of tho x^eich, 'boarinj':
the dedication; ""'c. the Leader of <>er;i.an iconony", in recognition
of his services to t-'-o Gernan oconony,
-eichs.linistor Dr. "^odt, on behalf of ?ue;irer, -Dresentei SriTop
with the "•"ar herit CS-ross 1st cl.as?, which the Fuehrer hs.d bestowed
upon hlr. \s ^ho first Ger^ar, in reco-nition of his services in
connection with the arnin^ of the Gerian Vehrviacht,
heichsleiter Lornann on behalf of the deputy of the 5\ie?-j:er,
j:-udolf ?Ibss, presented Dr. I'rupp von Lohden und --o.lbach with a b]ist
of t2ie l-uel^ror.
"•he loader of t'oD heiohswirtsch-caftsl^a.n/i'jr (-o-eic]! Chamber of
"Jccno'y) , hl'oert "ietsch, conveyed to Dr. iCrup-o von hohler. lond
halbachthe p:eetin':s and -:ood wishes of the German econo;-iy,
hcichsprossGchef ('-^ead of t''-G heich press) Dr. Lietricl-, a native
of B33e>-, convoyed to Br, ?jrnpT) von 'ohlon und lalbp-ch the vocd
wislies cf the Gornan nress.
("o^.pe 4 of ori-'dnal)
\fterw?i.rds, tj-o inspected a nuiber of v^orks'--.ops of the
"rnnn factor •, 'hierc ever the Fuehrer was recc'pized, he was -xeeted
uprc^.rionsly by the o-ploT'ses and the peoule of Lgsen alihe, ^he
Fuehrer t j'xer' left -Gssen,
Con "X'^ -'t.'i'il'^ ti0111 Jbyj:he__:_eicli3^arschadl._
Garr.an Fress ency Lssen, ? -i.um.st,
%
i-eichs. larsch-all C-oerin" corvevod jreetin'.'s and con-ratnlations to
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Dr. 7rnp-iO von ^ohlon imd .'•in.l'ba.ch on +,ho occasion of his 7Cth "bir^^hday
+:'-a:on.::h his c'^iof adjn-ho.n^:, lin.jor Gritzhach,
4.) 'T'^ n+.scho -*-11 cine 2ieifims" I'o,375/276 of
7 "U.-Mst 194c,
I'crk in tl"-0 l-mp-- v;orld en+:orT)rise has seen f,he prosperity, decline
and a new ni 'hty rise of the Gorr.ian -Koich and the Kr-upn works, Within
thssG three deco-dos occ\irred the centenary of tho Icrnpn v/orks in 191S,
the collar.se of 1918/i9, the l-ifir battle in 1923, dnxin- which I'xnpn
l-prisoned "by the I'rench arrny of cccnpation for alnost 6 r-ionths, and
finally tho vii.htd* rise fron 1933 onwards. If alread-y 'before V/orld
War I ICrnp-a von Ichlcn trod the xia-th, already mrl^od h?/- t-he tradition
of the firi'T, in a conscient ions nannor, pmxs-'iinf:: his o.ins, he has
es-nacinlly o.ftcr the war proved hinself to "be a worthy snccessor of
an llfred "x-ap-^; at th^t tine the initiative and sense of resronsibility
of this -lan overc.a-o tho -d-eat difficiati^s, which arose in connection
/
with the cIvaryi;-ovGr of tlTt= factory to po-ace-tine -nrod-uction after
the end cf the war, ly reason of the ^ersaille "^reaty y.iore than one
himdred -lillion i.o.rk wxth of installations and ;.i-aturir>.l cf the iLrnri-D
facf:or^.^ had to "be destroo'ed; war }:aterir.l coiild no lon.-.yr be riarnrf-ac-
tlired, ICov/ v/O-s t lo f^.ctory to contmne after '^prroxi^I'^t^^ly ^"^^If of
its -achinos ;To,d boen destroyed and a lar :e nn^.ber of its ennloyees
had tf' be disrrdssod. '^I'nder t'lese
(p-are 5 of ori dnol)
conditions th-^ advice was repeated!- 'd.ven tr. continue tlie firn as a
refined flt«30l plant on t-id smaller "bs.sis of coal :iines and steel
works and to close down thi3 arriaiient plants co..ipl..tely. -^his w n!d have
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"boen q.uite ri:fit frou aspect of •orofita'bleness. However, ICrupp
von Hohlen und Hal"bacli did not only see these financial asnocts of
profit ableness but also saw the ideal '•::'\idin:: principles cf the
decision by national interests, ."\r^ip- von iiohjen und Hal^^e-ch let himself
be 'nided by the latter, w-:en h. decided in favor of a continuation
of the plannin'^ and res-arch work in t'^ field of ar;-iarAent, "^hus,
t!-e xv'ork in the laboratories, developnent offices and v/orkshops was
not directed sr;.iT)ly tovrard -oroduction for peace, bat ccnciixrently
therewith v/ont th-e service to the nation's arna'ient -orovran, a service
that vn.s carried out with a hi.-ie sense of responsibility and which
^irquostiona.bly de -anded :proat, sacrifices in t'-.osc years. On this b^-sis
the -nrodnction conoid be dovelo-oed in nany directions: the ir.c^^-'strial
ya^orial vns tested and i.nproyed i.-uider the so-rorest cor.roet ition,
r>ro--T0SS was i.xa.do in dovolCT}..\fcnt in short, there was exoerl enta-
tion and intense activity in every field in order to up.hold t.'iQ old
tradition of ensnxin that t'^e best -bms of the hi.heat ti-aalit:'
stool c uld bo Toroducod w)ien ti^ tiiic ca.e. Just as Alfred Iirup-o set
iTo the "H.-x-irjor S^itz", a inrcM for-inA' -haiu.ep, in t-'^ year 1859,
in ant ici-oation of futnxe -nro-ross, so did liXupp von o:ilc;n set, ^ir in
the year 193? the first 15,000 ton for-'ln .• nress, w>.ich c-cened uo now
possibilities with its r.i htv-oroducti^re capacity. And Just as the
rCrnp- cast--steol of the -vist centuxy vr^-g renowned, so, likewise, nro
the new "Crup-^ stools and inc!mistrial rv^.terials of first-class duality.
Alfred /T-wr in his tirie ."do Gerran cannon and ^enar. shims independent
of ->itigh stool; hr^vop von hohlen. und Halbach systG;vatico.lly and
snccegsfuly carried th.is work forward
- 6 •
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Gixstav Tjxto-^ von ^ohlon imf 1-iallDach
tlie ];^.orfe, JDr._^is^av_:^u-DT)_-/cn_
2Iohler._':yif^_:-3l.bnc :will_'b^ 2P_JiG^rs_ol'^ ._on 7 _
His confidonce in Ger?.iany's fwtvie c nld. not "bo siTS-ttered avon
d-'iTin-':; t-ie tin« of tHo collapse, " I shall ne-'/er atandon the conviction
that the aohie-venonts of the ^err.ian people over the nany years of war
in their strxi'.-.aos at the fronts on t-he labor front and in its self-^
^iJnial at hoiie, cannot ha^'e bt-en in vain,"
I-Ie -olaced his confidonce net least in tho riicht of ^ernan in-histry
and its leaders. On thj^ occo,sion of its t^entyfifth anniversary in
Jnly 193^1: ho v;roto to the eutsche •^cr;-,vci"lcs-Z.^itvn :: 'h7e ad-.ire the
r.en whose enterprise and ^ienius cremated our "estern industry. Lay ,.ur
res-oec+: fcr then and the pr^^ud consciousness of v/hat it was uossible
to acccnplish in the iiost tryin;.; tines v;ith t'^eir contributions
preserve our conra;-;e and stren,^th to secure and increase v/hat hag
already been achieved, desnite all th-O storr.is of the present tirs",
Diurind the inva.sion of the -ulir Ito had to spend seven nonths in
French ir!nrison:;:ent because of his stro.i-:htforward Gerno.n convictions
and bearin-;. -^ven a nunber of years hofore the revolution Er. I<rnx>-D
von hohlen luid I-Lnlbach '-leclared a belief in the -^tate and a trno folk
co:\rninitv to bo t-"^ two poles of.political and occnordc life.
It never occurred to hin to surrender the independence of
t-'ie business. Axrinn the econonic collause of 1926, which resulted in
an ext.enaive '.ove:.:ent tc for;i coribines in the Genan irin" in-histry
he resolutely refuser- to let tha rru-o fa.-ily enterrjrise be absorbed
into anot^-vor indu.strial co^.tbine. On t-^ cortrary w^s t'^e •'^ erv 4-i ^e
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when he. onorpf. icall- initiative in ordor to ^-ive the hnsiness
T. "broader and firner f "nda.tion for proihi.ction hy conotrnctina the "blast
(•rrde 7 of ori-dnal)
fii.rnace vrorhs in lorbeck and "by enlar the -^saen Gast-^teel Vorks,
^t is knovm v/hat •"Teat fina-ncical sacrifices the ISrvpn fanily made by
..tivin.-: nn dividends for nany yc^ars dnrin." the period followinc the
ivorld Var in order to presserve the enterprise and ensure er.ployne-nt
for the -oersonnel, "^o-day the res-oonsible hj^ad) of th-o '"ried.rCn.ipn A.G-,
ray bo iven s-oeci.al reco nition for his service in always maintaining
the objective of preserving for t-ho -eich, dnring all the plants for
expansion, its most i-portan+: ar.;orers worlcshop,
It is to be tauten for ..ranted th-at. a man with, the philosorhy of a
:Cr^ipp von I-ohJen vnd halbach wonld wholeheartedly co-ooorate when, aftef
t.ne revolnti r, thi:^ pial was to -nlace th^J in'histrial potential of
Germany in the service of 0 sn edy recons^mction nrc'r-vi Pe '.•I.-.
lelf leart ana 3 "1 int t.-.is canso. -^he f.acf '-a
nf th-s^^rp^jror fills him witji nartic"lar ' , confidon
' j .
T,loas..re. L-o v.-r..s on. of ..ho flrsf; in.-hisfrialis..s to enter the 'Jer.an Labor-
front. It is Cinrn-o' erlstlo of his nhdloso-ohlcal onnriotlons th-a.t he
desoritod as the .rondest of his life the First of kay of that
.«ar ir WMch he was awarded with tho distinction of "-ational Socialist
h.dol Plant" for t'oe ISn^pp horks and thereby receive^ tJ-a nost treas,.rod
reco'niticn for his life's work.
6.) 5^^r_devt.sc:-:u Zolfewirt."^_ 3An_u^t_lG40
"Frou tho co-onerativo snlrit of a :,,,tnai ,1^3 ^ develors
tr.,e folk oounnity". nhis sa-dn.o orioinaiego froo the old ;£r,.i,p tradition
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of the plant conMunlty, which gav.„ rise to the tern
"Krup-oianors", and whicb helped to ores :i"/o hie good name
even through the nost oh'.otic tlnos follovlRe- i-ho "'orld -'ar.
Ho 'ever, it v-is also coined fron the character of a nan who,
during the ccurso of a rich ind very active life, had cono
to value above all the pcr-ors of a belief In and desire for
a ccranuiiity spirit.
o of criminal)
That nan is Dr»ICrupp yon i^ohlcn und Ralbach, On 7 ^lupust
he will have con.leted Ms 70th year of life. Certainly,
there must have been nany in the older a-cnoration of ontor-
prisina business men vho sa- their life work in-ooriled by
the unfortunate outoono of the'-orld "'ar. Hovrovor, thnre ls
no flrn whoso fate reflects so uninuoly tho crave crisis
of our POO-ple after 191g as tho Firm Kruo For this
firn was tho foreor of arms of the Eismrok hvern.nent
and thereby became involved to a sin ular dorroe In the
.greatness and the downfall of that Governnont. ..s the source
of the superiority of Gorman weapons in tho -orld '.•ar it
incurred the particular hatred and distrust of our enonios.
But there was another reason too. -hen largo sections of
our pooplo all too readily adopted the false watchwords of
the conouoring powers concorninv ever.lastlnf peace and dis-
arnanient, tbile spirit of the times, along with tho times,
alonr- with the one-sided dlsarnanont rewulatlons of the
DOCUIISKT VTO.lllK-llc'^bl cc-nt'cl
(pa:^e o of ori^inal-cont'd)
treaty dictated at VcrGallles,-olacecl the entire fcundation
of the Firma Krupp in a precarious Situation, To have orovcd
himself in those doucly-distressed times as the heir cf a
.•srrcat leo^acy of eminent national importance, and also to
have increased it, is orobably the most v.aluable ccntrlbuticn
\-'hich Krupp von Bohlen und H-Qbach made to the tradition of
his House, "hen, pursuant to the provisions of the peace
treaty, factory oroperty of ov:;r lOG million harks in value
'7ore destroyed," he ^'ould not have beon censured - certainly
not by official Germany - in vlcv cf the hopelessness of any
future for the country, if he had decided to discontinue
entirely the armament side of the business and to convert
it rholley to production for purely civilian needs. There
vms no lack of advice ".nd persuasion in favor of this
course.
(pave 9 of original)
But Krup.? von Bohlen und j^klbach decided othor'-iso, Cn the
occasion of an employees^ meetlnp many years avo he crave a
description of this ocriod of tho most difficult dilemma,
"Bay and nlcht", he said, "ever since Kovcmber 19I0, the
anxious question vas before ].ie: '7111 it be possible to
preserve the plants ill it be possible to •Tuarantce '"'ork and
bread for the Krup'o vfork pecole; above all^ '-^111 it be
ocsslblo to reach the poal _ '-hich vras al^^.'ays before me as
the highest of all - to maintain tho Flrma krupp on a hitrh
technical standard in spitc of all tho difficulties of the
- 10 _
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times and to keep it adequately su" alied v-ith pepsonnol
and mechanical equipment^ so that it 'rould bo at the call
of the i'athei'land at any time and hour if nc' duties should
arise in any fiold?'" ..ind so the Pirma Krupo remained an
amanont olcn t^ not least bocauso of the forosi''ht and
oersevorancG of its head. Ihe latest victories of d-orman
-^oapons, of vhich not an inconsiderable part mere ^^-rupp '
v'oapona, have provided the most plcrious justification
fcr this decision, .it first ai.a:ht it must seen surprising
that a man from the field of diplomacy like Krupp von Bohlen
und Halbach could find his plaeo so quickly in the sphere
of responsible business enterprise. But the fact must not
be overlooked that tho blood of Kl-iino~"'astfalian iron-
forf^ers also flops through the veins of Krup •> von Bohlen
und lialbach. Halbach refined stool, forvod into soythes
and sickles 100 years ago at the foot of the huencston
Brldoe, had name and fame in those dayg, The diplomatic
profession, v/hich broadened the exporionco in v^crld affairs
of ycun.T vcn Bohlen und Halbach in '"aehin-ton, Pekin;? and
Rome, thus gave him only a finlshln- touch; it rounded off
the H^ilbach heritage in his chai-aotor and mave him the
qualifications for his later successful activity in the
field of industi-ial community "ork, after the assumption
(page 10 of original)
of pov/er by tho Fuehrer ^rupp von Bohlen und Halbach,
who v/as President of the Reich Organization of Industry
^ 11 ^
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at the time, took a c'eclslve part in the dissolution
of the Employers' .^ssociationsj i^hich had their be.s:inn-
ings in the Ruhr district, in order to make r^ay for
nev; forms of activity in social co-operation. For the
same reason he formally entered the G-erman Labor Front
in November 1933* have first seomod sur
prising that Krupp von Bohlen und Halbach did not also
take over the leadership of the nerly-created Heich
G-roup Industry in 193 '^ v/hen a rfi-organization ^-'as made of
the industrial system sufficient reasons have come to li:cht
in the noantime for e.ll to see. Kg r-as faced T^ith the more
pressing responsibility of placing his huve enterprise,
the full poper of his ability and experience, at the service
of Germany's re-armament program, thereby harvesting the
-fruits of liis long years of labor, full of selfdenial but
quietly carried on pith a confidence in the future. T^e Firma
has continued_ to be under its present head Phat it car^e to be
under Friedrich and ..Ifrod Krupp, a family onterprise of the
highest standard, oxemplaiy in its relationship betv/een
management and employees. Last but not least is the credit
earned by Krupp for havin-v preserved till the present day
standards of social and national responsibility for the
German armament industry v-hioh preserved, it from the bad
odour of the capitalistic armament industries of other
countries.
- 12 _
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7fc) l%s_eno_r__inz£i£er"_^ Nc^ 21_5 ,_of_7_.iU-:ust_ 19:^0^
Hilbach JO _years_cld_^
"The Krupp e.oioloyeGs hnov; that you stand In a relation
ship of trust v'ith the Fuehrer."
"Sver since my first contact vath the Fuehrer I have
(nape 11 of original)
had the deepes^t and most sincere admiration and respect
for hin. In ny opinion there is no statesman in the world
who has shown such clarity of thinhiny in oolitical matters,
or such restraint in tae domc.nds arlsiny from his "oroyrani.
His repeated visits to our plants are evidence of the sincere
interest with which the Fuehrer constantly follows the
activities of the Krupp ""orhs. On such occasions - to mention
only the one thing - I always admired his momcry for details
of ever^r hind, a-momory which overshadow.s that of the so-
called 'exports'."
' '• ) ^Kl'^ i^As_ch_e 19^0
J^_y(Jar^old on 7 /lU^.
In spite of everything, th- F1rma Krupp weathered the
difficult and critical years follor'ing the war, thanks to the
calm determination with which Krupo von Bchlen und Halbach
alvr.^.ys led the onterpriso, thanks to the nationalistic and
social viov's constantly •oroclained in oxonjlary fo.shion by
its leader ^nd thanks to the orudcnt and -orovident financial
- 19 -
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(pac:G 11 of orl^-lnal-cont'1)
policy v.'hoi--oby any sui'alusGs of the Firm not used for social
purposes have boon used for many yoars to strengthen the
internal ors'faniJ^ation of the business^ For Krupo von Bohlen
und Halbach the preservation and stronoithoninp: of the
entcroriso meant everything. The i-^ork of conversion and
expansion that vas achieved in the Krupp ^"-onzern under a
leadership by him that vas al^-.tyg steadfast in its alms, and
with the help of able co~uorkGrs, is a tremendous feat of
•nrivato business enterprise. Just as Krup^ considered it
his natural duty to subordlno-to all business interests to
plaoinm his entire res )urcGR of personnel, machines and
funds at the service of the fatherland, so also in the
(p.j-pe 12 of original)
present r^ar is this firm the crcatost forror of weapons of
the Roich, which v;ith. the many othor powerful forces
defending our country, is dovotinp all its efforts to
brinpln-" Grerraany's strupvle of self-defense to a total
victory for ^oople and State
I have carefully read the tvalve (12) pag-es of this
affidavit and signed it personally, I hfive made the neces
sary corroctions in my own handwriting and initialed them.
I declare hore'^'ith tliat I have given the full truth to the
best of my kno^'-lcdge ant? belief..
siwriGd: Henry _3lXB.ia::_
.." BUTCP. -L'.'.r
^ ^ fTO # 20055
ar Department Civilian
OBTIGD OF C'HFF OF COUNSEL FOR .R
CKIiXS U.S. -UR DEP...RTrIENT
DOCUIIIi^NT cont'd,
(pa^^e 12 of oria:lnal-cont'd)
Sworn to and signed before me this I5 day of October
by Henry .1. EUX3.^U::, kno^Tn to me to be the -oerson
nakiny above affidavit.
siQ'ned; Fl^r_Gnc_o 11.10"ViND
Capt. OCC
-^dutant
COPY"
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She enthusiasm nx all Clerma-ns in every nalk of life
during the "Torld Tar and the great humiliation
finally vvhen the peane treaty was imposed, Urupp's
and the entire people's anxiety and the utmost
struggle with destinys and finally, v.ith the help
of Adolf Hitler the re-awakening and the rise to
power of the Third Heioh, the mightiest of alii
ICrupp has shared the misery and the toil as pnly
few other firms have! Truly, none of the previous
generations in the sign of the three rings has lived
through so muoh, has seen so muoh sorrow and grief
until the final vintory, 'as this fourth generation,
the great grand daughter of Priedrioh IZrupp, and her
husband who has steered the firm thrrugh these
stormy de'^ades.125 years Hrupp - the happenings of
this eponh described in the pages- of a small book,
to be distributed by the firm among ten thousands
of TCrupp workers, this was the present ZCrupp' offered
on this occasion to its employees and other circles.
In 1959 when
declared war on us, the German Heich again mobilized
all her strength. It goes without saying that the
firm ICrupp has done its duty from the first day of
the war and will continue to do so until the very
end. At the time of printing this, all plants in
Hssen and all branches of the IConzern are working at
high pressure, many departments tc the limits of
their capacity. This however does not mean a stand
still, only a quick expansion of the production
machinery. As far as military economy is concerned,
the program of the war, a war which has been forced
upon"Germany, can be carried out in mutual trust and
close cooperation with the competent authorities. It
is said in an annual report of that time ''The recog
nition by the Fuehrer and the offi^.es of the t'ehr-
macht fill us with justified pride. =•
our old
r
enemies once again
At a time, when the Cast Steel "^orks were working
to the utmost of their capacity, the head of this
enterprise -celebrated his 70th birthday, Herr
von Tohlen had always succeeded in av^idin^; cele
brations and honors conferred upon him" personally,
no matter how well deserved through devoted work
this time however he ha.d to make an exception. The
recrgnition of the aru p firm as a national Socialist
model firm on 1 Hay of this year anid subsequently the
presentation of the Golden Flag, was more or less an
overture to the public reccgriition he received for
- 1 -
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tils efforts \^ith regard to the firm and the new
state system. The meeting of the Heioh Chamber
of Labor (pLeiohsarbeitskammer) in the oourse of
whioh the names of the firms, thus honored bj'' the
Fuehrer, were announoed,, took x>lao-e in the Cast
Steel horks this year. The largest work-shop, the
looomotive xaotory, the scene of so many large rallies,
where among others the Fuehrer had spoken to the
G-erman people and to the v-nrld about the alms of
his policy and his pacific plans for work on 2? May
1936, was made available for this purpose. Krupp
von Bohlen when announcing this hcnor conferred
added the remark: "It does homage to a social
political attitude, rooted in a 123 year old tra
dition, which has orgsnically grown into the new
time, the national Socialist Germany."
In the early morning of 7 August a simple
morning celebretion in the crurt of the Hrupp ad
ministration building united the family of the
seventjr year old
1) This special editions ''Alfred ICrupp and his family"
was published in the Verlag fuer Sozialpclitik, Hirt-
^ ^ ^ •« '14-^ 4- 4 4- 4 t ^ T ^ ^ .... C ^ 4 ^ T T*i ^ ^—sohaft und Statistik (publishers for Social Policy,
Economy and Statistics), Paul Schmidt, Berlin 1937,
as the first edition of this book, of which a
second edition has now been printed. The paragraphs
on the third and fourth generation have been
amplified, furthermore an appendix by P.G. Kraft
concerning the development of the Hrupp subsidiary
firms and plants of the Konzerne has been added.
238
(page 3 of original)
Herr von Bohlen, who celebrated his birthday in
TT-?l^Qol+rh +Vn<a 1 a^ i-. 71vigorous health, with the leading and oldest members
of th.e staff, severely injured war veterans and
holders of special decorations and finally with the
delegations from the wurkshop^j and branches, a tru
' —-C5-* W J. C. il«.'tA*;-kJ , «-»
and quiet Ivrupp hour of celebration. The oldest and
the youngest oz the von fiohlen sons were nresent,
the former already among the three-men Llrsctorium,
the latter a seventeen year old youth, while two
othear sons were serving at the front. Glaus von
.. 2 -
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lohlen, the second oldest s^n wh'^ was
Janurry was remembered bj his father
sorrowful prideg his widow took part
tion. In brief addresses the head of
oongratuletions b;'- the Aufsiohtsrat,
staff and his olosest •collaborators.
time kind and grateful mention was mads^the persona
lity of herr von Bohlen s.nd his lifelong work for
the firm, blessed in spite of the stormy and uneasy
times, "The great decisions whioh had to be made
during the bleakest times, might have^been diffe
rent, if you had not looked upon the tasks of the
firm with^more far sightedness as t cse who only
.thought of a short termed economic luorativeness, I
oan assure you that the loyalty towards the firm
during these diffi-^ult times has beexi greatly admired
by the employees, and that each one is prepared to
Tonaj'' this loys.lty", G-reatly moved, the man thus
oeiebrated thanked all partioipants, the speakers, his
ni^merous employees and last but not least his wife
and his family among whom he had always regained his
mental and physioial strength in good and in bad times.
Villed on 10
in -.."ords of
in the oelebra -
the firm was rifer
the entire
Prc^ time to
The highlight of this festive day w/as the visit
of the puehrer who had come to offer his congratulations
personally to the leader of many years^of the old
armorer's workshop. He presented him with the G-olden
Badge of Honor of the Himp, and through Heichsmini-
ster Dr. Funk, in recognition of his services_in
connection with German economy the Bagle's Shield
- . > . • , , t n • 1 • g(Adlershild) of the Reich with the dedications "To the
G-e: man Leader of Economy". The services _which ICrupp
iiad rendered in connection v"ith the eouipment of the
German Hehrmacht received recognition, as had been
suggested by the Reichsminie ter for Armament and Ammu
nition, Dr. Todt, thrcrigh the presentation f'~r the
first time of the Cross for ''''"ar Ilerits (ICriegsver-
dienstkreuz) class II -and I. Yon Krupp, upon whom so
much honor had already been besto\:ed, finally received
still one more very great distinction, namely, the
conferring upon him by the Fuehrer, as the first German
manager., the title "York Pioneer" throiigh a document,
signed ^by the Fuehrer personally, as iia!d been suggested
by the iReich Organization Leader, Dr, Ley,
A jgreat deal of honor for one day, but well dep
served a man who in most difficult times, depending
only orw himself and his conscience, knowingly staking
all he represented and risking ever^wfciiing in the
aim tcv persevere, to carry on the work regardless of
• - at times greatly crncerned about the nextsacrific es
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day, but nevertheless loyal to himself and to his
family, the firm and its ten thousands of employees,
to those H'ho held the same position before him and
above all loyal to the Heinh, the then so poor
and ruined Heich, the rebirth of whioh he witnessed
in spite of everything and vvhioh some day would
need the help of the enterprise, thus saved.
The work of the fourth generation Krupp and
its trustee and head has not yet oome to, an end.
lie himself, in unbroken strength, is still at_ the
head of the work for the future and the viotory of
Germany, He is surrounded by those who are his joy
and his hope: the fifth generation ICrupp of the Cast
Stoal f orks.
+
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4 Seutember 1939
I, Ruth OBkHIAHDijn, No, 16594, hereby eertify
that I am a duly appointed translator for the Eng
lish a.-nd German languages and t],iat the above is
a true and errreot translation of the Doo.uj]ient
No. Nm-9142.
iiDfmini'i
Ruth OUBx^UHjjER,
No, 16594.
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In the ilsaiic of the
Gor^ian pcoolc
I confer upon
GuatP-v Krupp von bohlcn und Enltach, Lr.h.c.
the Adlcrschild shield)
of the Gv^rnan Reich,
v;ith the dedications
"To the Ceman Scono".:y leader."
E^rlin, 7 August lOdO
Dor Puchrcr
(signed:) ^-.dolf hitler
(s i viio d s) *Va Ithc r Funk
CERTIFICA'EE OF TRANSIATIOIT
3, Deconbor 1917
1> Goorpc GOODIu.R MO. 31789, heroby certify that I an
^ thoroughly conversant yith the English and ^eman
lan^uarcs e^nd that the abow is a true and correct
Ttranslation of the docuracnt D - 66.
Georpc GOODI'AM
NO, 51789
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Extracts from Doc. NIK 12294
A Suminar^; Facts
Subject: Fori.iaticn of a company for the preservation and_ consolidation
of Gorman U Boat Experiences as viell as for their ccTimcrci.^
exploitation.
Theory: For a German tirm it is impossible to grant licenses to or to
accord foreign governments or firms assistance in some oth^r
manner from Germany for constructing U-Boats. That pr^c^ution
is necessary at least to this extent transpires from tne fol-
loviing extracts of the Peace Treaty:
of arms of .vsr material ..prrospoc-
tivo of 'Jh£.t kind . can not bo carrxed out..... ^d
further...."all other establishiaents vihxch serve the purpose.,
or the study of arms ... .^vhatovcr their kxnd arc prohibited.
According to this paragraph even a drawing office engaged in
the designing of U-boats can be closed in Germany.
Art. 170:"Sxportation of war material, whatever its nature, to foreign
countries is prohibited."
..hen dramngs are being described as ^var mc.t^ri^
and if the case arises this is what the Entente \;i]^_do -
nl drawings prepared in an "e3tablisscmcnt"(establislmncnt)
will certainly be regarded as war mctcrial.
Art. 179:"Germany pledges herself to take measles *
man nationals from leaving hor territory for tho purpose
of giving military, naval or aeronautic instruction in ^
foreign country," This paragraph also allows of a >/ery v.ide
interpretation—
Page 2 of original
Perhaps even the drawings taken abroad must be considered
as being exposed to action by the Entente subsequent to the
peace Treaty. It is true that Hollcaid did not sign the Peace
Treaty but the Entente might nevertheless hold German ship-
yc„rds responsible through the Gu^rman government.
This risk must be run, however, if it is at all conoomplatcd
to further pursue the Uboat construction. It would therefore
at least c-ppear doubtful whether the shipyards ca^ Guitc
openly cstaiblish a branch company abroad for the building of
U boa.ts. A., 1? i-u ^
Hence, the presentations below arc based on the further ere
recuisite that the company to bo formed in Holland must h.vo
no'traceable conn^^ction with the Gerriu.ni3worft(transl. :"Gcr-
maniaaTorft" seems to be deleted and replaced by "ship yards )*
Page 3 of original
paragraph 2.
The purpose of the company is the preservation and furtn^r
i.n-olcracnt<:tion of German Uboat experiences ind_their com-
racrci-l exploitation, i.e. through the preparation ol ^ ^
nroiects, the furnishing of constructional drawinp, pHv. Scj.e
of licenses, consultations incidental to construction and
tricas, the procurement of services of individuals who are ex
perienced in U-boat building and operation.
Paragraph
For the ourpose under paragraph 2 thefiles and experiences available. All inquiries for Ube s
and U-bo:.t material which reach the shipyards will be furuherl^ttended to by that office.
TR.UfsLSjriCN OF DOCUi^iEM' io.NIK 12294
CONTINUED
(Page 3 of original con't)
Para^ra^h 5,*_
The ship yards make all domestic and foreign protective rights
available to that office ....
Remarks on_the_aboye_drajt_a£reemen.t^
It is proposed that the follovving appear officially as members of
the companj": First, a Dutch firm, possibly lerrem &^La Porte, or
a firm vf.ich represents one or the other of the affiliated shmp-
yards| furthermore, Herr B, Dr. Block and Herr T,^Offrcid title
of the company: "Ingenieurbureau" (engineer's office)^, . . . .
officially claimed objects; preparation of schemes and consultation,
company form to be such that no iiufsichtsr.t is required.
The company must be registered so that the office can deal^inde
pendently with governments and firms, hen engaging in business
it will' be necessary to explain the situation in the follovang -orm,
The company h^s d its disposal the experiences of German firms^
gained in U-boat construction. NTien the question of guarantees is
broached by a prospective customer the company must be able to say
that are its bankers and is in a position to put up financial
guarantees
Page 6 of origincl
Office space must still be found, xilthough for the present there ^
is the question merely of the preparation of schemes not of^xinisned
dravdngs , it would nevertheless appear advisable in view
difficulties entailed by moving to select from the ouwset oliice
premises which are not too small since rent will constitute a re
latively sQill portion of the expenses. It is therefore proposed
that from the st?.rt office space be so calculated that the arawing
oifice can accomodate 12 men. The filing ream should be large enough
to house at least the drawings, etc. of the Germaniav.'erft,so far
taken abroad, classified in file cabinets, also to hold the araw-
ings of such t;:"pes which were not built by Germaniawerft, ana draw
ings of valuable projects handled by other shipyards
Page 7 of origirk.l
Question of ^ .g®nts__
It therefore seeius the most practical arrangement for the office
and not the individual shipyards to have representatives.
(initial) illegible v , .
13 April (initial) illegiole
12 -.pril
CEIJIFICaTE CF TFl..NSL..TION
I, George GOOUIIJSI, No. 34789, hereby certify that ^
conversant with the English and German languages n^^o/
is a true and a correct translation of the Document No. Nil 7^-.
George GCODr.'iAN
No. 34789
-END-
(Stamp )Received
16 Jan I9I1.O
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TRANSLATION OF DOGUiENT NIK-12155
OFFICF CF CKIEP OF COUTTSEL FOR
WAR CRir.SS
At present Hamburg - Gross Flottbec
(Stamp) Secretariat
Initials
HISTORY OF THE SUBWARUTE-BUILDING OF THE
"GERNANIAWERFT" (Germania ship yards)
Background-history.
Citing accomplishments of Y/ilhelm BAUER and the
"Howaldtswerke"• Short description of level of the submarine-
building abroad.
The first submarines of the "Germaniawerft"
"Forelle", the three Russian boats.
Ordering of "U 1" by German navy, hereby use of official source
Construction activities of "Germaniawerft" till the end
of the World-War>
For foreign countries: Small boat ("Kobben") and
5 boat's for the Austrian navy (K.u.K. Marine) etc. For the
German navy: "U 5 - 8" etc.
Treaty of Versailles.
Maintenance of the tradition by IvS. Importance
of same for fast re-construction of German submarine-weapon.
Resumption of submarine-construction by "Germaniawerft".
Buildings for the German navy and for abroad.
(initialled) Dr. Techel
CERTIFICATE OF TRANSLATION
19 November 191+7
• I, F.A. RAGER, AGO No.09)4.210, hereby certify thst I am
thoroughly conversant with the English and German languages and
that the above is a true and correct translation- of the Docionier
No.NIK- 12 155.
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( page 1 of original) OFIICB_OF C-I®: 0F_C0TIsa_F0a_.CT._CML3S._ ___
I. H-.go Peine, iDOrn 5 August 1890, residing in Kiel, H;henzollcrming
50, havin.: "been inforaed that any felse stateaents :
nent. state herewith under oath voluntarily and without co:.ipulsion,
followin^:
I was e:-^loyed hy the Geruania Podcyards fron 1913
the outbreak of the war until 1917 I '-•p^ on active duty with ^1917 the Geruenia Doclcyards recalled no, i-zhei e I e^ship con-
1919 in the construction office for suhnerinc construct^ -nnr-Wprdq fron
struction onBinecr. I continued ny work for the Ger.^ania . ^
1919 until 1925, where during the early years I was ^worked^s
Over the warship construction records to the allies. L ^ tp-raorarilv
constructor in the Merohent ship huilding industry. I
engasod in confidentia.l preparations for the journey to riolland m the
years iron iesi until 1935. I mention this fact here, "because I recall
one trip made by Herr Strehlow (Germania Dockyards) , who traveled to_ Jap^
in 1921, taking submarine plans with him, in order to submarine in
Japan. Anew company, Ingenieurkantoor voor Schepsbouw (abbrevia ed I.v.SOt
was to be formed in Holland for the purpose of continuing the research a^ddevelopment of construction plans in the field of submarine construction.
This trip to The Hague. Holland, took place in October 1925 after i had
been given my orders by Dr. Techel. In addition to myself, the fo lowing
su^omarihe specialists from the Germania Dockyards who were to organise the
office there made this trip: Richard Hagner. Hugo Seligmann, Kayser Leo
pold Haender. Georg Hehrmann, Sdgax Rickmeier .
Knorre as well as the only female employee, irss d.ruetzfeld. D •
Techel was the technical director and Haval Capt. TJlrich 3lum (retired) was
the'commercial direcbbr of the newly founded _
Schensbouw. Herr Uagner was in charge of the technical department e
ship" building department and Herr Haeiider was chief of the macnine building
• - r. T• J T r,r.nn-)Tpd p Group Leader position insection, jierr Seligmann and i both occupiea a u- ^ ^ nl- n -r ^ ^
. , . . -T,. i- TT VQ-Krcoi- PTii^ Verr Grieger held Group Leader
the ship building section. Herr Kayser ana ^ nv • • / v,
• i-u u- c^./*-t-innR The former Oberingenieur (sen.-positions in the machine ouildine sections, ^ ^7 .ui.,
engr.) of the Ger,imnia Dockyards, Herr Hehrmarn, w-s in charge of the
coLercial direcorate and motors, while Herr Grieger worked on toi^edo in
stallations
(Signature) Hugo Peine.
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( page 2 of original)
mring the eaxly>stages the personnel of the I.t.S. consisted of the 12 aoove
mentioned persons from the Germania Dockyards. During the course of the
follov/ing vears the personnel was increased until approx. 50 persons were
employed in 1930 (see appendix 1). Until 1927 I was engaged in huxlding
two Turkish suhmar-ines which were heing constructed on the docks in iijenoord
near potterdaa. The drawings and the "blueprints had "been made in the
In the meantime I had worked on the plans for the Finnish suWines and when
construction, was started in 1S27, I. together with Herr Sozhacn and Herr
Rickmeier, was sent to Finland to the Crichton Vulcan .-^..3. Doc.cy^ds
as construction supervisor. During the following years the
out other orders in the line of war-ship building for Spam, and ..err Selig
mann was sent to Cadiz as construction supervisor. later ^ '
was renlaced "by Ferr Engelbert Freitag who came from the Germania Dockyards.Z SUW?L LStruct^d in Spain had heen ordered hy the P.oyal Spanish Kavy.
The later construction supervisor, Herr Freitag, was also transferred to
I.v.S. "by the Germania Dockyards in la.ter years, following the founding of
the I.v.S. Herr Etz"bach, with whom I worked in Finland, also^came to us in
the I.V.S. in later years from the Deschimag in Bremen. my first JCb in
Finland terminated h-r the end of 1930, I then went to dolland for^a six
months stay and then returned to Finland with newer information, in order t
carrv out the construction of another suhmarine in the same dockyards. The
first submarines built in the years 1927 to 1930 (3) had a 500 tors displace
ment Another new construction, a ship of 100 tons displacement,_waG also
'ouilt with my assistenoe and in accordance with the plans of tte ^
"elsin^fors at the Sandvickens Sk^pskockan dockyards until 1930. ..according
to information I received in Holland a third order for a ,"f ^^ller^displacement of 250 tons was placed in addition to tnese. This l..st sh p
mentioned was the predecessor of our first Gprmaui
later built in the Germania dockyards. Herr Stzbach, as senior colleague,
was the head of the Finnish Construction Office and the representative
the I.v.S., while Herr Ricluneier supervised the machine construction; ^ "
my duty to supervise the ship construction. We were the only German su
constructors in the dockyards in Abo, Finland, and it was our ^ecial ^
to train and instruct the Finnish constructors, AH blueprints ®
in the Finnish Office, only the key blue prints were made available b^y tne
I.v.S. In addition to the above-mentioned submarines which were buiit
(Signa.ture) Hugo Peine.
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dockyards in Ato j two 4,000 tons armed coast guard "boats were "built, in
accordance with plans supplied hy the I.v.S. Kerr Ingeniei^ 3^tsch who
also joined the I.v.S. in later years, supervised the construction of
sh ip s in Aho •
During my interim stay in Holland with the I.v.S. in^l930/31, for the
purpose of gathering information for the second trip to Finland, I me -Q
following gantiomcn in addition to the ahovo-montioned colleagues, wnowcr.
new in our organisationt Dr. Rohr, Johann Wactje, Ehschncr, 3crny Strehl w
and soveraA others. Hossrs. Smst 3uhr. Hans Rchagen and C-cmhorg all from
the Germania Dockyards, were at the time employed hy the Dutch doacy^
Fijenoord. Eerr Strehlow must l,avc joined the I.v.S. m the years 1938/3 .
- - - • I was abroad. He had. worked on the plansI cannot stato this definitely since ^ ..w-.. . . +1,
andprlnciplo drawings for the Idnnisri armed coast guard doay, furthermore
he was in charge of the Surface War.ship Construction Projects.
After the conclusion of my duties in Pinland in the year 1933 I was sent
directly from there to Halmoe in Sweden to the Zucfcnus-liokaniska-Vcrkstaddockyards. Hero I also bad to carry out until 1535 the construction of a sub
marine typo (throe boats of 500 tons displacement) an order of the yr
the Svradish Navy, this time at a Svfodish office, which, however, had already
constructed submarines in accordance to its om plans. Afyr a yoy stay in
Holland (six months) I was transferred in July 1936 to Luoboy, to the Ingi-
nocrinv Office for Ship juilding, Schwartauor i.llee, a branch off oc y the
I.v.S."in Holland,'as deputy office chief. H-rr Wagner and H-rr Baonder wey
in charge of the office. At the same time, another branch office wasin Bremen, which was under the supervision of Herr Herr Eic^oierAfter Germany began to ro-arm again in 1933, spey^ yilding yyo^s f •
submarines for foreign countries were carried out by ootn of those
She first construction plans for orders from China wore protooed in Lueyc
and the blueprints wore developed for the newer ^
and Batiray, which wore built in the Germania dockyards, as yll as yr twfurther boats which were being constructed for lurkty. yc oy.tiuyyn f-
the ships which wore to be built in the Plendor do^yrd . in luobyk for ^hina.
was intArupted through the outbroalo of the yir and Xy-a.^, asyyied to war •
service in the Germania dockyards in August i9.-9. 1 aad y take chyg
Construction Office for Submarino Construction and Gonorai Snip Buildi g , '
tho Germejaia Dockyardr,, and today i \ .(. Signature; uugo Foine
' ••'• •'if
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I aB 3tiU engaged here in tha dockyards in the work of liquidating tke Qer-
li'tania dockyards.
During the entire period of my empl^yinent ^l^y wan also '
enaployed hy the Ingenio^oxkantoor voor l^loy:^ent and
paid hy this office during this io serviceposition with the I.v.S. retur^o the Germania Dockyards,
in the Germania dockyards and i had to rewn
V-Ule I was with the I.v.G. in ^^^0 I saw the pl^s^for^lut'^ in
suWine for the first time, intended for construction
Germany and was known and" were given to me for information
in Finland, were prepared y x.--%,VrjerviGion of the construction of such
DO that I could taloe charge P ^ Finland, as Cv/707,
a hoat in Finland. This suhmarine was "built hy me rn .
from 1931 until 1953.
Ihe Type II Beutogrine had the following advantages in comparison to
the suhmarines of the first World Wr.
1.) Anew welding process ^odrMuld he increasedt.e thickness of the ^stl hel.evl developed hy
from 8 mm to 13 - • - P command of the Havy) .
Daurat Dr. Lottmajin in the ?._-p ^hich as far as I know, was
2.) The utilisation of alloyed an c ^ material was used in thedeveloped hy ICrupp, Essen. - ^ "basis of research and
construction of suhmarines ^ " ' ' ' ^ suhmarines to submerge-
tests end resulted in the ahxlxty of the II
to 100 - 150 meteres xn conperxson t" ^3tres.
War which could only submerge to d depth oi -u
1 • V '-ptor huilt hy the GermaniThe suhmarines Type VII and VIi 3» w^^^ ^ ^ suhmarines:
dockyards, had the an^i in"addition to one stern tuhej
trru^llr^^fin^rd; or^hfothor, instead of only one.
These improvoBients led to a larger r^iu.^oi 5 OOO nantical
tional outside-storage-hunkers for fuel, that .s J.,
miles instead of 3.SCO nautical miles.
(Signature) Hugo Feine
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COiTT'D _
H"o other foreign suhsidiary co33panies of G-erman firms, v/hich v/ere engaged
in suhmsrine research and construction are known to me other than the I.v.S
I vrould ha.ve "been informed of any such suhsidiaxy cocpanies in my position.
I have read each of the five pages of this sworn affids.vit carefully
and have personally signed it, have made the necessary corrections in my
ovrci handwriting and initialed them, and herewith declare under oath that
to the "best of my knowledge and "belief I have stated the truth in this
affidavit.
(Signature) Hugo Peino.
Sworn to and signed "before me this 15th day of October 1947 at G-ermaniar-
werft, iCiel, "by Herr Hugo Peine known to me to be the person making the
a"bove affidavit.
(Signature) IJmile 3. Skraly
U.S. Civilian D 0942S6
Office of Chief of counsel for War Crimes,
U.S. Wax repaxtment.
CilT^FICATS
I, jBjik Merkhoim, ACrO 3 230 019, hereby cer-clty that I am a duly
appointed translator for the OGrman axd Snglish larguagos and that the
above is a true and correct translation of the docvmient ITo.; iUIC-12115,
iTuremberg, 19 Hovember 1947,
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( page 6 Sf original)
Bnplps\p:'e 1
Personnel List^of the Hague,_Hplls^4^
as_recalled hy_Hugo Peine.
Situation Cctoher 1925;
Pirect£r_s;_
Br. Hans Techel ITaval Captain Ulrich Blum (retired)
En^lpyee^ £Suhmarine_Speciali,st;sj.
Hichard Wagner, Leopold Baender, Georg Belirmann, Herma.nn Grioger, Hugo
Seligmann, Hugo Peine, Carl ICnorre, Bdgar Rickmeier, Kayser, Uiss Hruetz-
feldt. (ill from the Gerrnenia Dockyards). total 12
PuTther empl^yeej who camo^tp us_from the Germani_a_Dpckyards__until_19S0/^lj.
_(_S ubpiax inG_Speci aH sjb s_^)
Bngelhert Preitag and Bcrny Strehlow.
J)7pm_the_Deaphimagj_ 3remenx
XSuhmar ine_SE.eci ali^s.tsi
^filhelm Etzhach, Itahl, Kathe, Kaestner, Stoetzel and Richter
prpm_o_thGr_fi.rmsp. (Ho_t puhmarinp .^Eci.ali_stp)_i
Dr. PloIu", Jv^hann Waetje, Ohms, Seimer, Buesing, [Tb-.i-ss,
Kopsch, Shschner, Ka-se, Knudson, Dunz, Puss-Hippel,
Bruhn, Brinkamnn, Pimmen, Ilauritz, O'Giley, Jany, JonQon,
Kueller, Bartsch, Dr. Prohst amongst others whose n-^Dos%
I no longer recall.
In addition at least
Dutchmen
Pinal Total
Kiel, 15 Dctoher 1947.
(Signature) Hugo Peine.
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Certificate. Ef_^anslajbipn^ _
I, Jack Markhoim, AGO 13 330 019, horehy certify that I am a duly appointed
translator for the German and English langu^^ges and tha.t the ahovG is a true
end correct translation of the document Ho,; HIE 12115.
T0 iT Tn'.V M.arVholffI
v' K
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OPFICR OF CHISF OF COUITSFL FOR -uJl CHBUS
Artillcrv FovGlo^mcnt goj, 2598_
July 1929
Ilinutos
of the nonfororLoc in Rsscn \7ith
Dr. UruGgcr on 2 July 1929
Prcso'nt Vvorc: Hitter, Dr® Hrcroniolt,
Stcbcr, Pfrctz^^hcr, Dr. Sohoon
pp 6) Romoto oontrol.
M».Ii. Vvants to save tliG costs for tlio further trials
planned "by the Gelap (Company for Hlectrioal Apparatus;
for improvement of romoto nontfolft
T.'O arc to roeoivc some vvritton information on
the dcmontagc and return of tho apparatus supplied
"by the Golap,
PP*
(page 2 of original)
fho Heiohswehrministor
Mar. Ho. 9585 BW II.
Berlin V/ 10 , 30 July 1929
ICoo nig in-August a Str. 38/42
(stamp)s
Artillery Development
1 August 1929 07547
Answered? 2 August 1929.
lo
Fried, ferupp A.G., Essen
Artillery Development Department on G-elap (Company
for Sloctrioial Apparatus) 0033 Pt of 15 Junc^ 1929?
the Gesollsehaft fuer oloktrisoho Apparate (Company
for Sloctrioal Apparatus) Borlin-llarionfolde, on 0033 P^
of 28 June 1929.
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(page 2 of originalj cont'd)
DlGotrical romotG control for hj^draulic elevating
mochanisms.
(initialled li^inokh)
From the report of the G-olap on the tests carried
out "by the JCrupp firm with the eleotrioal remote
control of hydraulic plungers for elevating mechanisms
it appears that the experiments, in spite of a few
defects in t-he testing-install tion, demonstrated a
•precision of l/l6^ at 11.7 maximum rolling angle
and 5 double oscillations per minute in the roverse
movements In consideration of the statements of
Fr. Fischer that a definite improvement_could bo achieved
by using a spring compling and a glycerine brake for the
control plungers as well as a moving coil (arn^ture
of a small machine) both windings of which arc
directly influenced by contact relay, it^does not
seem necessary to undertake further preliminary
tests with the remote control mechanism before the
necessity exists to construct remote controls for
hydraulic elevating mechanisms. 77o ask you to state
your opinion in reply.
. By order.
(signature): TTitzell
CE?LTiFia:^__oF #k"h:sii„fiOFi
20 iJovcmbor 1947
I, Gerta ICMOVl, No. 20 151, hereby certify that
I am thoroughly convcrsa,nt with the English and Germanlan uages and that the abo've is a true and correct trans
lation of the Document No. NlK-12304.
—n
Gorta I1".NN0TA, •"''
No. 20 151.
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